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Agenda
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT 527 S.W HALL ST., PORTLAND, OREGON 97201 503 221-1646
Providing Zoo, Transportation, Solid Waste and other Regional Services
Date: September 12, 19 85
Day: Thursday
Time: 7:30a.m.
JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
Place: Metro, Conference Room A1/A2
*1. REVISING TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM PROJECT MANAGE-
MENT GUIDELINES - APPROVAL REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno.
*2. ADOPTING THE FY 1986 TO POST-1989 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM AND THE FY 1986 ANNUAL ELEMENT - APPROVAL REQUESTED -
Andy Cotugno.
*3. ODOT SIX-YEAR PLAN - ACCEPT PROCESS FOR INPUT AND PRELIMINARY
PRIORITIES - APPROVAL REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno.
*4. MCLOUGHLIN BOULEVARD IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM - RELEASE FOR ADOP-
TION BY LOCALS REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno.
5. INITIATION OF 1-205 LRT STUDY - INFORMATIONAL - Richard
Brandman.
6. STATUS OF ODOT/AOC/LOC ROAD FINANCE STUDY - INFORMATIONAL -
Andy Cotugno.
Material Enclosed
MEETING REPORT
DATE OF MEETING:
GROUP/SUBJECT:
PERSONS ATTENDING
MEDIA:
July 11, 1985
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
(JPACT)
Members: Richard Waker, Pauline Anderson (alt.),
Larry Cole, Ed Ferguson, John Frewing, Ed Hardt,
Wes Myllenbeck, Margaret Strachan, Ron Thorn,
George Van Bergen, and Vern Veysey
Guests: Ted Spence, ODOT; Keith Ahola, WSDOT;
Steve Dotterrer, City of Portland; Peter Fry, Cen-
tral Eastside Industrial Council; Geraldine Ball,
DJB, Inc.; Bob Post, Tri-Met; Gil Mallery, IRC of
Clark County; and Bebe Rucker, Port of Portland
Staff: Andrew Cotugno, Transportation Director;
and Lois Kaplan, Secretary
None
SUMMARY:
AMENDING THE FY 1985 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM TO INCLUDE AN
UPDATED PROGRAM OF PROJECTS USING SECTION 9 FUNDS
Andy Cotugno explained that this Resolution would, in effect, identify
projects in the TIP using Section 9 funds. It adds some projects to
the TIP and makes modifications to some dollar amounts. These funds
must be applied for at this time in order to receive the grant award
by the end of September.
With regard to the condition set forth in the list of Resolves concern-
ing completion of the Transit Development Plan update, Mr. Frewing re-
ported on Tri-Met's plans for increasing its financing and on the
status of the TDP. The last TDP was completed in 1980, and the update
will follow policy direction of the Special Task Force on Transit Pol-
icy (Blue Ribbon Committee). The review and recommendations of the
task force are scheduled for September completion and subsequent sub-
mission to the Tri-Met Board. After receiving their conclusions, the
Tri-Met Board will begin working towards adoption of a mission state-
ment and new set of goals.
A letter from James Cowen, General Manager of Tri-Met, was distributed
concerning the status of the Transit Development Plan and the proposed
update schedule.
Mr. Frewing stated that a fare increase will take place on July 29
pending consideration of alternative revenues by the Tri-Met Board.
Discussion followed over the need for restrictions in the Resolution
relating to air quality concerns. Andy pointed out that it is a matter
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of timing and testing in the area of air quality technology. Mayor
Larry Cole suggested that an alternative of natural gas modifications
for buses be explored.
With regard to the purchase of lift-equipped buses, Commissioner Veysey
reported that Clark County has found it more cost-effective to provide
door-to-door service for the handicapped. The question of acquiring
lift buses as opposed to providing other alternatives that would best
serve the interests of the handicapped was discussed. Mr. Frewing en-
couraged members of JPACT to attend the meetings of the Committee on
Accessible Transportation.
Andy Cotugno reported that a letter was sent to Hardy Myers, Chairman
of the Blue Ribbon Committee, regarding consideration of this Resolu-
tion. The letter indicated that a reprogramming of funds would be
possible for a three-year period if the Blue Ribbon Committee develops
recommendations contrary to this action. This would also precipitate
a TIP amendment. Andy did not wish the special task force to misinter-
pret Metro's action relative to issues being discussed by that commit-
tee.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of Reso-
lution No. 85-582 for the purpose of amending the FY 1985 TIP to in-
clude an updated program of projects using Section 9 funds. Motion
CARRIED unanimously.
AMENDING THE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM TO ADD FIVE NEW PRE-
LIMINARY ENGINEERING PROJECTS IN CLACKAMAS COUNTY
This request was initiated by Clackamas County to add five new proj-
ects to the TIP for preliminary engineering purposes. Andy explained
that the urban renewal district that was formed has insufficient cash
flow to proceed with these projects and hence the request.
Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of
Resolution No. 85-583 for the purpose of amending the TIP to add five
new preliminary engineering projects in Clackamas County. Motion CAR-
RIED unanimously.
AMENDING THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN AND THE FY 1985 TRANSPORTA-
TION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM TO INCLUDE THE MULTNOMAH COUNTY 242ND AVENUE
WIDENING PROJECT
In reviewing the original 242nd Avenue project, Andy reported that the
$751,000 reserve remaining would reactivate the four-lane construction
project previously planned and enable preliminary engineering to be-
gin. Larry Cole indicated he would be opposed to this request if it
would present any priority changes or pressures on other funds outside
Multnomah County. In response, Andy indicated that it would not es-
tablish a priority on the basis of new funds.
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Action Taken: It was moved and seconded to recommend approval of
Resolution No. 85-584 for the purpose of amending the Regional Trans-
portation Plan and the FY 1985 Transportation Improvement Program to
include the Multnomah County 242nd Avenue widening project. Motion
CARRIED unanimously.
UPDATE ON SIX-YEAR PLAN
The TIP Subcommittee has been meeting to review, evaluate and set pri-
orities on projects for submittal in ODOT's Six-Year Plan. Considera-
tion of the project listing will be made at the next JPACT meeting.
An Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) public hearing is scheduled
for July 24 at 7:30 p.m. at the Portland Building to receive comment
on the 2£ gas tax increase and the criteria to be set for allocating
such funds for economic development off the state highway system. An
outline for testifying at the hearing is being drafted and JPACT mem-
bers who wish to testify should contact Andy Cotugno.
A discussion followed on whether or not JPACT should take a policy po-
sition as to how priorities in the Modernization Program are set and
funds are expended. Andy indicated that the overall criteria are set
forth in the legislation. In that context, consideration for project
selection should be made of two issues: 1) how big, how important,
and how much potential for economic development; and 2) what is the
degree of transportation constraint for that economic development to
occur? JPACT generally agreed that the criteria should be various
measures of these two factors.
Chairman Waker questioned whether JPACT should take a regional posi-
tion on this issue and asked for comment on what its role should be.
Andy explained that the criteria for evaluating these projects is the
issue being dealt with at the public hearing, not the actual regional
priorities. He indicated that JPACT would be involved in adopting
the priority projects.
Another issue raised was the matter of whether or not consideration
had been given to the criteria of the most benefit for the dollar
spent, cost benefits in relation to the economic development.
Chairman Waker asked that JPACT be kept informed of the Six-Year Plan
update. Ed Hardt related that there is a 10-day period following the
hearing the state has allowed to receive additional comments.
JPACT MEETING TIME
Prior to discussion of JPACT's meeting time, Andy announced that, sub-
ject to any urgency for a meeting, there would be no JPACT meeting
held during the month of August due to vacation schedules.
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Action Taken: In reviewing the existing Board and Commission sched-
ules for the tri-county area, the Committee agreed to keep its regu-
larly scheduled meetings on the second Thursday of each month at
7:30 a.m.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
REPORT WRITTEN BY: Lois Kaplan
COPIES TO: JPACT Members
Rick Gustafson
Don Carlson
STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 85-592 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF REVISING TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM PROJECT MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
Date: September 4, 1985 Presented by: Andrew Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Adoption of this resolution will amend procedures by which
amendments to the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) will be
approved. In particular, guidelines are provided to establish a
basis for handling routine amendments as administrative actions.
Changes proposed are as follows:
1. New project additions to the TIP.
Existing procedures require adoption by resolution of
all project additions to the TIP.
Proposed procedures provide for administratively adding
to the TIP, at the option of Metro staff, new projects
not significantly affecting roadway capacity:
Safety improvements;
Bridge replacements not exceeding $2 million;
Interstate 4R resurfacing/rehabilitation improve-
ments not exceeding $2 million;
State Priority 3 (along state highways) and
Priority 4 (local routes) Bike funds;
Emergency projects involving imminent public safety
hazards; and
Additions to previously approved "generic" projects
(such as Parts and Equipment, Signal programs,
Overlay programs, etc.).
The proposed procedures require that monthly notification
be provided to TPAC of all transactions noted above.
2. Adjustments to projects currently identified in the TIP.
Adjustment by resolution.
Funding transfers between projects resulting in an
increase or decrease in project allocation greater
than 50 percent.
Increase in allocation of a jurisdiction brought
about by increased federal funding levels.
Administrative adjustment.
Unchanged from existing guidelines except requires
notification to TPAC for funding transfers exceeding
$100,000 between projects or between jurisdictions.
TPAC has reviewed these guidelines and recommends approval of
Resolution No. 85-592.
Background and Analysis
Attachment "A" has been prepared which treats in detail new
proposed guidelines for TIP management. The guidelines previously
established and adopted under Resolution No. 79-103 in November 1979
remain relatively unchanged except for revisions noted herein.
These revisions are precipitated by a desire to streamline the
process for routine amendments to the TIP while ensuring that proper
attention is paid by TPAC, JPACT and the Metro Council for amendments
of significance. In this manner, the time of various committees can
be used more productively and response to jurisdictions for routine
amendments can be expedited. Adoption of the proposed changes will
accelerate the TIP process while maintaining compliance with federal,
state and local requirements in preparation and maintenance of the
TIP.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of Resolution
No. 85-592.
AC/BP/gl
4168C/405-3
09/04/85
BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF REVISING ) RESOLUTION NO. 85-592
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM )
PROJECT MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES ) Introduced by the Joint
) Policy Advisory Committee
) on Transportation
WHEREAS, Through Resolution No. 79-103, the Council of the
Metropolitan Service District (Metro) in November 1979 adopted
revisions to the process of authorizing federal funds for committed
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) projects; and
WHEREAS, In the intervening years, the complexities of
managing the TIP as evidenced by the volume of projects and diverse
federal funding sources has significantly increased; and
WHEREAS, The ability to respond by committee action to the
increase in magnitude of TIP actions has not kept pace and may be
unwarranted in some cases; and
WHEREAS, A series of proposed changes to existing guidelines
has been documented in Exhibit "A"; and
WHEREAS, The proposal focuses on specific procedures to
expeditiously amend the TIP where appropriate to avoid unnecessary
delays and committee involvement; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That the Metro Council approves the guidelines as set
forth in Exhibit "A."
2. That Metro staff is directed to implement the guidelines
in preparation and maintenance of the TIP.
3. That the Metro Council finds this action in accordance
with the Regional Transportation Plan and gives Affirmative Inter-
governmental Project Review approval.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
this day of , 1985.
Ernie Bonner, Presiding Officer
AC/BP/srs
4168C/405-2
08/21/85
EXHIBIT A
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Project Management Process
Background
Metro's Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is the document
containing all projects that have received approval for use of
available federal transportation funds in the Portland metropolitan
area. Inclusion of a project in the TIP for a specific dollar amount
is a prerequisite for the receipt of the federal funds. However,
the document is a compilation of a large number of projects using a
variety of funding sources being implemented by the various cities,
counties, ODOT and Tri-Met. As such, the responsibility for managing
the development of a project taking into consideration such factors
as project design, cost and timing is distributed among a large
number of different jurisdictions. This management process is
intended to establish policies and procedures whereby additions and
amendments to the TIP can be approved in an expeditious manner while
assuring issues of regional significance are properly addressed. In
general, the objective of this management process is to define the
types of project adjustments that require an amendment to the TIP
and which of these that can be accomplished as administrative actions
by staff versus policy action by the Metro Council with a recommen-
dation from JPACT.
Objectives of the Process
1. Ensure that federal requirements are properly met for the use of
available federal funds, including the requirement that projects
using federal funds are included in the TIP and that the projects
are consistent with the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
2. Ensure regional consideration of proposed amendments having an
impact on the priority for use of limited available resources or
having an effect on other parts of the transportation system,
other modes of transportation or other jurisdictions.
3. Ensure that the responsibilities for project management and cost
control remain with the jurisdiction sponsoring the project.
4. Authorize routine amendments to the TIP to proceed expeditiously
to avoid unnecessary delays and committee activity.
5. Provide for dealing with emergency situations.
Policies
1. Consistency with RTP - Projects included in the TIP must be based
upon the RTP. Questions relating to the need for and scope of a
project are answered through inclusion in the RTP; questions
relating to the priority of projects within available resources
are answered through inclusion in the TIP. Major projects,
particularly projects affecting the capacity of the transporta-
tion system, projects that impact other modes and projects
impacting other jurisdictions, must be specifically identified
in the RTP; minor projects such as signals, safety overlays,
parts and equipment, etc. must be consistent with the policy
intent of the RTP. An amendment to the RTP to add a project can
occur concurrent with a TIP amendment and must address the
following:
project description;
objective (s) to be met by the proposed improvement;
degree to which the proposal meets the objectives;
impact of the proposal on the balance of the transportation
system; and
impact of the proposal on other plan objectives.
The level of detail required for this analysis should be commen-
surate with the scope of the proposal. Additions to the RTP or
significant revisions in project scope (particularly capacity)
must be approved through a periodic resolution amending the RTP
or included in a routine RTP update.
2. TIP Additions - All project additions to the TIP must be at the
request of the sponsoring jurisdiction and require adoption
of a resolution approving a specific new project as a priority
for use of a particular category of federal funds. This action
will be based strictly on the amount of federal funding available
and represents a priority decision as to the most effective use
of the resource.
Exception: New projects within the following categories can be
administratively added to the TIP at the option of Metro staff
in cases where the proposed improvement does not significantly
affect capacity, with monthly notification to TPAC:
safety funds;
bridge replacement funds - up to $2 million;
Interstate - 4R funds for resurfacing/rehabilitation type
projects up to $2 million;
state Priority 3 (along state highways) and Priority 4
(local routes) Bike funds;
emergency additions where an imminent public safety hazard
is involved; and
addition of project elements to previously approved generic
projects such as Parts and Equipment, Signals, Street
Overlays, etc.
3. TIP Amendments - Amendments to the TIP for previously approved
projects can be approved at the request of the sponsoring
jurisdiction(s) on the following basis:
a. Administrative Adjustments:
Transfer of funds between different phases of a project
and different program years within previously approved
funding levels.
Transfer of funds between projects within previously
approved funding levels; transfers between jurisdictions
require the approval of each affected jurisdiction; must
be accompanied by a statement as to the impact on the
project relinquishing funds; requires monthly report to
TPAC for all transfers in excess of $100,000.
b. Adjustments by Resolution:
Funding transfers between projects resulting in an
increase or decrease in funding allocation greater than
50 percent.
Increased allocation of funds in excess of level
previously allocated to the jurisdiction.
AC/gl
3868C/409-7
09/04/85
STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 85-593 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE FY 1986 TO POST-1989
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE FY 1986
ANNUAL ELEMENT
Date: August 9, 1985 Presented by: Andy Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Proposed Action
The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and FY 1986 Annual
Element serve as the basis for receipt of federal transportation
funds by local jurisdictions, the Oregon Department of Transportation
(ODOT) and Tri-Met.
This TIP reflects a number of changes from last year's update
due to resolutions and administrative adjustments approved during the
past year and adjustments to be approved by this resolution. The
primary importance of the annual TIP update is to consolidate all
past actions into a current document and set forth the anticipated
program for FY 1986. The FY 1986 program reflected herein is a first
step in establishing actual priorities for FY 1986. A number of
future actions will result in refinements to the material presented.
Adoption of the TIP endorses the following major actions:
Past policy endorsement of projects is identified in the TIP
(including projects to be funded with Interstate, Interstate
Transfer, Federal-Aid Urban and UMTA funds), thereby provid-
ing eligibility for federal funding.
Approximately $25.9 million of Interstate Transfer funding
is programmed for FY 1986 and includes all projects that
will be considered for funding; actual FY 1986 priorities
will be established among these candidates later this year
consistent with federal appropriations.
Approximately $12 million of UMTA Section 3 "Trade" funds
are programmed in FY 1986, all of which has been identified
as a reserve. From this reserve, funds will be withdrawn
and assigned to specific projects as they develop.
The maximum allowable use of UMTA Section 9 funds for
operating assistance is included ($3.7 million) which is an
anticipated 20 percent decrease from FY 1985 and may
decrease by 20 percent for each subsequent year.
TPAC has reviewed the TIP and Annual Element and recommends
approval of Resolution No. 85-593.
Background: The Metro TIP describes how federal transportation
funds for highway and transit projects in the Metro region are to be
obligated during the period October 1, 1985 through September 30,
1986. Additionally, in order to maintain continuity, funds are
estimated for years before and after the Annual Element year. The
FY 1986 TIP is a refinement of the currently adopted TIP and is
structured by the following major headings:
Interstate Transfer Program
Urban Mass Transportation Administration Programs
Other Programs - FAI, FAP, HBR, HES, etc.
Federal-Aid Urban System Program
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
The TIP includes a fixed program amount for the Metro region of
$500,653,204 (federal). This FY 1986 TIP update maintains the
previously adopted FY 1985 Interstate Transfer Program (Resolu-
tion No. 85-500) in keeping with priorities. At the end of the
federal fiscal year, unbuilt FY 1985 projects will automatically
shift to FY 1986.
The FY 1986 Interstate Transfer program of approximately
$25.9 million represents the full-funding need and this together
with the projects that slip from FY 1985 may be in excess of the
level of funding the region can anticipate. The noted amount
is wholly earmarked for FHWA highway projects. Priorities will
be established from amongst the full FY 1985 and FY 1986 pro-
grams later in the year based upon a closer estimate of funding.
Projects not funded in FY 1986 will be delayed; however, they
will be considered for implementation in the event additional
FY 1986 funds become available, or for funding in FY 1987.
A number of revisions to the overall project allocations are
incorporated including a variety of minor transfers due to cost
overruns and underruns.
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROGRAMS
Section 3 Discretionary
For FY 1986, some $9.0 million has been programmed for the
Banfield LRT (Line 208) . This amount is consistent with
federal appropriations recently approved and is consistent with
the federally approved full-funding contract.
Changes to the previous TIP include:
Projects that are not committed with a firm source of
federal funds or local match are rescheduled to later years
including Purchase of Electronic Bus Destination Signs
(Line 201); Tigard Park and Ride (Line 209); Lents Transit
Station (Line 210); Lake Oswego Park and Ride (Line 212);
and Milwaukie Park and Ride (Line 213). A full amendment
to the improvement program will be considered upon comple-
tion of a Transit Development Program by Tri-Met.
Deleting bus purchases from this section (offset by a
revised bus purchase program in Section 9) (Line 277).
Section 5 Capital Funding
Three new project additions have occurred which affect the
FY 1985 program:
Purchase of 32 Smart Terminals (Line 228)
Telephone System (Line 229)
Vehicle Purchases (Line 234)
These projects are proposed with a combination of funding in
previously approved grants transferred from the Microwave System
Project (Line 224); Fueling Equipment (Line 233); and from
Contingencies (Line 227).
Section 3 "Trade" Funding
In April 1982, Metro Council endorsed the use of Section 3
funds for selected transit projects in exchange for Interstate
Transfer funds. This involved transfer of funds from a series
of regionwide transit projects to the Banfield project; in
exchange, Section 3 funds previously earmarked for the Banfield
were assigned to those transit projects. Subsequently, the
fixed amount of $76.8 million was committed by UMTA for this
Section 3 "Trade" program. The full $76.8 million is currently
allocated to specific projects or reserves. This TIP update
programs a reserve of $12.0 million (Line 270) in accordance
with the funding schedule in the Letter of Intent. As project
developments occur, funds will be withdrawn from the reserve
and assigned to the projects in the Section 3 Trade program.
Other project funding changes have occurred which affect the
FY 1985 Section 3 Trade program:
A portion of the amount already allocated for bus purchases
(Line 246) has been accelerated to FY 1985 for the acquisi-
tion of eight standard buses with lifts (to supplement
FY 1985 Section 9 funds previously approved for bus
purchases).
Construction funds for the Sunset Transit Center and Park
and Ride station have been accelerated to FY 1985
(Line 252).
The Transit Mall Extension North (Line 269) has been sepa-
rately identified as an FY 1985 project to be funded with
$2.9 million from the reserve for the Downtown Portland TSM
(Line 266) (which included the Mall funds). The purpose of
the project is to extend the two-lane transit mall opera-
tions north of W. Burnside to N.W. Hoyt and improve the
transit operating capacity to accommodate approximately 140
buses per hour in the peak hours.
A Glisan Street Bus Lane (Line 272) also has been separate-
ly identified in the TIP funded with $.363 million from the
Downtown TSM Reserve. The project entails construction of
an eastbound bus-only contraflow lane on Glisan Street
between 6th Avenue and the Steel Bridge. This will provide
improved operation and quality of service for as many as
500 buses on the following routes: 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 41, 55,
77, 85 and 91, and will improve access to the bus and train
stations. As part of the Regional LRT Study, this was also
identified as the alignment for a possible LRT connection
to the Transit Mall.
Construction funds for the Beaverton Transit Center
(Line 259) have been programmed for FY 1985. Additional
funding for this purpose in the amount of $461,600 was
transferred from the Central Beaverton TSM Reserve
(Line 267) to provide an overall funding level of
$3,261,600.
Section 9/9A
The FY 1985 apportionment of Section 9 funds was $15,819,149.
This amount included $4,661,082 of operating funds. UMTA has
indicated that there will probably be a 20 percent reduction
each year in operating assistance. Allowing for this reduction
in FY 1986 (-$932,216) results in a program of $14,886,933.
The FY 1986 program identified in the TIP is as follows:
Bus Purchase
Operating Assistance
Reserve
$ 6,120,000
3,728,866
5,038,067
$14,886,933
(Line 277)
(Line 291)
(Line 290)
Further amendments to the TIP will be required later in the year
to program the reserve to a particular set of planning, engine-
ering and capital improvements. At that time, funding will be
provided to replace that portion of Metro Transportation Plan-
ning now supported with Interstate Transfer funds.
OTHER PROGRAMS
Interstate/Primary Funds
Interstate and Primary projects are programmed in accordance
with the previously adopted ODOT Six-Year Plan with the follow-
ing additions:
1-405 - Guide Sign and Control Sign Repair (Line 345)
1-205 - Guide Sign and Control Sign Repair (Line 346)
1-205 - Sunnyside to West Linn Bikeway (Line 336)
T.V. Highway Reconnaissance Study -
Hillsboro to Beaverton (Line 400)
Clackamas Park Bridge (#1618) Replacement (Line 401)
FEDERAL-AID URBAN SYSTEM PROGRAM
FAU apportionments to the Metro region for FY 1986 have been
projected at $4,121,339. Of this amount, $1,486,925 will be
transferred downstate in final fulfillment of the agreed amount
of $27,088,000. The FAU portion of the TIP reflects these pro-
jections. Previously approved projects identified for FY 1986
are:
Arterial Street Program (Line 417)
Cornell Road Retaining Walls (Line 421)
Boones Ferry Road (Line 429)
Tri-Met Rideshare (Line 442)
Forest Grove Reserve (Line 445)
Regional Contingency (Line 450)
Air Quality
The TIP is in conformity with the Oregon State Implementation
Plan (SIP) for Air Quality adopted in 1982. Updates to the
carbon monoxide and ozone plans demonstrate attainment of both
standards by 1987. All projects specified in the SIP as neces-
sary for attainment of these standards are included in the TIP.
In addition, the TIP has been reviewed to ensure that it does
not include actions which would reduce the effectiveness of
planned transportation control measures.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends approval of Resolution
No. 85-593.
BP/srs
4119C/236-4
09/03/85
BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE ) RESOLUTION NO. 85-593
FY 1986 TO POST-1989 TRANSPORTA- )
TION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE ) Introduced by the Joint
FY 1986 ANNUAL ELEMENT ) Policy Advisory Committee
) on Transportation
WHEREAS, Projects using federal funds must be specified in
the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) by the fiscal year in
which obligation of funds is to take place; and
WHEREAS, In accordance with the Metropolitan Service
District (Metro)/Intergovernmental Resource Center (IRC) of Clark
County Memorandum of Agreement, the TIP has been submitted to the
IRC for review and comment; and
WHEREAS, Some 1985 Annual Element projects may not be
obligated by the end of FY 1985 because the exact point in time for
obligation is indeterminate; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
adopts the FY 1986 TIP for the urban area as contained in the
Attachment to this Resolution marked Exhibit "A."
2. That projects that are not obligated by September 30,
1985, be automatically reprogrammed for FY 1986 for all funding
sources.
3. That the TIP is in conformance with the Regional Trans-
portation Plan and the 1982 Air Quality State Implementation Plan
(Ozone and Carbon Monoxide) and that the planning process meets all
requirements of Title 23-Highways and Title 49-Transportation of the
Code of Federal Regulations.
BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE ) RESOLUTION NO. 85-593
$t 1986 TO POST-1989 TRANSPORTA- )
TION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE ) Introduced by the Joint
FY 1986 ANNUAL ELEMENT ) Policy Advisory Committee
) on Transportation
WHEREAS, Projects using federal funds must be specified in
the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) by the fiscal year in
which obligation of funds is to take place; and
WHEREAS, In accordance with the Metropolitan Service
District (Metro)/Intergovernmental Resource Center (IRC) of Clark
County Memorandum of Agreement, the TIP has been submitted to the
IRC for review and comment; and
WHEREAS, Some 1985 Annual Element projects may not be
obligated by the end of FY 1985 because the exact point in time for
obligation is indeterminate; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
adopts the FY 1986 TIP for the urban area as contained in the
Attachment to this Resolution marked Exhibit "A."
2. That projects that are not obligated by September 30,
1985, be automatically reprogrammed for FY 1986 for all funding
sources.
3. That the TIP is in conformance with the Regional Trans-
portation Plan and the 1982 Air Quality State Implementation Plan
(Ozone and Carbon Monoxide) and that the planning process meets all
requirements of Title 23-Highways and Title 49-Transportation of the
Code of Federal Regulations.
EXHIBIT "A
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TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
DRAFT
SEPTEMBER 21, 1985
Metropolitan Service District
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
..-».— METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT — " • — — » —
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
••••.. INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CATEGORY I -
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAS
*<al BANFIELD TRANSITWAY-HIGHWAY FU^CS^^s^a^s^llS^C^OORH^JOOttws^s^s^^aMjtM^s^^MsaaRHaaasss^ssftaH^SiHSSJiRXJiKRS FAP68
PE 5*457,338 15,842 0 0 0 0 0 5,473,180
R/W 8,038,963 478,676 0 0 0 0 0 8,517,639
CONST 13,012,534 -418,852 0 0 0 0 0 12,593,682
TOTAL 26.503,835 75,666 0 0 0 0 0 26,584,501
«<t*2 BANFIELD) TRANSITWAY-TRANSIT FLfra)S(T)»««»««4^ll6«OO90Ort^O«DO0<D»««^»rfaH8aa««a«H««a«»«««««<8««SH4rfX8»«««KK««« FAP68
PE 10,956,546 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,956,546
R/W 13,371,853 0 0 0 0 0 0 13,371,853
CONST 120,384.576 0 0 0 0 0 0 120,384,576
TOTAL 144.712.975 0 0 0 0 0 0 144,712,975
*<«3 METRO SYSTEM PLANNING-W/S CORRIDOR-299»}0i(T)rt»a«»»»Hll7Hl00138«00697»H»»»8»8888»»«»»»«<«»«8«<»«»*««****» N/A
PE 2.194.266 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,194,266
TOTAL 2.194,266 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,194,266
»**4 BANFIELD TRANSITWAY-METRO PLANNING<T)4a»»»H«Mll8>804044^0000*}«<»4«»)t»K^«a»»88»K«»»«»a«<»a8a^M«»«KX FAP68
PE 300,050 0 0 0 0 0 0 300,050
TOTAL 300,«»5 0 0 0 0 0 0 300,050
*«*5 TRI-MET TECHNICAL STUDY - 5 U03K ELEMENTS(T) arfafissasiaOftCO^O^^^C^^yW^^^ssKassaHHRftRw^w<««»»*(«»««»»»««H*1< N/A
PE 428,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 428,000
TOIL 428,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 428,000
***6 Metro CORRIDOR PLANNING(T)Kft**4*«*126»80404*400000*tt*M*x}tK*«4*K)<a**^^ N/A
PE 1,127,773 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,127,773
RESRV 0 300,000 0 0 0 0 0 300,000
TOTAL 1,127,773 300,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,427,773
'<'• •• " M ^ - • ; — — — :—i i
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ANNUAL YEAR
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
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CATEGORY I(CONTINUED)
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
**13 BANFIELD LRT STATION AREA PLANNING PR0GRAM»(T)«^««»a«*290}«00900^«0i534««H»«a«»»«»«8«««<c<«H8a*<x«*««««8««« N/A
PE 1,028,069 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,028/ 069
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 528; 194 528* 194
TOTAL 1,028,069 0 0 0 0 0 528,194 1.556,263
»<14 Tri-Met RlDESHARE PROGRAM*aH»«tfss295*80313<*00000»HS«H<*XHasa»**«*«^ N/A
OPRTG 1,296,444 269,569 0 0 0 0 0 1,566,013
RESRV 0 0 253,633 0 0 0 - 5 2 , 5 0 5 201,128
TOTAL 1,296,444 269,569 253,633 0 0 0 -52,505 1# 767,141
<«i*5 15 NORTH RIDESHARE PROGRAMa««*s»s*296»80043*<00000»»<«*»«*a»a»s«««**<«*«^^ N/A
PE 95,379 0 0 0 0 0 0 95,379
OPRTG 69,621 0 0 0 0 0 0 69,621
TOTAL 165,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 165,000
««16 PORTLAND/VANCOUVER CORRIDOR ^V^.>"SIS..-BI-STATE TASK F0RCE<T)»ii»»«a»»310480032a»00000»«i««»»»»i«t»itx»»«»»»» N/A
PE 72.311 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,311
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 72,311 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,311
**17 WESTSIDE CORRIDOR RELATED HIGHWAY PROJECTS-FHWA FUNDED^«<«««««<ft559«100i3«400000«H««»«»««««a«<<<«««««»««»« N/A
PE 60/965 0 0 0 0 0 0 60,965
TOTAL 60,965 0 0 0 0 0 0 60,965 FINAL
««18 MCLOUGHLIN CORRIDOR TRANSIT ANALYSIS(T>»«H^»rt»588«000'>>««0->X>0««»^^^»^»»)<«»««»»»»(<«<»««a^»^H»»*««*><«» FAP26 •
PE 130,855 0 0 0 0 0 0 130,OT
TOTAL 130,855 0 0 0 0 0 0 130,855
»4l9 REGIONAL RESERVE(T>«4a*ss»a425*000<;>O*«00OdOs*^ N/A
RESRV ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 250,109 250,109
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 250,109 250,109
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1985 .
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CATEGORY I
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
K * 2 0 NW NICOLAI ST-NW 29TH TO NW 24TH^«J(««**t<H731^79038««00129^^*«rf<H^^««(K»»ns^»«8««a)f«««««<<««X4«<»««»«»»K«Ka< FAU9296
R/W 43,775 85,000 0 0 0 0 0 128,775
CONST 1,97V ,004 230/996 0 0 0 0 0 2,210/000
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -663 -663
TOTAL 2-022,779 315,996 0 0 0 0 -663 2,338,112
«>21 NW YEON AVE-NW ST HELENS RD TO NW NICOLAI<<»»»]<«H»733j<79038'»:?0036<? i^<«asrt»««»«»«»»»»*^^«<««»J*a'*»<*«»«»K»*K»* FAP1
R/W 2.471,300 -346,800 0 0 0 0 0 2*125,000
CONST 0 10;285,0«>3 0 0 0 0 0 10,285,000
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -599,250 -599,250
TOTAL 2.471,800 9,938,200 0 0 0 0 -599,250 11,810,750
**22 NW ST HELENS RD-NW KITTRIDGE ST TO NW 29TH AVE»xrtrfa«*(«734«79038«s01891«rf««»8««»«««««»««»<»»««*<««»««*»««« FAU9296
R/W 189,550 223,550 0 0 0 0 0 413,100
CONST 1,684.474 0 0 187,000 0 0 0 1,871,474
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -300,488 -300,488
TOTAL 1,874.024 223,550 0 187,000 0 0 -300,488 1,984,086
«*23 VAUGHN ST/WARDWAY-NW 29TH AVE TO NW 24TH AVE^a5«»s»»«735K7903S»^00387»»<««i«««»«»«»»««»»««««>«^»^«t»»««»»*<< FAU9296
CONST 0 0 0 1,275,0*50 0 0 0 1,275,000
RESRV 0 0 • . 0 0 0 0 -217,618 -217,618
TOTAL 0 0 0 1,275,000 0 0 -217,618 1,057,382
**24 FRONT-YEON CONNECTION«4aH«a»*738<79038«00586«<««»««««<<»««««<a<«^?<>j«rf«ij»«5<a»«»a««*a««a48«a««^«<K»KJJK«K«« FAU9300
R/W 1,753,549 1 0 0 0 0 0 1,753,550
CONST 0 5,950,050 0 0 0 0 0 5,950,000
TOTAL 1,753,549 5,950,001 0 0 0 0 0 7,703,550
RESRV 0 V 0 0 0 0 0 17,120,464 17,120,464
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 17,120,464 17,120,464
... ,„,_..— METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT .
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL D0LLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CATEGORY I
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
a ft 26 PHASE I ALTER MOTIVES ANALYSIS(T) ^ ^4H^^«765»8040^««0CK>X)«»^«^»^^^«^»»^^««»««»»KR»»»»<W^«»^ J»« :<» <*»*«HKHK»»» MISC
PE 250,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 250,000
TOTAL 250,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 250,000
<*2/ BANFIELD CORRIDOR RIDESHARE MARKETING PROGRAM'i«<»'<<<J<K^770^10192^«00*)00«'*J<a«a«»«»H«H»KJ«H<«»«««»«ii»c«««K«KK»< FAP68
OPRTG 53,380 0 0 0 0 0 0 53,380
TOTAL 53,380 0 0 0 0 0 0 53,380
«*28 BANFIELD TRAFFIC MONITORING PROGRAM»»K«««»<77iMl0183<«01S06»^»»<i<H«««««?<a»«««»a8*»»«»*1<»*«*»<K<»»K»«***»« FAP68
CONST 193,290 0 0 0 0 0 0 193,290
TOTAL 193,290 0 0 0 0 0 0 193,290
**29 SUNSET LIGHT RAIL PROGRAM(T)«ft<f*f«<«773810033a«00000««<«ntJC»x««<»^H«arf««<f««««H«««H«»jt«/c««««»j«»«««»nn»tit8K FAP27
PC 500,004 0 0 0 0 0 0 500,004
TOTAL 500,004 0 0 0 0 0 0 500,004
«*30 NW TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM««<a^a»»802»840i6»«02358=!^»»»»H»H»«»»»«««»=(«»««s»»<K»»H««XM«H MISC
PE 142,->3^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 142,035
CONST 0 70,465 0 0 0 0 0 70,465
TOTAL 142,03*> 70,46"5 0 0 0 0 0 212,500
*»31 SUNSET HIGHWAY RAMP METERING^««^<»827«10231«402235«K^^>^«««<^<^^^»^«»«»«»w«»'<«««««i<«'<««<<««1<w««x»<»«««« FAP27
PE 40,«X>3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4Gi000
CONST 0 0 0 730,O>0 0 0 0 730,000
TOTAL 40,000 0 0 730,000 0 0 0 770,000
**3? OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-CATEGORY I-HIGHWAY*«»»»<x>832<0'X>0Oa«0O000«x«»»»x*»»»*»<»»«»»«<«»»«K»i««»« N/A
RESRV 0 2,055,386 0 0 0 0 -2,055,386 0
TOTAL 0 2.055,336 0 0 0 0 -2,055,386 0
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAfi
CATEGORY I
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1937 1983
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA3
**33 OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-CATEGORY I-TRANSITt»»rt»^>843<000'>0^<00')00a»«8H«»3»»«««4»»4*i8it<i8i««»»»tx»»«
RFSKV 0 2,431,844 0 0 0 0 - 2 , 4 3 1 , 8 4 4 0
TOTAL 0 2,431,844 0 0 0 0 -2,431,844 0
TOTAL CATEGORY I
PE 25,302.254 15,842 0 0 0 0 0 25,318*096
R/W 33,873,974 440.427 0 0 0 0 0 34,314,401
CONST 147,417,889 16,143,110 0 2,192,000 0 0 0 165,752,999
OPRTG 1,419,445 269,56? 0 0 0 0 0 1,689,014
RESRV 0 4.78/, 230 2,6^3,633 0 0 0 34,699,322 42,140,185
TOTAL 208,013,562 21,656,178 2,653,633 2,192.000 0 0 34,699,322 269,214,696
N/A
ANNUAL YEAR
ANNUAL element YEAR
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1983
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY OF PORTLAND
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
«>34 N COLUMBIA BLVD-0.25 MI W OF TERMINAL RD TO W OSWEGO tfJE**4***i*xm7501?**Q0000*x**** ******************* FAU9956
R/W 331,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 331*500
CONST 2,797,927 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,797,927
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -54,992 -54,992
TOTAL 3,129,427 0 0 0 0 0 -54,992 3,074,435
**3> BASIN AVENUE/GOING STREET PR0JECT<<t»<«/»»*«18a7608S»«00«500»«»rf^^»<*^a^s»»*«»«^8»«««»a«a^»a«rf»s»^«H»»»»K*»'« FAU9930
R/W 296,310 0 0 0 0 0 0 27A/310
CONST 1.6T9,623 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/679,623
TOTAL 1 I 9 7 5 I 9 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,975,933
«*36 N INTERSTATE AVE-GREELEY TO RUSSELL^jJ_»<c«rt*««<}»21«76^)9»<00305»)«Hi<<<aj««««^«^»»»H}fa««8««»«4«s»»«<«4»«»«K««KH« FAU9945
CONST 88.403 0 0 0 0 0 0 88,403
TOTAL 88,403 0 0 0 0 0 0 88,403
*»3' SIGNAL COMPUTER CONTROL EXPANSION«<«<»«^»»R2^<77026»«'X><)<>5»^<^s^rt^<rf3^»^<«j(8»8H«»K»83»4«s«^5<i«it4H»»XKK»K«a MISC
CONST 55,334 0 0 0 0 0 0 55,334
TOTAL 55,334 0 0 0 0 0 0 55,334 FINAL
*»38 MACADAM AVE<CW43> PROJECT-ROSS ISL BRIDGE TO SELLWOOD BRIDGE«)«»«t««h27»78063»»00000tf«i«»JC»!i«<»*«»«««K«K«« FAU9565
PE 199*568 0 0 0 0 0 0 199,568
R/W 72i507 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,507
CONST 3,737,212 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,737,212
TOTAL 4,«509,287 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,009,287
x%39 HOLLYWOOD DISTRICT IMPROVEMENTS-NE SANDY BLVD-37TH TO 47TH*********2B*79Q7l**00ll5*********************** FAU9326
PE 319/608 0 0 0 0 0 0 31?#608
R/W 197,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 197,200
CONST 2.449,801 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,449,801
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -32,606 -32,606
TOTAL 2^966,609 0 0 0 0 0 -32,606 2,934,003
FiCCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA**
**40 NU FRONT AVE-NW 2£TH AVE TO NW KITTRIDGErf4<»»»<«»29Rl<»3la»00000aa^HrfS^>t«H««H«»Ha»««a»««««««»4»«»»«»«»^« FAU9300
CONST 522/ 074 0 0 0 0 0 0 522,074
TOTAL 522.074 0 0 0 0 0 0 522/074 FINAL
**41 SE COLGATE BLVD-SE 17JH AVE TO SE 28TH AVE-BRIDGE AND APPROACHES** *a»a«**42«76(>02Ky00000s«««*«<a«asa«K««< FAU9793
CONST 4,450,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,450*600
TOTAL 4, 450,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,450,600
*«42 ARTERIAL STREET 3K PROGRAM$Ai1a»x*o*<<43al00503*01568««*« **»«»**« ^^ MISC
PE 214.832 0 0 0 0 0 0 214,832
CONST 5.820,284 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*820,284
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -49i 549 -49,549
TOTAL 6,035,116 0 0 0 0 0 -49,549 5,985,567
x*43 MCLOUGHLIN NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC ClRCULATION«^»«»»«153<e^«l<<02345*<a^«««M«««»««»«««»<«««'<8<<»««»««K««»* N/A
PE 19,«X*«3 0 0 0 0 0 0 19,000
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 401,525 401,525
TOTAL 19,0C3 0 0 0 0 0 401,525 420,525
3*44 MCLOUGHLIN BLVD(0H99E) PED UNDERPASS - 100 FT SO OF HAIG«a<*^rfHl69«77127«»00464H»H»»»»a«aK»rfa«»»H8»»«ji»« FAP26
PE 37,100 0 0 0 0 0 0 37,100
TOTAL 37,1O3 0 0 0 0 0 0 37,100 FINAL
<*45 GRAND AVE<0R99E> AT MORRISON - 2 LEFT TURN LANES:Saaa«««i70ftt»384<<00000«rtaHH«««rt8««»«^HXrt««««»««H«^t^l«««« FAU9809
PE 22,358 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 22,358
CONST 145,18«5 0 0 0 0 0 0 145,180
TOTAL 167.538 0 0 0 0 0 0 167,538 FINAL
*<*4A 33RD AT BROADWAY - SB/NB LEFT TURN REFUGES<«'»8»«««173rt77123<*00000<«»*1«»it»»«»»»a8aa«(«««i<a4»«a«aaaifji>i«aa FAU9823
PE 21,801 0 0 0 0 0 0 21,801
R/W 144.212 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^Vii
CONST 118,964 0 0 0 0 0 0 118,9A4
TOTAL 284.977 0 0 0 0 0 0 284,977
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTO8ER 1, 1985
metropolitan SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM\
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
CITY Of PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
0BLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAfc
*<*47 39TH AVE - SE GLENWOOD TO CRYSTAL SPRINGS BLVD - WlDENING«^i^trtl75«77i25aa00000a«8»«rt««^«»«'<*f»«*i«*8««*
PE 46,450 0 0 0 0 0 0 46,450
R/W 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 41
CONST 494.434 0 0 0 0 0 0 494>434
TOTAL 340,925 0 0 0 0 0 0 540,925
1*4* 39IH @ STARK WIDENING/SB LEFT TURN MEDIAN/SIGNAL
PE 19,332 0 0
R/W 38,616 0 0
CONST 114.239 0 0
TOTAL 172*187 0 0
INTERTIE/STRIP»»<{«»»4»i78«77i24»H00000«»s»a*<»»x»xxxxH«
0 0 0 0 19,332
0 0 0 0 38,616
0 0 0 0 114,239
0 0 0 0 172,187
FAU9699
FINAL
FAU9699
a<49 CURB EXTENSION PROGRAM<««sa«^«179<77129«<0'>>>5^s«rfa«s^4s^»«^^«4^rf^«^«^s««?<«8J<Hi<»(«fi^i<<«»«««rtn«K^K«MKK««}«
PE 13,889 0 0 0 0 0 0 13,889
TOTAL 13.889 0 0 0 0 0 0 13,889
MISC
FINAL
*<*50 CURB CORNER MODIFICATION PROGRAMs<»»»i«»lS'>«77ii9HM00000»4»<^»^«<»^8**<»»H»«»»Ha»»»»»a«<»s»«»jiJi«»»ii»KK«««
PE . . - - -2*969 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,969
CONST 7*259 0 0 0 0 0 0 AWl
TOTAL 10,2^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 10,228
<*51 ACTUATED SIGNALS-SE BYBEE @ 23RD/SF
PE 1,133 0
CONST 41/152 0
TOTAL 42,305 0
TOLMAN @
0
0
0
MILWAUKIE-«17TH«<xxa««183«77118««00000xxHx»x»»»«<xxxxxxxx»«
0 0 0 0 1,153
0 0 0 0 41,152
0 0 0 0 42*305
«*52 SIGNAL MODIFICATION AND REPLACEMENT PROGRAM - 8 LOCATIONS^»«a«««185»77il7«»00000»a»»»«»««4<»»«»iiMKKK«aa
PE 1,691 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,691
CONST 13.313 0 0 0 0 0 0 13,313
TOTAL 13,004 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,004
MISC
FINAL
FAU9760
FINAL
MISC
FINAL
ANNUAL ELEMENT YEAR
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY Of PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 198':> 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA8
*<53 MCLOUGHLIN (C«<??E)/MILKWAUKIE C0NJ^ClI0N«rt»«rf»«187«77128^K00000^^^«»»s<»»«»»«»»»»««H»^^«^»J*«<*^»«»»8«»»*» FAP26
PE 2.742 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 2,742
TOTAL 2.742 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,742 FINAL
*«54 SE DIVlSION CORRIDOR-DIVISION/CLINTON/HA^ FAU9800
PE 51.550 0 0 0 0 0 0 51,550
TOTAL 51*550 0 0 0 0 0 0 51,550
«455 39IH AVENUE CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT-GLISAN TO HOLGATE»«^»4i<^»191»7G070^:<00000*»K»»»«»HKi<rf<»Ka»»*«<»»«»KK»»«« FAU9699
PE 76/592 0 0 0 0 0 0 76,592
R/W 425,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 425,000
CONST 1,165,617 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,165,617
TOTAL 1,667,209 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,667,209
*«56 CONTlNGENCY-CATEGORY I I -CITY OF PORTLAND^«»<«<»^«194«00000«^000'>3x»««^«>t«^*«ft««H«««««*«<«»<»«^«<*H N/A
4»57 UNION AVENUE(0R9?E)WEIDLER TO COLUMBIA BLVD-#6««»JJH»»<19>»74001^«00000H^«»»«»»KK»»»rf«=<»^«^«<«««»»»»»««« FAU9809
PE 267,944 0 0 0 0 0 0 267,944
R/W 205,700 0 0 0 0 0 0 205,700
CONST 6,521,829 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,521,829
TOTAL 6,995,473 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,995,473
K^S GOING; STREET NOISE MITIGATION PROJECT<<«<«<rt<198«78O8Orf«OOO«5O»<^««J«««««3«««««*««*KJ<1<««rf**»»»s«<«<««K«««»l{«< FAU9945
PE' 287,720 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^720
CONST 626,450 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^26,450
TOTAL 914.170 0 0 0 0 0 0 914,170
4^59 SW BROADWAY-GU 4TH TO SW 6TH<«rfH4<<^«200«l(>)925«l<00582'irf4«4^4^^rf<<»aa^»a«rfaa«»s»»8»»a«a4H<«4H»<t^»rfH«)i«ww««rt» MISC
PE ' 98,012 0 0 0 0 0 0 98,012
CONST 374.465 0 0 0 0 0 0 374,465
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,182 1,182
TOTAL 472*47/ 0 0 0 0 0 1,182 473,659
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO \
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, \
POST 1989
1985
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY
OBLIGATED 1935
«>60 CONTINGENCY-CITY
**61 NW18IH/19IH AND
PE 55,920
CONST 384.680
TOTAL 440,60*)
metropolitan SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION improvement program
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
FEDERAL FISCAL
1986
OF PORTLAND-CATEGORY I I I < » *
NW I4TH/16TH
0
0
0
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
YEAR
1987 1988
fsaH8203*00000*<0O'>00<isaJ»^a«»s
1989 POST 1989
PORTLAND urbanized AREA
AUTHORIZED
(3*K3tgagsttag*t
COUPLETS!««i««<««*239a78067^«000'>0<<««^a<«^^aiaa«aHa«aa«««H<ta«^a»4a<«aaa«»a«ari
0 0 0 0 0 55,920
0 0 0 0 0 384/680
O O O O O 440,600
»«6? BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HWY<0*10>-CAPITOL HWY TO
PE 272.935 0 0
R/W 522.410 0 0
CONST 1,431,903 0 0
TOTAL 2,227,248 0 0
**63 FAU REPLACEMENT contingency-city Of PORTLAND*
RESRV 0 0 0
TOTAL 0 0 0
SCHOLLS FY RD)***^.
0
0
0
0
0
0
4«64 SI HELENS ROAD RECONSTRUCTION-WEST CITY LIMITS TO NW KITTRIDGE
PE 197,665 0 52/335 0
TOTAL 197/665 0 52/335 0
**6S TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS IN
**66 W BURNSIDE ROAD/TICHNER DRIVE
PE 26/972 0
R/W 69/820 0
CONST 487/749 0
TOTAL 584.541 0
NORTHWEST PORT
INTERSECTION HI
0
0
0
0
_ _ _
TLAND«a«rt«*8*2/'8*7$
PROVEMENTaJtaJt^ a^hS
0
0
0
0
trf<*243«7S05
0
0
0
0
tO0OOO««*8SB
0
0
f0a»003
0
0
0
0
anaaaa
0
0
83aa»a4»tf3()(«*
0
0
0
0
a*atf«8;(*8aaa£
1/109/062
1/109/062
272/935
522/410
1,431/903
2/227/248
E*4KxaastfxaKa
1,109,062
1/109/062
A«a)i»aa«M2?ia79067»»00465a»»«»i<4a«*aiutJi»«»
0 0 0 250/000
0 0 0 250,000
0
0
0
0
aaaaaa
OOOOaa
0
0
0
0
«K»*«K<f*aa»ftfl
Kaaa^a^M^aaaa
0
0
0
0
SKKKKKKKKKK*
rf»»HWHKBaX««
4871749
584/541
FA#
N/A
FAU9295
FAU9228
N/A
FAP1
MISC
FAU9326
FISCAL. YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1935
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED
0BLIGATED
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1985 1986 1987 1988
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
**67 NORTHWEST PORTLAND TRANSPORTATION STUDY«^«<«««»285«84O16*(*<OOOO3«»«H»«»a«»«a»««««x«K««**«rf»'<^<<»:<^««««KKK»»
PE 32 ,130 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 ,130
TOTAL 32,130 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 .130
N/A
**68 NW FRONT AVENUE RECONSTRUCTION-NW GLISAN TO NW 2£TH AVEH^^4^<»<286^80O56«s00588»»«a»»«<^K»«*«1«»«»*«K»«««
PE 243,33/ 0 0 0 0 0 0
R/W 120,70«3 0 0 0 0 0 0
CONST 4.212.25y 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL A,576,'m 0 0 0 0 0 0
243,537
120,700
4,212,258
A, 576,495
FA?J9300
a*69 MARINE DRIVE WIDENING TO FOUR LANES-I5 TO RIVERGATEK«»<«^aa2?8<7<?056^««50«?58««««8«K«««H<««rt««!(«*<«8K«|iK«««4
PE 233,750 225/675 0 0 0 0 0
CONST 0 0 0 8i 2/4.325 0 0 0
TOTAL 233,750 225,675 0 8,2/4-325 0 0 0
459,425
8,274,325
8,733,750
FAU9962
««70 NE PORTLAND HWY IMPROVEMENT TO FOUR LANES-NE 60TH AVE TO I?05*«<J»«»««»»301»79055*»00881«rt»^»»«»««»K»««H»H« FAU9917
PE 190,570 0 0 0 0 0 0 190,570
R/W 340,000 29,750 0 0 0 0 0 369/750
CONST 0 2,520/250 0 0 0 0 0 2,520,250
TOTAL 530,570 2,550,000 0 0 0 0 0 3,080,570
x*71 COLUMBIA BLVD/COLUMBIA WAY/N PORTLAND RD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT«3<«««»>303»79057««0000«5«««»««»<c«^K88*M8KK8« FAU9956
PE 1?,436 0 0 0 0 0 0 12*436
CONST 115,762 0 0 0 • . 0 0 0 115,762
TOTAL 128,198 0 0 0 0 0 0 128,198 FINAL
i*72 COMMERCIAL ARTERIAL STREET LIGHT CONVERSION-CITY «IC€»<««^8rt«i»007)»79041i»»00000»»»«88^H««H»»srt«»a»K8»««» MISC
PE 28,681 0 0 0 0 0 0 28,681
CONST 1,011,257 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,011,257
TOTAL 1,039,938 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,039,938 FINAL
AfclMIIAI IS; YEAR
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1985
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED expendiTures BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
s*73 POWELL BUTTE/MT SCOTT STUDY AREA-PROJECT DEVELOPMENT^<^<t^»0<)8«79081«*<<)0<)<>0»8««««»»«»<«^»««<»^«««*K««<<a MISC
PE - 29*750 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 29.750
TOTAL 29,750 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 29.750
**7A SW TERWILLIGER BLVD-BARBUR BLVD TO TAYLORS FERRY RD»<^^«»«309^8'5015^«00709»»»»»rf»»»«a^»»»»«<'<*HM«a»K»«»« FAU9361
PE 295*205 0 0 0 0 0 0 295,205
R/U 0 0 300,000 300,000 0 0 0 600.000
CONST 0 0 0 1*767,495 0 0 0 1*767,495
TOTAL 295,205 0 300,000 2.067,495 0 0 0 2,662,700
*«75 82HD AVENUE SISKIYOU BROADWAY«<«HH*«551«79049a*00000***«<»a*<H*««a««s«^^ FAU9713
PE 37,442 0 0 0 0 0 0 37,442
CONST 221,178 0 0 0 0 0 0 g H J g
TOTAL 258,620 0 0 0 0 0 0 258,620
«476 SIGNAL MODIFlCATION AT 10 LOCATIONS (LEFT TURN)-SE P0RTLAND4K«<««a558»79075»»00000»»»»<««»»««rt»»*»K»«K«» MISC
PE 1*75-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*^?
CONST 47*461 0 0 0 0 0 0 %'l£i
 eTUAi
TOTAL 49,211 0 0 0 0 0 0 49*211 FINAL
**77 EAST BURNSIDE-90TH TO 94TH«»»»«K»»599«10tD778R00471«««««»<««<»«««<«<»«<«»«a»»«K««K«««K«<»«««<^««*«RX»lf*x FAU9322
PE 43*825 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ ' g f
CONST 295*926 0 0 0 0 0 0 295t^}i
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 413 413
TOTAL 339*751 0 0 0 0 0 413 340*164
^478 NW 23R0 AVE/BURNSlDE»»<»»»»»626«l'>>93««00733»<«»8«a«»«art»^<^*<K<^<«»rt*«»«»^ FAU9326
PE 69,850 50,000 0 0 0 0 0 U 2 ' ^
R/W 0 0 435*000 0 0 0 0 ^ g * §00
CONST 0 0 0 1*105*350 0 0 0 H £ [ * 3 5 0
TOTAL 69,850 50,000 435,00»5 1,105,350 0 0 0 1,660,200
' " METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER I, 1985
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY OF PORTLAND(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR ' POST «««« , ™
OBLIGATED 1935 • 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA**
**79 NW 21SI/22ND-THURMAN TO FR0NTa4««<W630«10126^«00743«4«^<«H3»^^<«rf4«»8«»««»8a»»»«»a*<««*^a»<5»4*<»H»»KH«H»rt FAU9317
PE 112710 0 0 0 0 0 0 112/710
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 790,000 0 790,000
TUTAL 112.710 0 0 0 0 790,000 0 902,710
s*80 NW INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS-22 LOCATIONS«<«««=(«?631«10017<(<00545^ j^<»3<»a««R««HH««»a*(H<«j{»*^x«<«»8«R««K»« MISC
PE 33,00«3 0 0 0 0 0 0 33>000
CONST 0 0 327,0->3 0 0 0 0 327,000
TOTAL 33,000 0 327,000 0 0 0 0 360,000
**S1 NW CIRCULATION IMPROVEMENTS-10 INTERSECTIONS»«<Hrt«»»632>8^1ev»4024A2«^«»»«»H«K«»8««8<»^»^»'<s^«<«a8a»»«««» MISC
PE 13#60»5 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ ' ^ O S
R/W 0 0 8,500 0 0 0 0 8,500
CONST 0 0 87,00*3 0 0 0 0 87,000
TOTAL 13,600 0 95,500 0 0 0 0 109,100
«n»8^  NW EVERETT/GLISAN-NW 18TH TO WESTOVER R0AD<««M««f«633»1009/«023'46<«««a««««a»««a«rta»«1<«5<'<a««»«*<8a»«'^«*«^ FAU9314
PE 0 0 0 0 8,500 0 0 8,500
CONST 0 0 0 0 50,700 0 0 50,700
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 59,200 0 0 59,200
s>83 SIGNAL REPLACEMENT-34 LOCATIONS««<«<K5irt<6^34l0107H<00659«»aa!iaHrt«^^a^Ha»»»a»»»8a««»»s»<«<H»«iita«»»»««»«»« MISC
PE 41,576 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 i ' K £
CONST 1H364.3<» 0 0 0 0 0 0 }'9$S'3OO
TOTAL 1,105,876 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,105,876
«*S4 SIGNAL REPLACEMENT-16 LOCATIONS»«*«*««46^<80C80«»00000*«a**«^ MISC
CONST 386,«583 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ ' S S S
TOTAL 386,083 0 0 0 0 0 0 386,083
FISCAL YEARS 1986
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER
PROJECT
TO POST 1989
1, 1985
METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE DISTRICT
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988
**8*> NEW SIGNALS-5
CONST 129,310
TOTAL 129,310
CONST
TOTAL
**B/ HE
CONST
TOTAL
**88 CO
PE
CONST
TOTAL
*>89 SW
CONST
TOTAL
UMBIA BLVD
221,698
221,698
CANDY BLVD
44,724
44.724
UMBIA BLVD
1,410
38,208
39,618
CAPITOL AT
60,810
60,810
x*90 COLISEUM AREA
CONST 390,000
total 390,000
LOCATIONS-PORTLAND BLVD ET
0 0
0 0
<3) NEW TRAFFIC SIGNAL
0
0
AT 50TH AND 7CTH-NEW J
0
0
LS*a«*
0
0
SIGNAL
0
0
0
0
«<«*650«7802<i
0
0
S<a<f**as»652*i
0
0
0
0
* .0
0
0
0
1989
i»Ra»a
0
0
MK«RH3
0
0
»*»**)
0
0
POST 1989
0
0
0
0
0
0
PORTLAt® URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
*X<»XHaXKKX*8
129,310
129,310
tg*g*KXK*XX**
221,698
221,698
(H4S8XXXKXKRR
44,724
44,724
AT 47TH-NEU TRAFFIC SIGNAL»«<«<«»653»80060ta000<30<*«<«a*aHa«a««»a«««x«i{«4««jtaa<(«<««xaKXXKXH
0 0 0 0 0 0 1,410
0 0 0 0 0 0 38,208
0 0 0 0 0 0 39,618
HU8ER-NEW TRAFFIC SIG
0
0
>IAL»8S
0
0
TRAFFIC SIGNALS-SIGNAL IMPRO
0 0
0 0
»»91 CITYWIDE SIGNAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS* « a <n
PE 1,033,073 144.300 128,
CONST 0 1,950,000 334,
RFSRV 0 0
TOTAL 1,033,073 2,094.300 462,
t*x*66<
000
000
0
000
*<*a*655xlOO3
0
0
VEMENT**
0
0
o fl
325,0«>0
0
375,0«50
t2*<00000**4****aaBrf«
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
XK8R8*
0
0
XXRtfXt
0
0
0
0
0
0
f»»a*SX4*UXXR»
0
0
0
0
0
-1,350*000
-l,350,00»?
l*«»*XXXKXXX*
60,810
60,810
(K«XXKXXKffXXa
390!<X)0
F»<XXKXKMXX8X
1,305,373
-i!35o!ooo
2,564,373
FA3
MISC
FINAL
FAU9956
FAU9326
FINAL
FAU9956
FINAL
FAU9407
FIWkL
MISC
MISC
AfclfclllAI
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE DISTRICT
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL
OBLIGATED 1985 1986
«*92 C8D
CONST
TOTAL
<n93 C8O
PE
CONST
TOTAL
TRAFFIC SIGNAL
645,022
645,022
TRAFFIC SIGNAL
110,272
1,050,22"
1,160,500
REPLACEMENTS
0
0
REPLACEMENTS
0
0
0
*>94 INTERSTATE AT TILLAMOOK-SIGNAL
PE 2,040 0
CONST 28,033 0
total 3-5,073 0
»*9:> 82ND)
PE
TOTAL
«*96 ROSS
CONST
TOTAL
AVE (6) SIGNAL
6,623
193,148
199,771
ISLAND BRIDGE\
0
0
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
YEAR
1987 1988 1989 POST 1989
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
UNIT A-21 LOCATIONS««a<«^«»661<7i5028^K00C00«»»«»^»»««a:«{t»»5««<^1<8«»»K«»«H««
0 0 0 0 0 645,022
0 0 0 0 0 645,022
UNIT B-BANFIELD LRT 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
REPLACEMENT
0
0
0
. REPLACEMENTS-SANDY TO WA
0 0
0 0
0 0
637,500
637,500
**9/ COLUMBIA BLVD-DELAWARF TO CHAUT*
PE 118,150 0
R/W 0 0
CONST 0 0
TOTAL 118,15*) 0
0
0
0
255,000
0 1,
255,000 li
0
0
0
0
0
0
<00337»**
0
0
ri?«1013H
0
0
445,000
445,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
**00768«4S4XKK***rfft**
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
aaaaaa
0
0
aaasaa
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
g»K*48<i*4<f»rt;t
0
0
0
Kaag«8*a«84K4
0
0
0
xaaa^^^aaaaa^
0
0
K8a»K84*tfK*Xtf
0
0
0
0
!«<««»«««««««
110,272
1,050,228
1,160,500
2,040
28,033
30,073
**aa»aaaaK*«
6,623
193,148
199,771
a*aaaaa8KS*4
637,500
637,500
4<HaKaaa»a*(<<
118,150
255,000
1,445,000
1,818,150
FA*
MISC
FINAL
MISC
FAU9361
FAU9713
FINAL
FAP24
FAU9956
METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE DISTRICT
improvement PROGRAMFISCAL YEARS 1986 TO
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 ,
POST 1989
1985
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY
OBLIGATED 1935
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986 1987 1988
1989
POST 1989
AUTHORIZED
s«98 SE
FOSTER RD IMPROVEMENTS-122N0 TO JENNE
RD*4»«s**»71'
ial0144*800000»«;<*«**
E8H8888
(8XX*88X888«<{
«*99 NORTHWEST
OPRTG
TOTAL
RIDESHARE
85,000
85/ 000
^r»4it(<»8«8723<100908<0000<)^%»4«^»»«^»4^4»^44»)(^<4^^<»8»H8S8««»»«»»¥4^48»»»)(44^8»»X)t«KK8)(
0 0 0 0 0 0 85,000
0 0 0 0 0 0 85,000
X1OO BANFIELD
PE
TOTAL
FIRE L3
15,842
15/842
1,158
Iil58
EOOOOOaaOOO
0
0
0
0
0
0
888888
0
0
0
0
17,000
17,000
4101 SU
PE
TOTAL
VERMONT STREET-30TH AVENUE
208,93*5 0
208,930 0
TO OLESON
0
0
ROAD**a***8»72
0
0
0
0
888888
0
0
8»88*8*8rf«A*«
0
0
848888X88888
208,930
208,930
4102 MARQUAM RAMP STREET IMPROVED
PE 37,400 0
CONST 0 0
TOTAL 37,400 0
ITS SE WATER
0
646,000
646,000
0
0
0
0
0
\0
013288
0
0
0
D14128X*ftX'igti
0
0
0
K4XXXXXKXKX*
37,400
646,000
683,400
X103 82ND AVENUE-DIVISION TO CRYSTAL SPRINGS-UNITS 1 & 2 « «
PE 282,709 0  0
R/14 0 1,800,000 0 
CONST 0 0 0 913,291
TOTAL 282,709 1,800,000 0 913,291 6
0
0
1088888
0
0
K8X8KX4X8KX84
0
0
0
K3XXXXKXXX8*l , BOO!ooo2 996,'000
*IO4 FAP
TOTAL
REPLACEMENT
0
0
RESERVE(MT HOOD)-REALLOCATED TO CITY OF PORTLAND>*a«««*«x74
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
8x0000
0
0
793,470
793,470
*<fg»X8K888»K793,47
FA#
FAU9776
N/A
FAP68
FAU9398
F/«J9366
FAU9713
N/A
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY QF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
project DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 . 1987 1988
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA3
ANNUAL Ml YEAR
«105 NW FRONT AVE-O ISAM TO COUCH (EVERETT-FRONT CONNECTOR)«<«»^<«^73i«10140't«0i?50««H«»«K««<«»rf»««)(<>t««««K««H« FAU9300
PE 159,120 0 0 0 0 0 0 159*120
R/W 0 6, 800 . • .0 0 0 0 0 6,800
CONST 0 1,479,830 0 0 0 0 0 1/479,850
TOTAL 15V, 12-3 1,486,650 0 0 0 0 0 1,645,770
*106 M VANCOUVER WAY-UNION AVENUE TO MARINE DRIVE^«*8»aaH762«10149»401555«»^«»»»«««»»«a»«^«<»Mrfa«a^«a»aK»»KJt«« FA.J9960
PE 270,300 0 0 0 0 0 0 270,300
R/W 21,250 0 0 0 0 0 0 21,250
CONST 2,329,802 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,329,802
TOTAL 2,621,352 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,621,352
*107 UNALLOCATED RESERVE-CITY OF PORTLAND^«^«rt«<«788»0O00O»<00O0'^ 4<<«'<<i<^»«««<««H»««K«««»««*««'<i««!<«<«»««*«««a« N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 848,844 848,844
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 8^,844 848,844
5*103 PEDESTRIAN/SCHOOL*. SIGNAL-NE 47rH AVENUE AND OREGON»aa4Uft80l4l0207««01968««a»«»»»»»a«ta»»»8*«»»»««««««< FAU9837
PE 4.818 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 ,818
CONST 35, «)94 0 0 0 0 0 0 35,094
TOTAL 39,912 0 0 0 0 0 0 39,912
*109 BANFIELD FREEWAY-CITY BRIDGE REPAID WORK««<a«»<>8C58«0OO0O5<<00O')O<»5«<*K«««»»«8«*«»«a««*«<a«*5««'<«5«»»««*KK««« FAI8^
CONST 113,07V 274.796 0 0 0 0 0 387,875
TOTAL 113,079 274-796 0 0 0 0 0 387,875
niQ OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY/ RESERVE-CITY ft- PORTLAND«»«ia»'<»<833»0'»)05irt00000s«»aii»H»»«»««*««a»»««««»»»«»»««« N/A
RESRV 0 2» 926,097 0 0 0 0 -2 ,926,097 0
TOTAL 0 2,926,097 0 0 0 0 -2 ,926,097 0
METR0POLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1936 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY OF PORTLAND(CONTINUED)
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
estimated EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
t i l l SIGNAL MODIFICATIONS (3)-NQKTH PORTLAND;<K^«^«^840«84X)lrt<02362<<8^^««^l<s<«s«»«««8«««H«M«<«j<«5<«rf«<<R«H«H««K«a MISC
PE 7,100 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,100
CONST 0 50,000 0 0 0 0 0 50,000
TOTAL 7,105 50,000 0 0 0 0 0 57,100
<11?NEW CBD TRAFFIC SIGNALS(5)»»«^<»<>84l^84<X)3^^02363»«««^3^^^^^<»^<^8^«»«a^)*«»»»»3»««««<«^»»«<^<8»HW«»8»«^ MISC
PE 18,800 0 0 0 0 0 0 18,800
CONST 0 230,000 0 0 0 0 0 230,000
TOTAL 18,800 230,000 0 0 0 0 0 248,800
PE 33,000 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 33,000
CONST 7*5,025 0 0 0 0 0 0 765,025
TOTAL 798,025 0 0 0 0 0 0 798,025
«114 NE HOLLADAY LRT TRAFFIC SIGNALS****X***847*QWMQ*XQ00QQ***X4**XXXX**X***M^ FAU9903
CONST 696/900 0 0 0 0 0 0 696,900
TOTAL 696i900 0 0 0 0 0 0 696,900
«11"5 SW BERTHA BLVD-SW VERMONT TO BARBUR BLVD««<rt<«««849«84078rt«02^35<<rf^»««»«HH«««««3<«««««:(««««x^'<<H«K»«««XK« FAU9420
*116 NE LOMBARD/COLUMBIA BLVD VIA NE 60TH AVENUE»«»»«»»»85^<0'X)ll<<0083^3»^»»«3»H«88»««HK««^»«a«<«jt«»«XHH«K«K FAU9917
PE 212,925 0 0 0 0 0 0 212,925
TOTAL 212,925 0 0 0 0 0 0 212,925
«117 N RIVERGATE DRIVE SLOUGH BRIDGE STREET A P P R 0 A C H E S K « « « « 4 » » 8 5 6 « 1 0 2 4 A « » 0 2 FAJJ9958
PE 31,875 0 0 0 0 0 0 31,875
CONST 691,070 0 0 0 0 0 0 691,070
TOTAL 722.9^5 0 0 0 0 0 0 722,9«
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1
PROJECT
*118 HE
PE
CONST
TOTAL.
DESCRIPTION
1985
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OBLIGATED 1985
METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE-DISTRICT
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CITY OF PORTLAND
(CONTINUED)
BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986
GERTZ/13TH-VANCOUVER WAY TO MERR
62,611
0
62:611
0
0
0
0
1,038,000
1,038,000
x l l 9 AIRPORT WAY-I?05 TO 148TH AVE-UNI I>*««
PE
CONST
TOTAL
397,SOO
0
397,800
*1?O AIRPORT WAY-NE
PE
TOTAL
0
0
0
x l ? l AIRPORT WAY-NE
PE
CONST
TOTAL
0
0
0
300,000
0
300,000
148TH TO NE
350,000
0
350,000
0
1,960,364
1,900,364
i68TH-UNIT I I
0
0
0
168IH TO lSlSr/SANDY-UNfT
350,000
0
350,000
TOTAL CITY OF PORTLAND
PE
R/W
CONST
OPRTG
RFSRV
TOtAL
6,692,413
2,785,266
4«, 314.868
85,OOO
0
57,877,547
1,421,133
1,836,550
7,142,396
0
2,926,097
13,326,176
0
0
0
180,335
998,500
4,412,364
0
0
5,591,199
1987
0 "
0
0
' 0
0
0
ssaa«aas859>8^
0
3,483,929
3,4^3,929
IIIa««»**H**86
0
0
0
0
300,000
17,314,390
0
0
17,614.390
1988
iTsQ^ASi <j<jiY?£A4asdH4S
0
0
0
<02355*« <*««umt*JH«*
0
0
0
022ad023V5aa«4xa«arfa
0
0
0
0
6,145,050
6,145,050
8,50-^
0
6,195,75«5 790
0
0
6,204.250 790
1989
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
a*a*Ki
0
0
0
0
0
,000
0
0
,000
POST 1989
«*a»aaa4?t<a3*
0
0
0
0
0
0
*aaa*x»«*<t*44
0
0
0
taaa*********
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1,258,7^3
-1,258,748
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
a**aaaaaaaa»*
62,611
1,038,000
1,100,611
697,800
1,980,364
2,678,164
350,000
3,483,929
3,833,929
4*<K**KKKK»*a
350,000
6,145,050
6,495,050
8,302,381
5,920,316
84,169,768
85,000
1,667,349
100,144,814
FA*
FAU9961
FAU9940
FAU9940
FAU9940
ANNUAL VFAtt
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT —
TRANSPORTATION improvement PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1985
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTlMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 198? POST 198? AUTHORIZED FA8
*1?2 SELLWOOD BRIDGE PROJECT«<»»«^^rt^52^7£^31«<0CM>00«^^»»^^c5«<^^^^s^M^4^^»^x»»»»»8»«*(«««»»^<<»^«<)<'<^K><H»«»K«s» FAU97t>4
CONST 903,436 0 0 0 0 0 0 903,436
RESRV o o o o o o o o
TOTAL 903,436 0 0 0 0 0 0 903,436 FINAL
«1?3 238TH AVE IMPROVEMENT RRXNG TO HALSEY ST««<««««ft58i«7G009<<«)0000«!<'«»««««««««»««««*«<«<«««<*««8«»K««*«« FAU9877
PE 36,216 0 0 0 0 0 0 36,216
R/W 16,267 0 0 0 0 0 0 16,267
CONST 260,790 14,410 0 0 0 0 0 275,200
TOTAL 313,273 14.410 0 0 0 0 0 327,683
«124 EAST COUNTY SIGNAL PROJECTS-STARK/^©rt^SEf/A02l«H«»<*«^ MISC
PE 14.391 0 0 0 0 0 0 14,591
CONST 466,842 0 0 0 0 0 0 466,842
TOTAL 481,433 0 0 0 0 0 0 481,433
«!25 242ND AVE TSM IMPROVEMENTS-DIVISION TO GLISAN««»x*»««138>80047^K00517«<»»8«KWK««»K«»»«<»<'<««rf»»«««««KKKK» FAU9877
PE 18,844 180,000 0 0 0 0 0 198,844
R/W • 0 0 30-3,000 0 0 0 0 300,000
CONST 557,531 -34.782 0 0 0 0 0 522,749
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 271,121 271.121
TOTAL 576,375 145,218 300,000 0 0 0 271,121 1,292,714
*136 257TH AVE IMPROVEMENT 1 EXTENSION COLUMBIA HWY TO STARK ST«»*»'*H»«139J'80048««00546«««»<»»»«»^«»««JtaK««>*«« FAU9883
PE 148,«32/ 74.750 0 0 0 0 0 222,777
R/W 0 1,224.000 0 0 0 0 0 1,224,000
CONST 0 0 1,847,653 0 0 0 0 1,847,653
TOTAL 148,027 1,298,750 1,847,653 0 0 0 0 3,294,430
»12 SE 72ND RECONSTRUCTION-DUKE TO CLACKAMAS COUNTY LINE«x«*c««16^00«383«400000««««««««««<*««<««««««»K««««« FAU9723
PE I7,80«D 0 0 0 0 0 0 17,800
CONST 567,115 0 0 0 0 0 0 567,115
TOTAL 584.915 0 0 0 0 0 0 584,915 FINAL
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DCS LARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988
1989
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
*123 BURNSIDE BRIDGE RESURFACING AND JOINTSAA*4%*166*77Q17*<<}}Q00***X*X**XA'**XX**X***X<*****X**«**««H««H«K«*
PE 3,974 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,97'4
CONST 284.518 0 0 0 0 0 0 284,518
TOTAL 290,492 0 0 0 0 0 0 290,492
*129 BROADWAY BRIDGE- RESURFACING^f^<«*4«*&*20W7048»*000^
PE 5,540 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*530
CONST 87,276 0 0 0 0 0 0 87,276
TOTAL 92/816 0 0 0 0 0 0 92,816
413'? 22tSl/a23RD-POWELL BLVD TO FARISS RD-UNITS 1 & 2********Z<f5*77078**0168Q***********x*******************x*
PE 278/871 0 0 0 0 0 0 ?£g'KA
R/W i,190#'>00 0 0 0 0 0 0 lil90>000
CONST 1,907/171 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,907,171
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -312 -312
TOTAL 3*376,042 0 0 0 0 0 -312 3,375,730
FAU9326
FINAL
FAU9318
FINAL
FAU9867
»131 FAIRVIEW AVE SIGNALIZATION- AT HALSEY ST AND AT SANDY BLVD4S43*x$h2i2s780C$*«00000»«s«*«a«a*s*«««*»H»»KH*
PE 3,272 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,272
CONST 40,34* 0 0 0 0 0 0 *%>?%
TI3TAL 43,618 0 0 0 0 0 0 43,618
FAU9867
FINAL
FAU9891
<133 221SI AVENUE-POWELL THROUGH JOHNSON CREEK BRIDGE-( i 2)<o«OH*214«7e0l2««00590«»««»8*«««»*x*««»»»*»«** FAU9367
PE 274.78/ 132/793 • 0 0 0 0 0 ^ 5 8 0
R/W 342,635 85,445 0 0 0 0 0 428,100
CONST 2,039,169 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,039,169
RESRV 0 233,951 0 0 0 0 ^ ' 7 3 3
 o 340,684TOTAL 2-656,591 452^209 0 0 0 0 106,733 3,215,533
ANNUAL E! YEAR
«132 182ND AVENUE WIDENING-DIVISION ST TO POWELL BLVDxsa^tR^aiS^^lOs^OOOOOsJJasMsasrfM^HSS^rtartSS^^HHHHKHiisjt
PE 53.700 0 0 0 0 0 0 53,700
R/W 72.250 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,250
CONST 1 , 0 3 0 I 7 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*030,702
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 84,263 84,263
TOTAL 1,156,652 0 0 0 0 0 84,263 1,240,915
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1* 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
«134 CHERRY PARK RDV2:>7TH DRIVE-242ND AVE TO TROUTDALE RDs«*«*«**2i6»7e0il»«00000B«««»H«»<«*««H«8*«*R»H»*«K«««
PE 47,887 0 0 0 0 0 0 47*887
CONST 560*923 0 0 0 0 0 0 580*923
TOTAL 628*810 0 0 0 0 0 0 628*810
FAU9880
«13"> SANDY BLVD CORRIDOR-99TH AVE TO 162ND AVE»!«»»»'«a»24^780^9«««}01i8«H»«»'»K'<»»K»««»«»»»>««<<*<»««'*<!*»»*»KK«»»«<
PE 77*415 0 0 0 0 0 0 77,415
R/W 41,990 0 0 0 0 0 0 41,990
CONST 470,898 0 0 0 0 0 0 470,898
TOTAL 590,303 0 0 0 0 0 0 590,303
FAU9326
«136 E BURNSIDE-SE 223RD TO SE POWELL BLVD-CONSTRUCTION«H^<»<»252«76034JC*cO*3000««««»«««««J««<<«<<a«*»«<<KXK«««KK«a
CONST 1,521,131 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,521*131
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 113,069 113,069
TOTAL 1,521,131 0 0 0 0 0 113,069 1,634,200
FAU9822
POWELL AND 190TH INTERSECTlON iIMPROVEMENT»a»«»rf»»293»77064»«0CO66»^a^»rt*«»»««»»H««»«»»)t»«y»i«4«4»a»K8»K»»s
PE 17V,562 0 0 0 0 0 0 179,562
R/W 753,950 0 0 0 0 0 0 753,950
CONST 0 0 1,672,800 0 0 0 0 1,672,800
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -142,338 -142,338
TOTAL 933,512 0 1,672,800 0 0 0 -142* 338 2,463,974
4138 BURNSIDE ST-STARK TO 223R0 AVE««<!<H»a294«7603'1»<00388rf^Hrf^«<'<<»^»««:<»»»«*<«WJ<«»»»»«w**«x»'<xaKax4«K«HKHH«x«
R/W 225,25«5 0 0 0 0 0 0 225,250
CONST 1,757,521 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,757,521
RESRV 0 - 15*704 0 0 0 0 622,775 638,479
TOTAL 1,982,771 15,704 0 0 0 0 622,775 2 ,621i250
FAU9822
1139 SYLVAN/SKYLINE IMPROVEMENTS/VICINITY Of SUNSET H I G H W A Y < « « » « « * > » 8 3 1 » 1 0 1 3 8 « ^ 0 0 0 0 0 « « « » * » » K « » » ' < » ^ « « » « » « » « * * «
PE 29,750 70,250 0 0 0 0 0 100,000
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 l,7OO,OO»5 1,700,000
TOTAL 29,75") 70,250 0 0 0 0 1,700,000 1,800,000
TBD
FISCAL YEARS 1986
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER
PROJECT
TO POST 198?
1, 1985
DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED
OBLIGATED
»140 OBLIGATIONAL
TOTAL
<141 SE
PE
RTF
CONST
TOTAL
«142 SE
TOTAL
0
0
EXPENDITURES BY
1985
AUTHORITY reserve
2r437,532
2.437,532
STARK STREET-242ND AVENUE
20,400
0
0
20,40*3
STARK STRE
0
0
55,030
850
1,004.150
1,060,030-
ET-221ST AVENUE
120,000
120,0)0
TOTAL MULTNOMAH COUNTY
PE
CONST
TOTAL
1,212,636
2.642.342
12,475,36?
0
16,330,347
632.873
1,310,315
983,778
2.687,187
5,614.153
METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE DISTRICT
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986
E-MULTNOMAH
0
0
TO 2>7TH AVE
0
0
0
0
TO 242ND AVE
0
0
0
300,000
3,520,453
0
3,820,453
1987
0
0
NUE*«««8«*fc82
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1988
<*834a 00000 < < 00000a A *
0
0
\7*l 02C6H ^  02036« a « « ^ *
0
0
0
0
4»00000a^0)000aaa»«a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1989
0
0
HHBHSJ
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
POST
{4»»»4tf4
-2,437
-2,437
317
317
198?
,532
,532
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
,779
,779
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED FA*
1,
1,
1,
4,
16,
3,
26,
KK«R
**KR!
«KH*t* N/A
0
0
«»a«^ FAU9810
75, -«0
004,
080,
{»»»)
120,
120,
845,
252,
979,
004,
082,
850 .
150
480
***** FAU9810
000
000
509
657
600
966
732
mrr VCAD
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
metropolitan SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CLACKAMAS COUNTY
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
LOWER BOONES FERRY RD-MADRONA TO SW
RYU 521.333 4.250
CONST 530,173 0
TOTAL 1, '551,506 4,250
525,583
530,173
1,055,756
FAU9473
*144 8214) DRIVE-HIGHWAY 212 TO 1205-
CONST 393,474 0
TOTAL 393,474 0
393,474
393,474
FAU9653
FINAL
«145 SUNNYSIDE ROAD-STEVENS ROAD TO 122ND UNIT I«»<8»»a»77«771471««*501^»M»««»»»H»a»H»»3i»»»4K<i«if««»»xxx»xxM»»if FAU9718
PE
RYU
CONST
TOTAL
21,845
148.750
342,912
513,507
21,845
148,750
342,912
513,507
«146 SUNNYSIDE ROAD REALIGNMENT-O.25 Ml WEST OF 142W) (S CURVE « « ^ < « X « 7 8 X 7 7 1 4 9 » « 0 0 0 0 0 « « X K « « K « « « « « < « » K « K « K K « « FAU9718
CONST 172,517 0 0 0 0 0 0 172,517
TOTAL 172,517 0 0 0 0 0 0 172,517 FINAL
*147 OSWEGO CREEK BRIDGE (0R43>-BRIDGE REPLACEMENT AND NEW
PE
RYU
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
1,
2-
98,856
37,635
927,947
0
064.438
0
0
0
-5,193
-5,193
98,856
37,635
1,927,947
-5 ,193
2,059,245
FAU9565
OSWEGO HIGHWAY<CW43> AT CEDAR OAKS-LEFT TURN REFUGES«****»mi3*7Bll8««00000«»»«H«««a^^ FAU9565
CONST 34.438 0 0 0 0 0 0 34,438
TOTAL 34.438 0 0 0 0 0 0 34,438 FINAL
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1,
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POST 196?
iy85
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OBLIGATED 1935
METROPOLITAN service DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMP?
IN FEDERAL
ROVEMENT PROGRAM
DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CLACKAMAS COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986
«149 HIGHWAY 212 IMPROVEMENTS (1205 EAST TO 1
PE
R/W
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
490,535
2.874.700
4,638,476
0
8,003,711
0
0
0
442.277
442.278
0
0
0
0
0
1987
0
0
0
0
0
1988
si24«77037*x003£
0
0
0
0
0
1989
J4«a»««
0
0
0
0
0
POST 1939
0
0
0
0
0
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED FA#
t»4»«»»ffxx«<t» FAP74
490,535
2,874,700
4,638,476
442,277
8,445,989
*150 ORFCON CITY BYPASS-PARK PLACE TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE»<«««X4«125^7£1>}7«<01670»K»»»«««»««K<'<i<rt»rt!<s!<««K««KKK»« FAU0078
PE
R/W
CONST
RFSRV
TOTAL
1,094.764
4,985,250
15,400,743
0
21,480,757
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
tl^l STATE STREET CORRIDOR<0R43)-TERUiaiG€R
PE
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
189,805
0
116,096
305,901
0
768,910
0
768,910
X152 GLADSTONE/MILWAUKIE SUBAREA
PE
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
212,708
152,623
1*466,772
1,832,103
17,479
7,782
240,645
265,906
*1*3 Jennifer EXTENSION-130TH TO
PE
TOTAL
0
0
75,000
75,000
0
0
653,292
653,292
0
0
0
0
135TH/130TH
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
TO LADDa*»«HAX*i33
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
>«77068«<0035?»«»
0
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
TO HWY 212««*«<«*4?C*85C49HSO
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
«»HHHX
0
0
0
0
0
-2,261
-2,261
g*ftgK**X**2*f
0
0
0
0
KK»*4tf*»X«X8«
0
0
0
0
tx»**K4*ax**<(
0
0
1,094,764
4,985,250
15,400,743
-2,261
21,478,496
e*«HaHHKR«x»« FAU9565
189,805
768,910
769,388
1,728,103
IK4XKXXXKXXK* MISC
230,187
160,405
1,707,417
2,098,009
ttXKXXXXXXxxx FAU9734
75,000
75/000
IIAI
FISCAL 'YEARS 1986 TO
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 ,
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POST 1989
1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CLACKAMAS COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED
<154 EXTENSION OF 0-
PE
TOTAL
slS5 SE
PE
TOTAL
«156 SE
PE
TOTAL
0
0
1983
98rH-LAWNFIELD
75,000
75,000
84TH AVE EXTENSION-SGUT>£RLY
0
0
l?2f© AVE-SE
0
0
* f 5 7 PORTION OF KIN
PE
TOTAL
0
0
*158 RAILROAD AVENUE
PE
RYU
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
173,442
0
0
0
173/442
<159 CLACKAMAS TOWN
PE
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
10,530
86,488
0
97/018
75,00*5
75,000
SUNNYSIDE RD TO
75,000
75,000
RD AMD 42N0-44T*
50,000
50/000
1986
TO MATHER
0
0
TERMINUS
0
0
SE DAVIS
0
0
i TO 42ND
0
0
1987 1988
««<««»«»492»85052«*0
0
0
TO LAWNFIELDsaarfas4
0
0
0
0
0
0
97>8 l5048<x0
0
0
499»85050x<C
0
0
1989
0
0
»»»
0
0
) * *
0
0
/MONROE SE OF 42ND»<»«*««a500>85055»«0
0
0
/HARMONY ROAD-82*© TO MILWAUKIE CBD-UNIT !**<**
14/558
31*992
0 1*
100/000
146,550 1*
CENTER SIGNALS***
0
0
0
0
0
0
449*532
0
449*532
E4*4K*561
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
rx«0070
0
0
0
0
0
XXXXXft
0
0
0
0
POST 1989
«»»«(«!(<)(»««««
0
0
0
0
0
0
Xtttt»*«*K*tt*
0
0
5KXX*ft*B*rf«**
0
0
0
0
0
xxxx*»**a»»x»
0
0
—488
-488
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
i*<K«HHKKKHH«
75,000
75*000
75,000
75,000
75,000
75,000
t***XKKKXXXK»
50,000
50,000
E33XXKXKXKXKX
188,000
31*992
1*449/532
100,000
1* 769* 524
EXXXXXXKXXXXX
10* 530
86,4KJ
-488
96*530
FA#
FAU9725
FAJJ9722
FAU9739
F^J9714
FAU9702
N/A
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1936 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM CLACKAMAS COUNTY(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1936 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAS
<160 82ND DRIVE-HWY 21? TO GLADSTONE/ I705 INTERCHANGE««««««u»57«rtl0051«'«00500«*(««tH8«««»«K«<K»««J<?<«^<««H«K««K^ FAU9653
PE 183,605 86; 400 0 0 0 0 0 270.000
R/W 0 0 154>700 0 0 0 0 154,700
CONST 0 0 0 2.085/347 0 0 0 2,085,347
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -33/902 -33/902
TOTAL 183/600 86/400 154,700 2.085/347 0 0 -33/902 2/476/145
*161 THIESSEN/JENNINGS CORRIDOR-OATFIELD ROAD TO I?05»^a»*»^581!«10'>52»^02024<<a»H»a»»a»«««)«<(«^«rfi{=t<4H«s»«8»»»K FAU9693
PE i45,520 0 0 0 0 0 0 145/520
TOTAL 145/520 0 0 0 0 0 0 145,520
»16? RAILROAD AVENUE/HARMONY R0AD-8?ND/SUNKfSID£ REALIGNMENT-UNIT II««*oj«s764«10037s«00660«K<*«sas«K««K««««* FAJJ9702
PE 34.850 0 0 0 0 0 0 34,850
R/W 533/800 0 0 0 0 0 0 533,800
CONST 568,992 -799 0 0 0 0 0 568,193
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -101,843 -101,843
TOTAL 1,137,642 -799 0 0 0 0 -101,843 1/035,000
*163 UNALLOCATED RESERVE-CLACKAMAS COUNTY«»^»<*<^7S9»00000»^00000<<^«»«rt*«a«»»«»**«««»»«<*<«»<««»<«<«*a*«»K»** N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 62,812 62,812
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 62,812 62,812
ai64 OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-CLACKAMAS COUNTY»«««»««<835««50«>30<«00'y)OH«<rt«»«««»«a«8«»<<»»«t*8a*««««K«««»» N/A
RESRV 0 2,371,75V 0 0 0 0 -2,371,759 0
TOTAL 0 2,371,759 0 0 0 0 -2,371,759 0
*165 SUNNYSIDE ROAD-STEVENS TO 122ND-UNIT II*»K4»4rf»838»77147^«00385<»4^«rf»4¥«aH««a»H»»a«<««<»««««<»«»»»«»»»» FAU9718
PE 124.525 0 0 0 0 0 0 124,525
R/W 399,950 133,850 0 0 0 0 0 533,800
CONST 0 1,318,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,318,000
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 173,293 173,293
TOTAL 524.475 1,451,850 0 0 0 \0 173,293 2,149,618
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1<
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1985
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES 1
OBLIGATED 1985
metropolitan SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IIP?
IN FEDERAL
ROVEMENT PROGRAM
DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
CLACKAMASCOUNTY
(CONTINUED)
JY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED FA*
«166 HUBBARD ROAD EXTENSION TO CLACKAMAS HIGHWAYa»a»««aa8394l«J236aH02i40H^»«a»«HH»»»«»»»Hrt»«»*iH«H^«*»«»a»H«««» TBD
PE
CONST
TOTAL
69,147
0
0
69,147
2,422
435,000
0
437,422
0
0
0
0
«167 HIGHWAY 43 @ MCKELLIGAN/HOOD AVENUE WIDE
PE
RTF
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
30,005
0
0
0
30,005
*168 BEAVERCREEK RD
PE
RYU
CONST
TOTAL
60,052
0
0
60,052
0
16,150
0
0
16,150
0
0
211,395
0
211,395
0
0
0
0
NINGa«*»*s*«8^3»10
0 "' *
0
0
0
0
EXT (RED SGI»S>-BEAVERCREEK RD TO WARNER-MIL
69,948
0
0
69,948
TOTAL CLACKAMAS COUNTY
PE
RTF
CONST
TOTAL
2.940*184
9,654.041
2 * , 679, '528
0
38,273,253
540,807
962,934
1,992,846
2.914.036
6,410,624
0
200,000
0
200,000
0
354,700
2,314,219
0
2,668,919
0
0
618,184
618,184
0
0
2,703,531
0
2.703,531
0
0
0
0
•252«<0Q9/6» *<**««
0
0
0.
0
0
ME>«««SS4S855»1G
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(249»»(
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-6,569
-6,569
0
0
0
-8,335
-8,335
>2375»»*»**««*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-2,294,245
-2,294,245
71,569
435,000
-6,569
500,000
$34*K*KK8KKiftt FAU9565
30,005
16,150
211,395
-8,335
249,215
i**KK»SKKKK33 FAU9742
130,000
200,000
618,184
?48,184
3,480,?91
10,?71,675
32,689,624
619,791
47,762,082
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 ITU POST 1989 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1985
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
WASHINGTON COUNTY
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTlMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1983 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA3
«169 SW 65TH/NYBERG R0- I5 TO SAGERT RD-UNIT #1-CONSTRUCTION^»»»»<^^83»770a0«»00000»H«»H«H»«»»t»»*a<«««»KK»K«< FAU9556
CONST 382.344 0 0 0 0 0 0 382,344
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 39,862 39,862
TOTAL 382.344 0 0 0 0 0 39,862 422,206
«170 SW NYBERG ROAD-SW 89TH AVE TO I5-UNIT *2***X***X*B4*77139**Q'}000**X*X*4XXX**XX*X***X***XAX**<**HX*XXX**** FAU9282
R/W 329,293 0 0 0 0 0 0 329,293
CONST 1,578,243 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,578,243
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,210 2,210
TOTAL 1,907,536 0 0 0 0 0 2,210 1,909,746
<17l CORNELL RD @ MURRAY BLVD - lMPROVE/SIGNALIZE»»«»»<««<87»78085«400000»rt«»rfa»»«»»8»M»««*f<»it»»«4<<»«»»K«»»«(rt FAU9022
CONST 104.683 0 0 0 0 0 0 104,683
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,834 3,834
TOTAL 104.683 0 0 0 0 0 3,834 108,517 FINAL
*172 SW GREENBURG RD> - HALL TO 0AK*<^<«<»^*91rf77041<»000<K)»4^rt«<«<»<<<«<««xa««««««»«««a«»«rf<««<««<«<{«»R«KHK)f FAU9207
CONST 758,608 0 0 0 0 0 0 758,608
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 100,742 100,742
TOTAL 758,608 0 0 0 0 0 100,742 859,350 FINAL
«173 NW i8*>TH-WALKER ROAD TO SUNSET HIGHWAY-PHASE I<K«»»»»«492«77076«<016954«5i«aK«»»«K*Hrtrt84«J4»*»x»<»ni»»»»»»«» FAU9043
PE 17,«)85 0 0 0 0 0 0 17,085
CONST 1,416,829 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,416*829
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 76,086 76*086
TOTAL 1,433,914 0 0 0 0 0 76,086 1,510,000
*!74 ALLEN BLVD RECONSTRUCTION<MURRAY BLVD TO HWY217»««»«^«^»93«8«X>85«K0C«306H«8««««««««a8*««»«»««rt«<««»«««««*< FAU9088
PE 94.911 0 0 0 0 0 0 94,911
R/W 1,494.300 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,494,300
CONST 1,767,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,767,999
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -73,821 -73,821
TOTAL 3,357,210 0 0 0 0 0 -73,821 3,283,389
ANNUAL Kl NT YEAR
..,».»...---» METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT "
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE October 1, 1985
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
«175 SW BARNES ROAD-HIGHWAY 217 TO SW 84TH-PHASE I«««rf«i«»J»95«<77070<«K00469^<«**»«««»»»«««K»«<««««»«<xaK*K*KX*< FAU9326
PE 62/186 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 62,186
R/W 255,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 255,000
CONST 926,531 -32*332 0 0 0 0 0 894,199
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 116,217 116,217
TOTAL 1,243,717 -32.332 0 0 0 0 116,217 1,327,602
*176 SW JENKINS/158TH-MURRAY BLVD TO SUNSET HIGHWAY4S«HHH«»497»77^AS«00850^»»»H»»»»H»»«JH««»»««»»5»8«»»»»»M»»» FAU9030
CONST 1,772,398 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,772,398
TOTAL 1,772,398 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,772,398
«177 SCHOLLS HWY(0K210) @ ALLEN - SIGNALS/WIDENING««««'«»«<106<78125^'<'>5000a^»»5<«K«K»«i(aH«5(K<«!<a«arta)<««««iix«rt*( FAU9234
PE 4-100 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,100
CONST 110,438 0 0 0 0 0 0 110,438
TOTAL 114.538 0 0 0 0 0 0 114,538 FINAL
1178 PROGRESS INTCHG; OFF-RAMP TO SCHOLLS FERRY RD(C»210>«»»<»<rf'<109<8»X«7»^)0000«»«»K»K»K«a<»Haa»«<KHH«»««K«» FAU9234
CONST 295,276 0 0 0 0 0 0 295,276
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -403 -403
TOTAL 295,276 0 . 0 . 0 0 0 -403 294,873 FINAL
»179 HALL BLVD(AT HWY217)H£FT TURN REFUGE FOR SB ON RAMP««<»««»«110'«78042«'<00000«««»«»»»»«Jt«*«««a*«««««*K«K« FAU9091
CONST 111,674 0 0 0 0 0 0 111,674
TOTAL 111,674 0 0 0 0 0 0 111,674 FINAL
*180 HIGHWAY 217 AND SUNSET HIGHWAY INTERCHANGE»i«<»iii»H»i2t«79076««00376«»»«^»««*H»«K»»»««»*i»«'i«««»«»K«H»M«»M F^»79
PE 523,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 523,600
R/W 3,485,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,485,000
CONST 6,173,284 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,173,284
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 253,116 253,116
TOTAL 10,181,884 0 0 0 0 0 253,116 10,435,000
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1,
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POST 1989
1985
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY
OBLIGATED 1985
1181 CORNELL ROAD RECONSTRUCTION-E
PE
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
155,945
261,800
2.319,010
0
2.736,755
0
0
0
0
0
<18? BEAVERTON HILLSDALE HWY SIGNAL
PE
CONST
TOTAL
6,288
65,297
0
71,585
*183 TUALATIN VALLEY
PE
RTF
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
<184 HWY
PE
RTF
CONST
TOTAL
187,255
1,157,700
112,154
0
1,457,109
' 217/72ND AVE
221,188
233,750
1,043,344
1,498,282
0
0
0
0
HIGHWAY(GK3> C
0
0
679,999
0
679,999
INTCHG-Pc I C
0
0
0
0
nSn PACIFIC HWY W(0R99W)-BULL MTN
PE
CONST
RESRV
TOTAL
91,674
889,294
0
980,968
0
0
0
0
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER
FEDERAL FISCAL
1986
PROGRAM
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
YEAR
1987 1988 1989 POST 1989
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
MAIN TO ELAM YOUNG PMXtitf***xx***i3?vmQ3Qx*0Q139HX*xx***<x****<**x******<
0
0
0
0
0
. INTERTIE-LOMB
0
0
0
0
\ 18VTH STREETS
0
0
0
0
0
ONSTRUCTION
0
0
0
0
RD TO N TIGARD
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*.R0 TO SW 9iST AVE
0
0
0
0
t a * a * a «207 * 7<£027* *
0
0
0
0
0
t«««axa«208*8007y«
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00350** «**** a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10007M
0
0
0
0
0
G
0
0
0
0
0
0
-36,755
-36,755
0
0
-205
-205
0
0
0
-163,578
-163,578
155,945
261,800
2,319,010
-36,755
2,700,000
E<f*g»gtt8*KK8<t
6,288
65,297
-205
71,380
187,255
1,157,700
792,153
-163,578
1,973,530
^OOOOOaJt^^aawssassaaaR^a^srt^a^^^at'**^14^*8*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
221,188
233,750
1,043,344
1,498,282
INTCW5-TSM IMP &ls*a*<tH*a228K79063K*00000«*»**«*a<««K«KK**H*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
71,713
71,713
91,674
889,294
71,713
1,052,681
FA*
FAU9022
FAU9228
FAP32
FAP79
FAP9
FINAL
ANNUAL B NT YEAR
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLlTAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 198* 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA3
*186 CANYON/TV HWY CORRIDOR<0R3> TSM-WALKER RD TO MURRAY BLVD«««i««<ft229»7e05^««00000«HHM««««««xii<««««HK«KX«« FAP32
PE 36,95*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 36,950
CONST 580*810 0 0 0 0 0 0 580,810
RFijRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 79,054 79,054
TOTAL 617,760 0 0 0 0 0 79,054 696,814 FINAL.
U 8 / FARMINGTON RD CORRIDOR(08208) TS-MURRAY BLVD INTERSECTION«a««*»<«235^78057«5t02478«M«»<««*3«»«a««»)Hf«ii««» FA09064
PE 0 8,500 0 0 0 0 0 8,500
CONST 0 116,5*50 0 0 0 0 0 116,500
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,140 1,140
TOTAL 0 125,000 0 0 0 0 1,140 126,140
«188 FARMINGTON RD CORRIDOR(0*208) TSM-185TH AVE TO LOMBARD AVE'c«»»«H»ft236<78057««01570«»«««»»H»<'«KK««i«««8« FAU9064
PE 103,19«3 0 0 0 0 0 0 103,190
CONST 151,337 0 0 0 0 0 0 151,337
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 -12,047 -12,047
TOTAL 254.527 0 0 0 0 0 -12,047 242,«0
1189 HALL BLVD CORRIDORS TSM-TV HWY TO SCHOLLS FERRY RD«^»<»^»2^7<78055<K00000»»«»>"t»»«a«*«»»««J«»«»'<K**«««»*»« FAU9091
PE 47,78*} 0 0 0 0 0 0 47,780
R/W« 7,762 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,762
CONST 157,589 0 0 0 0 0 0 157,589
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 15,806 15,806
TOTAL 213,131 0 0 0 0 0 15,806 228,937
1190 CEDAR HILLS BLVD/WALKER RD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTI I«»*«»^«238^78136»«00000««««««M««««<«««««««<«««XKK«« FAU9097
PE 8,624 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,624
CONST 81,461 0 0 0 0 0 0 81,461
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 20,539 20,539
TOTAL 90,085 0 0 0 0 0 20,539 110,624 FINAL
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1,
PROJECT
POST 1989
1985
DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OBLIGATED 1985
METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE DISTRICT
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986 1987 1988
*91 BEAVERTON TUALATIN HIGHWAY—FANNO CREEK
CONST 250,750 0 0
TOTAL 250,750 0 0
CONST 6,081,506 0
RESRV 0 0
TOTAL 6,081,506 0
NSTRUCTION:«<n
0
0
0
BRIDGE WIDENIN
0
0
0
0
0
*193 CORNELL ROAD PHASE II-ECl TO CORNELIUS PASS ROAD**»«<a
PE 205,912 202,588 0 0
RTF 0 0 370,000 0
CONST 0 0 1,571,500 0
TOTAL 205,912 202.588 1,941,500 0
<194 MURRAY BLVD-JENKINS ROAD TO
PE 234.915 65,035
RTF 116,450 1*883,550
CONST 0 0
TOTAL 351,365 1,948,635
*19S N/W
PE
RTF
CONST
TOTAL
1196 TV
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
185TH-R0CK CREEK BLVD TO
225,590 500,660
0 0
0 0
225,590 500,660
HIGHWAY-21SF
0
0
0
TO OAK«»«»*>
0
0
0
SUNSET HIGHt
0
0
3,201*530
3,201,530
TV HIGHWAY**
0
3,000,00-)
0
3,000,00-5
(«*828<79085«
1,300! ooo
1,800,000
—-A.
0
0
0
0
EHa<aa*752aiO12
0
0
5,288,658
5,288,658
* 0 0 6 9 1 <tft*ftttB**
0
0
0
0
0
1989
00000«
0
0
POST 1989
0 '
0
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
250,750
250,750
^tOOOO»5««<^^»«<^«»««*«««««»««i<«:««««<»^«4«*«aKSttS»»
0 0 0 6,081*506
0 0 22 22
0 0 22 6,081,528
<a58Sil0')60»«00738»^
0
0
0
0
10059**00549**««««a«
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
aaaaaa
0
0
0
0
aaaaaa
0
0
0
0
aaaaaa
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
«*aKxa*K*a4*<
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
*aaa«*4tfa*aa»
0
0
0
0
KK***a*«*riX*4
0
0
0
E**KK*KKaaKft«
370!000
2,350/000
EX4XXXKKKKXX4
300*000
2*000*000
3,201*530
5,501*530
ta*»aKBaaaaa«
3,000^000
5,288,658
9,014,908
l!800l000
FAtf
FAU9091
FAP79
FAU9022
FAU9067
FAU9043
FAP32
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE 0CTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
WASHINGTON COUNTY
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1983 1986 1987 1988
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAIT
FAU9234
FAU9091
119/ SCHOOLS FERRY ROAD/HALL BOULEVARD INTERSECTION«««*«««x}f82?>e50i0««0i536^»i<a*«»««»»««»»«^««t^ta««»«««*K«*»«» FA 2c
PE 0 35.000 0 0 0 0 0 55,000
R/W 0 0 345,000 0 0 0 0 345,000
TOTAL 0 35,000 345,000 0 0 0 0 400,000
*198 HALL BOULEVARD-ALLEN TO GREENWAY«*<*«»«M&3JU0237s«02354**<**a«$«**«aaaH»*^^ FA 0S
PE 127,500 212.500 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 , 0 ^
R/W 0 0 420,00*5 0 0 0 0 420,000
CONST 0 0 440,000 0 0 0 0 5 ^ , 0 0 0
TOTAL 127,500 212.500 86*5,000 0 0 0 0 1,200,000
U99 OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-WASHINGTON C0UNTY««««<aJt>e36«00«300«'i00000«««8»«H««aH«««4»^«««««<«««ii««Jt«R« N/A
RESRV 0 938,120 0 0 0 0 -93g'12O 0
TOTAL 0 938,120 0 0 0 0 -938,120 0
TOTAL WASHINGTON COUNTY
PE 2,354*693 1,044,333 0 0 0 0 0 3,399,026
R/W 7,341,'353 1,883,550 4,635,00*3 0 0 0 0 13*859,605
CONST 2/,130,859 764.167 6,513,030 5,288,658 0 0 0 39,696,714
RESRV 0 938,120 0 0 0 0 - ^ ' S g «--filf2S3-
TOTAL 36,826,607 4.630,170 11,14ft, 030 5,288,658 0 0 -444,588 57,448,877
TOTAL INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROGRAM
 A ^ ^ «**
PE 38,502.18»3 3,654.989 180,335 0 8,500 0 0 42'34£,004
R/W 56,296,678 6,433,777 6,288,200 300.000 . 0 0 0 ^ ' 3 1 8 ' « g
CONST 261#018i013 27,026,297 16,760,066 27,498,579 6,195,750 790,000 0 339,288,705
OPRTG 1,504.445 269,569 0 0 0 0 0 i'774'gi4
RESRV 0 14.252,670 2,653,633 0 0 0 31,019,521 ^ ? | 5 , W 4
TOTAL 357,321,316 51,637,301 25,88\2,234 27,798,579 6,204.250 790,000 31,019,521 5*30,653,201
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 3 /DISCRETIONARY' CAPITAL PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAtt
*200 SELF SERVICE FARE C0LLECTION**<«<««*398*30023**00000»H**^^
CAP 2,771,04) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*771*040
TOTAL 2,771,04) 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,771,040
N/A
«201 PURCHASE/INSTALLATION OF 440 ELECTRONIC BUS DESTINATION SIGNS«*««as»«4i5x00000««00000*4«<«*B*s<*«B«««««a« N/A
CAP 0 0 0 0 0 2,756,552 0 2,756,552
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 2,756,552 0 2,756,552
*2G2 PURCHASE OF 75 NEW STANDARD 40-FOOT DIESEL TRANSIT BUSES>trf*««c»t»'»«417»30023»«00000«'<»K*{»<»*»»««'Ja«H«a«K«*«»
CAP 9,249,906 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,249,906
TOTAL 9,249,906 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,249,906
N/A
*203 DEVELOPMENT OF LAKE OSWEGO TRANSIT STATION«<4«»H««419«00000««(>)000^*(««<»»»«H«H««a8a«4»<«»«<»}«ii«»«HKK««8H
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 000,000 800/000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 800,000 800,000
N/A
*204 WESTSIDE BUS GARAGE-PHASE I«^ss««^4420^3»X'23<«00O00»:(^{<<»:t>^^^:i»:i»^rf:««<<«HHH«aH«KH»<«^«i<<<)«»<<a4»»»HRK»»s»
CONST 242.372 0 0 0 0 0 0 242.372
CAP 114.428 0 0 0 0 0 0 114,428
TOTAL 356*800 0 0 0 0 0 0 356,800
*205 PURCHASE OF 49 ARTICULATED BUSES^«<«^<<«424»30022HH0'D000<<^?<^rt^<trf^^»t<:<^««'<««««««w««««»:<«»«»<«<«^«««««««>«««
CAP 8,117,940 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,117,940
TOTAL 0»U7,94> 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,117,940
*206 PURCHASE OF BUS COMMUNICATIONS EQUiPMENT&rr««4^««H«431>»30023«H0000C^rf«)<«a!J»rt«»»»H»»«HW«««^»»arf^4«)<H«»HttK«K»«
CAP 1*974.746 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.974*746
TOTAL 1 ,974.746 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,974,746
N/A
N/A
N/A
ANNUAL YEAR
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 3 'DISCRETIONARY' CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
*207 PURCHASE OF REMOTE computer TERMINALS AND SOfTWAREa^sa^^^^^SaftSO-^SKROOOOOwsssHK^ss^^s^Ha^itots^HrtRHKSSK^^ N/A
CAP 958,239 0 0 0 0 0 0 958/23?
total 958.23? 0 0 0 0 0 0 958/23?
*2Q3 BANFIELD LRT CAPITAL GRANT««^»^»rt^434»30025<^0<>000»«^«^»^^a<<^<^^»<«^«^«»^a«««»^«»*»^«<«««^<^^<»««»^«s«^ N/A
CAP 33,000,000 19,000/000 ?/000,000 0 0 0 0 61,000.000
RESW 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,605,203 6,605,203
TOTAL 33,«>50,00O 19,000,000 9,000,000 0 0 0 6,605,203 67,605,203
*209 DEVELOPMENT OF TIGARD PARK AND RIDE«<4<««»<43?<00000<<00000<^<:<»^ai<«<^»<«»H»«a«K»««»<<«»<«<<«^<»^^«««l(««K«*< N/A
R/W 0 0 0 0 0 896,000 0 896,000
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 796,000 0 796,000
TOTAL 0 " 0 0 0 0 1,692.000 0 1,692,000
«210 DEVELOPMENT OF LENTS TRANSIT STATIONrf<a«4»<»^^»00000«^00000^<<«<«»«a««*«»«»«»«««K»it^«««»M«'t»»^a»«KK«*tf H/A
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 500,000 0 500,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 500,000 0 500,000
a21 i PURCHASE OF 30 ARTICULATED BUSES«s<««^^455»30023aa000'30rfX44X»^^«rt«^H««a«««8«s««««»^»J<tf<«»rf««««KHK«iix N/A
CAP 5/623,194 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 5,623,194
total 5,623,194 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,623,194
*21? DEVELOPMENT OF LAKE OSWEGO PARK< AN) RIDE««^^«»M59rtOOOO'>«OOO*>O^«t^»H<«««»«»»a«»«»»tfKa3«»«»«^rf:*»«»»K»**»<' N/A
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 1,136,450 0 1,136,450
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 1,136,450 0 1* 136* 45.0
*213 DEVELOPMENT 0F MILWAUKIE PARK AND RIDE««J«t<!<<<*46OKOOOOO»«OOOOOi<rt<«^«««»«««a«««K«8««»H*«5<«««J«»«**«J<««««»*«« N/A
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 1,136,450 0 1,136,450
total 0 0 0 0 0 1,136,450 0 1,136,450
METROPOLITAN SERVICE OISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 3 'DISCRETIONARY' CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
<214 GRANT OR-03-0023 miscellaneous SUPPORT ELEMENTS«««*«^»^468<30023'<*00000««a««««««««««<«<«x«x«^<i<««««aaaa*« N/A
CAP 196/ 267 0 0 0 0 0 0 196.267
TOTAL 196,267 0 0 0 ° ° ° 196,267
4215 CITY/EASTSIDE TRANSFER AND TSM PROJECTS*rt«<«rt»4607»30029<<<>>>>5«rt8»»«<)<««'<«»«»«»»*»»«<»^»«*««'<*<»»«*««K««^ N/A
R/W 19,200 0 0 0 0 0 0 19,200
CONST 229,400 -44.254 0 0 0 0 0 185,146
TOTAL 248,600 -4A,2^A 0 0 0 0 0 204,346
«216 PURCHASE OF- 36 HINI-BUSES(LIFT EQUIPPED W/RADIOS)«a»«««««700>00029aK00000»a«KK«K«*a«*<»<«««««rf*sK8»«K*K««« N/A
CAP 1,031,241 84.412 0 0 0 0 0 1,115,653
TOTAL 1,031,241 84.412 0 0 0 0 0 1,115,653
»217 PURCHASE OF FIVE (5) rfMINI-BUSES^^<«^»^717^^000««C<XXX>>^rt^4^rf^s<^^rt<»«««»H»»»«ss»s^«<3Kri4ft^H^««»«HK« N/A
CAP 146,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 146,000
TOTAL 144,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 146,000
*218 PURCHASE OF MOBILE RADIO EQUIPMENT<««<««72laOOOOOK«O'5O«)O^<5<a<fax<<«aa«««aaa*<aa«8aa«)c«<»5i«!<a<«<a«««KaKKa« N/A
CAP 0 139,000 0 0 0 0 0 139,000
TOTAL 0 139,0^50 0 0 0 0 0 139,000
«219 SECTION 3 CAPITAL CONTINGINCIES...0RC00029«»a»H^«742J»300294<00000a)<»»«aaaa«aa»aaaa«<»««xaa«»»^^ N/A
OTHER 51,558 -40,158 0 0 0 0 0 11,400
TOTAL 51,558 -40,158 0 0 0 0 0 11,400
»220 DCWNTOWN PORTLAND BANFIELD LRT IMPROVEMENTS««»4«a»a767<30O25»x0OO0'5«»«a»»«««»aa««aa««H^«s«*«<«^a«»aiiiiK« MISC
PE 336,432 0 0 0 0 0 0 336»432
CONST 3,663,568 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,663,568
TOTAL 4,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,000,000
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1,
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POST 1989
1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS .
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION
UMTA SECTION 3 'DISCRETIONARY
(CONTINUED)
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED
*221 VINTAGE TROLLEY
PE
CONST
CAP
TOTAL
120,000
498/000
382. «)00
1,000,000
ANTICIPATED
0
0
0
1986
0
0
0
0
ADMINISTRATION
'• CAPITAL PROGRAM
1987 1983 1939 POST 1989
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED FA#
>4<00000s»»»»<^^^^^<^<>^»^<t^rt«»««»»»^»*»^<*»s^«;**<«»^^}'*)<«*S}<MS'(H MISC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
120,000
498,000
382,000
1;000,000
*222 HUMAN RESOURCES-MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISE«*«'<'<a»»>»8i'1»»3200lrf400000»«j<t^«»Ka««««H«j(«t^«««»!<4^<«J<«aKKKR«rf N/A
OTHER
TOTAL
124 998
124,998
TOTAL UMTA SECTION 3
PE
R/W
C O N S T
CAP
RKSKV
OTHER
TOTAL
456,432
19,200
4, 633/ 340
63,565, 301
0
176,556
68,850,529
0
0
'DISCRETIONARY'
0
0
44.254
19/223,41 9,
0
-40/158
19,139,000 9,
0
0
CAPITAL
0
0
0
000/ 00*3
0
0
000/000
0
0
PROGRAM
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
896,000
3/568/900
2,756,552
0
0
7,221,452
0
0
0
0
0
0
7/ 405,203
0
7/405,203
124/ 998
124,998
456/432
915/200
8,157,986
94.544/965
7/405/203
136/398
111/616/184
ANNUAL MT YEAR
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1985
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 5 CAPITAL PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
a223 WESTSIDE BUS GARAGE-PHASF Is«aa*«<420*50006««00000«*x********4s««*axa«««*«*«MHK««««s«<s*x«H«KaK««aKHK«a»
CONST 1,093,182 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,093,182
TOTAL 1,093,182 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,093,182
N/A
*224 PURCHASE/INSTALLATION OF MICROWAVE RADIO TRANSMISSION FACILITY«a*H«»»H42l«50007»«00000*H»»aaaa<a»»a»«K«««
CONST 48,000 -33,4*0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ ' S S
CAP 656,000 -168,080 0 0 0 0 0 ^ 2 1 9
OTHER 8,806 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,806
TOTAL 712,806 -201,520 0 0 0 0 0 511,286
N/A
*22> ARTICULATED BUSES(8) AND
CAP 3,320,024
TOTAL 3/ 320,324
PARTIAL PURCHASE SUPPORT TO CR--03-0022'<«««««««42^«500()4HK0000'3«««<«rt««KK«K««8««
0 0 0 0 0 0 3,^0,024
0 0 0 0 0 0 3,320,024
N/A
»226 PURCHASE OF 6-5 PASSENGER COUNTERS-SEC 5 C^IT^«»^«»rt»«433<50«>)6««3<>0<>5H«»a»»«»H»»aK^H«»«««4J«*»«K»«K*^«
CAP 222,528 0 0 0 0 0 0 ?22'528
TOTAL 222,528 0 0 0 0 0 0 222,528
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
* U M I • A •
*22/ SECTION 5 CONTINGENCIES...0R-03H>0')6/^^
OTHER 137,152 -64,880 0 0 0 0 0 7^*Wk
TOTAL 137,152 -.64,880 0 0 0 0 0 72,272
*222 SMART TERMINALS»«»*«s**465K50O07*d00O0O^
CAP 0 93,600 0 0 0 0 0 5S'$2S
TOTAL 0 93/600 0 0 0 0 0 93*600
*229 TELEPHONE SYSTEM^M^^wSOSiSOJOZ^^^XXx^ft^^^ifsaMs^x^^*1*^^^^*^^<S*KXK«««KHH«K«K««S««HSKH«*««««H»KX*«
CAP 0 376,000 0 0 0 0 0 3?$'22S
OTHER 0 40,000 0 0 0 0 0 49'$$$
TOTAL 0 416/000 0 0 0 0 0 416,000
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URbAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
UMTA SECTION 5 CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1983
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
DEVELOPMENT ON MILWAUKIE TRANSIT CENTER-SEC 5 CAPITAL»<xxrf»<}»591<»5OOO6aa00OOO«a««»««<»4«««««^ <<»a«Ha«««««< N/A
R/W 261,422 0 0 0 0 0 0 261,422
TOTAL 261/422 0 •> 0 0 0 0 261; 422
*231 CLACKAMAS TOWN CNTR TRANSIT CENTER/PARK & RIDE-SEC 5 CAPITAL^*s4a«h5y2ft50006«aC0000««4<«*»«4**»aaas«»K«« N/A
CONST 356. WO 0 0 0 0 0 0 356,000
TOIAL 356i000 0 0 0 0 0 0 356,000
TOTAL
N/A
96,000
96,000
-96.0)0
-96,000
CAP
ToTAL
EQUIPMENT«***a<3a6il*50007*«00000*s**»iaaHS»tfa^
509,600 -509,600 0 0 0 0 0 0
509,600 -509,600 0 0 0 0 0 0
n/A
CAP
TOTAL
PURCHASE-5 CARS/2 PATROL CARS/1 PICKUP TRUCK^«^««sK}«616ft50007«»00000««aaa«»«!<H4«»»«a^a«a«aK«K«««
0 71,200 0 0 0 0 0 71>200
0 71,200 0 0 0 0 0 71,200
N/A
PIONEER SOUARF
CONST 44?, 798
OTHER 25,804
TOTAL 475,602
R ASSISTANCE OFFICEa4<4a«i»J»684*t500'>7««««00000^ »^aaa^ aa»«aa»a»a««««aa^ art<4a«aaaa»»<it
0 0 0 0 0 0 449,798
0 0 0 0 0 0 25,804
0 0 0 0 0 0 475,602
N/A
«236 PURCHASE OH- 14 ACCESIBLE VANS WITH RADI0S«c««^<««a703ft50007»*00«>50i««x«««aaa«aa«»a«««««<»««»»ica¥a««aK»aaj«« N/A
CAP 291,200 0 0 0 0 0 291,200
TOTAL 0 291,200 0 0 0 0 0 291,200
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1; 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN I1A3S TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
UMTA SECTION 5 CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
TOTAL UMTA SECTION 5 CAPITAL PROGRAM
PE 96,000 -96,00) 0 0 0 0 0 0
R/W 261/422 0 0 0 0 0 0 261,422
CONST 1.946,980 -33,440 0 0 0 0 0 1,913,540
CAP 4,708,152 154,320 0 0 0 0 0 4,862,472
OTHER 171,762 -24«8G0 0 0 0 0 0 146,882
TOTAL 7,184.316 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,184,316
ANNUAL ELEMENT YEAR
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1983 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
s23/ SPECIAL MARKETING MATERIALS FOR NON-ENGLISH CREAKING RIDERS^!i<««^^^«»«451ft34002«»00000«««rti(:«»«<»«»»K»«K«* N/A
OTHER 14.250 0 0 0 0 0 0 14,250
TOTAL 14,250 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 14,250
*238 SPECIAL NEEDS TRANSPORTATION DISPATCH CENTER ASSESSMENT-4i^«=i»5t«»^^5^34002ft«<00000»»«««s»»4»:«»««K»K»»K«*« N/A
OTHER 12,750 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,750
TOTAL 12,750 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,750.
*239 SELF SERVICE FARE COLLECTION*««***473«60008*<00000«it**4Ma^^ N/A
CAP 1,218,350 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,218,350
TOTAL 1,218,350 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,218,350
*2*) HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT*»«»<(^<»787^34>}l<<00000as«>^^^rf^«^»«^<<^«^»»«»»»»rf««»»»«»<»^*^ N/A
OTHER 132,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 13S'OOO
TOTAL 132.00*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 132,000
TOTAL UMTA DEMONSTRATION GRANTS
CAP 1,218,350 0 0 0 0 0 0 1# 218,350
OTHER 15^,'y» 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 159,000
TOTAL 1,377,330 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,377,350
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION -ADMINISTRATION
UMTA DEMONSTRATION GRANTS
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER I, 1935
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
— — - METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
UR3AN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAU
*241 WESTSIDE CORRIDOR RESERVE(T)«««««^««li7«10013««00697a»><««^rf«<«^«^<^»<rt»««««««a«««*«*«*<a«**»*!<^'«««}t««««« N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,070,847 7/070,847
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,070,847 7,070,847
<*242 DEVELOPMENT OF TIGARD TRANSIT CENTER««<«a»<»131»30027»^0<]K>0«3 r^t^ »a»y«^«H«»Ha»HH»«^«»KH«<««Jf«»j<HJ«»HK«»««H»H N/A
PE 47,184 0 0 0 0 0 0 J £ 1 8 4
R/W 323,000 80,000 0 0 0 0 0 ^ ' 2 2 $
CONST 433,840 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ ' g j g
RESRV 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 203,249 203,249
TOTAL 811iO24 80,000 0 0 0 0 203,249 1,094,273
*243 MILWAUKIE TRANSIT STATION DEVELOPMENT«*R*«<a«144fc3O027;u0OO00*i<**<»a«^ N/A
PE 44.744 -41,544 0 0 0 0 0 3,200
R/W 20,000 -20,0-30 0 0 0 0 0 0
CONST 599,44-D -584,640 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 ' § 2 9
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,278,431 1,278,431
TOTAL 664.184 -646,184 0 0 0 0 1,278,431 1,296,431
<244 MCLOUGHLIN CORRIDOR TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS»«<»^a«»146«00000a»0'XXX>»»^»8«»^«H»Kaa»»»»*»)«»4»«»a*«»«»»«« FAP26
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 1#57M54 1,571,154
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,571,154 1,571,154
«245 OREGON CITY TRANSIT STATION«K«<«<«<151^30C^<««00000«»«<*<^«<^«<a*«><»a«J<««»»«»««««««***^«*«^*<}t'*««»»R«KKjlR N/A
PE 60,74») 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ ' 7 4 0
R/W 228,»5<» 0 0 0 0 0 0 228'(X>$
CONST 551,40«3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5?J'f29
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 13,621 13,621
TOTAL 840,14*5 0 0 0 0 0 13,621 853,761
*24A BUS PURCHASES<<«<»*8<154»00000^«00')00«^«a»<»<»^«a«a^<»»«»«^^^s*<<<^<^»^^s<«««»a««»»H N/A
CAP 0 1,0*54,800 0 0 0 0 0 1,004,800
RESRV 0 0 0 0 3,173,337 0 0 3,173,337
TOTAL 0 1,004.800 0 0 3,173,337 0 0 4,178,137
AMMIIAI B M-T VCAD
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED (
OBLIGATED
GRANT AWARD BY
ANTICIPATED
UI1TA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR ,
1986 1937 1983 1989
POST 1989
AUTHORIZED
FAS
*247 TRANSIT TRANSFER
PE 94.160
CONST 0
TOTAL 94.160
46,629
718,5/1
0
765/200
0
0
0
0
27»*0<>0*3|Oa»aa«»^«^rf^4<»
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
q»»»x*4**»#a;
0
0
1,833,616
1,833,616
(»*aaaaKa»a4»
140,789
718,571
1,833,616
2,692,976
N/A
«248 WEST BURNSIDE
PE 10,200
CONST 68,040
TOTAL 78,240
MORRISON TSM If
0
0
0
0
IMPROVEMENTS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Kaaa
0
0
0
0
»aaasa*«<*a**5
0
0
-9,160
-9,160
10,200
68,040
-9 ,160
69,080 FA5J9822
*249 NORTHWEST TRANSIT STATIONS* *«
RESRV 0 
TOTAL 0 
*»a<*602*0<
0
0
4**«*K*44aa*a*3
0
0
«»a»
0
0
K**»rfK4*<i;fa»*
77,060
77,060
77,060
77,060
N/A
«2!>0 NORTH TERMINAL
PE 0
R/W 0
CONST 0
TOTAL 0
36,000
688,000
316,000
1,040,000
»«6S6*0000<
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
00 0 36,000688311,040 N\A
PE
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
50,080
62,400
612.800
0
725,280
-50,080
-62.400
-612,800
0
-725,280
ON»«*«**3*7
0
0 0 0 OOOxccxcgaa****ftxa**;t725,28 725 28 /
*2 *2 SUNSET TRANSIT
PE 320,435
R/W 1,590,00*1
CONST 0
TOTAL 1,910,435
CENTER AND PARK-AND-RIDE
400,00  0
0 0
3,960,000 0 4-360,00  STATI0Na«a««««<<702<«3'X»27<<<00O00«»a«a««aa» «aa<*i(«at(<«^aaHaH«aR*a    720,435,593 96529,565 9 566 80IIA •
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1985
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR \•^OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA3
«2N3 WESTSIDE BUS GARAGE-PHASE ni«*«««*«*704<K)027<*00000as>i«**<**rfM«<wa**»*s*»»H»^^ N/A
PE 36,538 0 0 0 0 0 0 3£'52?
CONST 352,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 352*000
TOTAL 388,538 $ . 0 ° * 0 0 388,538
a2*4 WASHINGTON COUNTY TRANSIT TSM IMPROVEMENTS<s*«<«*«705*3002/*<000W N/A
PE 115:32$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 115*320
R/W 256,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 256,000
CONST 968,640 0 0 0 0 0 0 9&>f&
RESRV 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 3,460i045 3*460*040
TOIAL 1,339,96«5 0 0 0 0 0 3*460,040 4,800*000
*2>5 WESTSIDE BUS GARAGE--PHASE II«««««<<«706»30t327»<00000<«^«a*a«^»»»<<<^«a»««*»8»«»»*»»«*«<«<«*«^5t»<*»**x***«» N/A
CONST 5,640*810 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*640*810
CAP 594.803 0 0 0 0 0 0 594*803
TOTAL 6,235*613 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 6*235*613
»2*6 SUPPORT SERVICES...RELOCATION I APPRAISAL COSTS/COST ALL0CATi0N«»«^««««707«30027«»0000')»a«J<««<»»«*««««»« N/A
OTHER 212.440 80*000 0 0 0 107,290 0 ^ ' S ?
TOTAL 212*44^ 80,000 0 0 0 107,290 0 399*730
*2^7 SECTlON 3 TRADE C0NTINGENCIES-..0R030027«)C4a»»4»74lft30027»»0')00^5<»«»M»*«^»»««»»«»»« N/A
OTHER 687*423 634,616 0 0 0 -1*322,039 0 0
TOTAL 687,423 634*616 0 0 0 -1,322*039 0 0
<258 HILLSBORO TRANSIT CENTER WITH PARK AND RIDE««»^«»««803OXF27^K«5000'}«<«t»««X8«»«*««x«a««^»««H'««««*«*«*«« N/A
PE 67*240 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^7*240
R/W 855*56«5 0 0 0 0 0 0 855*560
CONST 672.402 0 0 0 0 0 0 672*402
TOTAL 1,595,202 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*595*202
AftlfcUIAI
ANNUAL YEAR
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST lyS?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
(cont inued)CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1983 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA3
*259 BEAVERTON TRANSIT CENTER««<^^«^>8C6^30'527^<000)0^»»«<«^^<^«4»<^^«^^M^s««««»«««s«H»rf<ftrf»ji«x«4»«»»H«»«x« N/A
PE 8?; 600 0 0 0 0 0 0 89*600
R/W 1/012.000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1/012/000
CONST 0 2,160,000 0 0 0 0 0 2*160,000
TOTAL 1.101.600 2.160,000 0 0 0 0 0 3,261/600
<260 WESTSIDE TSM-LOVEJOY RAMP«rf««^<^809^3«3027<«00000<a<<»«^»^4«<«4s<y^M^a^««««««««««»««^«<«jt«rf»<«<««««K«KHS« N/A
PE 2.560 0 0 0 0 1,440 0 4.000
CONST 25,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 25*600
TOTAL 23il60 0 0 0 0 1/440 0 29/600
PE 2,611 0 0 0 0 0 0 2>61i
CONST 26,10? 0 0 0 0 0 0 26*109
TOTAL 2ft, 720 0 0 0 0 0 0 28,720
*26? SOUTHWEST TRANSIT TRANSFER POINTEa4«4«4»»815<00000««00«)OO^a^tf«s<«)»5Ci*^<*««»}«»«K«»»<(a««4«<t>i^HJf«4<»»«H««»KKH N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*400,000 2.400,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,400,000 2,400,000
* 2 * 3 WASHINGTON SQUARE TRANSIT CENTER<*««»<>8I6«00'>00»*000«50««»arfa«sK««8«»»»H»«»»»»»«^*«««*<»«»*»R»*«*« N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 320/000 320.000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 320.000 320,000
»26<? TANNESBOURNE TRANSIT CENTER«a»**4<4817*00000*<00000asa*Ha«<^^ N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 560.000 560>000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 560,000 560,000
*2tfi TUALATIN TRANSIT CENTERss«a*»»a818<0->>:>0**00000»*«»«»^^ N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 720,000 720'$$$
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 720,00«5 720,000
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
«266 DOWNTOWN PORTLAND TSrt*<***a**8i9*00000*«00000***«a**aM«
RESRV 0 • 0 0 • • 0 0 0 3,656,752 3,656,752
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*656,752 3 ,656i752
N\A
*267 CENTRAL BEAVERTON TSM«»««««>82<3<0<XM>y^«00<>>)«^«^^«rfrt<«j(»^^^<3^)<-<XJ<ayx4««»«««*<««H«<<rfx«<<rf«s^»««HH«RHK««8
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 M38,400 1,138*400
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1# 138/400 1,138,400
N/A
«2A8 SUNSET TRUNKLINE TRANSIT TRANSFER POINTS«»<K»»<»82lK0O0O0«aO0»5O0«<»H»^«4»««»8»«HH»R»«<»»«*ft^»«3i»HKK»»»«
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 400.0<» 400/000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 400,000 400*000
N/A
MISC
N/A
H271 BANFIELD TRANSITWAY««*a«««826«30027<«00000**«*aj^^
CONST 20,150,'X>3 0 0 0 0 0 0 20'}50,000
TOTAL 20,150,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 20,150,000
FAJJ9314*2/2 GLISAN STREET BUS LANEXM*IM»1»30027MOOOQ©<*** I I *<*»***^^
PE 0 37,360 0 0 0 0 0 37#360
CONST 0 325,840 0 0 0 0 0 325i840
TOTAL 0 363*2«50 0 0 0 0 0 363»200
J»2/0 OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY RESERVE-TRADE FUNDG«4«4HH«825«0<>00'><*i'>>>^»»»*<»^»»«»»«H»H»»»««x«aa««««K«KKK»K««
RESRV 0 0 12,000,000 11,470,435 0 0 -23,470,435 0
TOTAL 0 0 12,000,000 11,470,435 0 0 -23 ,470,43^ 0
*269 TRANSIT MALL EXTENSION JW!>te«<aM4«822»30027«*00000a«*«*x«H«*<s*««*a«^^
PE 0 376,128 0 0 0 0 0 376,128
CONST 0 2.507,520 0 0 0 0 0 2,507,520
TOTAL 0 2.883,6^8 0 0 0 0 0 2,883,648
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCT0BER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAS
TOTAL UMTA SECTION 3 TRADED CAPITAL PROGRAM
ANNUL YEAR
PE 9At, Alt 804,493 0 0 0 1,440 0 1,747.345
RAJ 4.351,960 685,600 0 0 0 0 0 5,037,560
CONST 30,103,081 3,790,490 0 0 0 0 0 38,893,571
CUP 594-803 1,004*800 0 0 0 0 0 1,599,603
RESRV 0 0 12,000,000 12,000,000 3,173,337 0 1,948,854 29,122,191
OTHER 899,863 714,616 0 0 0 -1,214.749 0 399,730.
TOTAL 36,391,119 11,999,999 12,000,000 12.0*30,000 3,173,337 -1,213.309 1,948,854 76,800,000
FISCAL YEARS 1984 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 9/yA PROJECTS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 198? AUTHORIZED FA3
*2/3 PROPERTY ACQUISITION-SE 17TH AND BOISE ST..-LAND AND BUILDING*MH»»«»^^2ft90003»»00000»i»»««'««»K»K«*»»K» N/A
CAP 72.4)7 0 0 0 0 0 0 72#407
TOTAL 72.407 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,407
»2/4 BANFIELD LINE SECTION 2 SIDEWALKS-199rH TO GATEWAY STATION««««<«443««50000»«00000K«««««<«J<*<«««««»««K*<<« N/A
<2/5 BANFIELD LINE section 3-I?05/GATEWAY TO HOLLADAY RAMP«x»ii»«i8iJ444'«90008)i»00000»««»»»»«»<*«»x«'»««*«««««»*« N/A
«2/6 SIGNAL GRAPHICS FABRICATION AND DELIVERY««<'«<«^M45K00'>>!>«»0«}000<»^^^«««»»8«K«««K«H»«<*<««a<«««««*«««K« N/A
5*2/7 BUS PURCHASE...STANDARDS WITH LIFTS/SeCTION 9»»i»if«a»»ii52<00000'i«00000«»«»»»«K*«»»»»»»««««<«<»«*»***K«*«
CAP 0 0 6*120*000 0 0 0 0 6*120*000
TOTAL 0 0 6*120*000 0 0 0 0 6*120,000
*27S PARK AND RIDE LOT IMPROVEMENTS«KX<«<M«^*9X007**00000«*^^
CONST ' 0 66*000 0 0 0 0 0 ^ $ 2 S
TOTAL 0 66*000 . 0 0 0 0 0 66,000
FAP68
*280 BUS PURCHASE AA standards W/LIFTS AND SPARE PARTS«»<*^«rt478^9X0O7««0<>000««x«»««««««»»<«^rt»x)iiJii«»««Kii««M N/A
CAP 0 5,600,000 0 0 0 0 0 5,6W,000
TOTAL 0 5,600/000 0 0 0 0 0 5,600,000
*2S l POWELL GARAGE EXPANSION**
CONST 0
RESRV 0
OTHER 0
tonal 0
KXKS446
0
0
0
0
12<00000*»000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
44*3**434
•o0
0
0
**XXXX*XKXXXXX
1/752,8000
26/400
1/779/200
XX*«X4XXXXX4
0
174,806
0
174,806
XJtftftftMKKKKK
1,752/800
174,806
26,400
1/954,006
*279 BANFIELD LRT-VARIOUS SUPPORTING PR0JECTS«^<«»^«»^2«00000rf»00000<»<»H«»»<f»»KK»K«»«»««»««)iii<»rt««»«Kif«K»»«
CONST 4,311/101 2.784.899 0 0 0 0 0 7.096,000
TOTAL 4 311,101 2.784.899 0 0 0 0 0 7/096,000
N/A
N/A
FISCAL YEARS 1986
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER
project
TO POST 1989
1, 1935
DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED
metropolitan SERVICF DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PR0GRAM
. URBAN
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
MASS transportation ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 9/9A
(CONTINUED)
FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986 1987
PROJECTS
1988 1989 POST 1989
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
«282 PARTS AND EQUIPMENT.. .OR 90-0W3/0R-9»>X005/0R-90-X007<««'»»^^^:{776»90005«»00000«««»««««5<«^«»(«xa4Jf8»«««««H»
CAP 2.923,862 1,662.298 0 0 0 0 0 4,586,160
TOTAL 2.923-862 1,662,298 0 0 0 0 0 4 ,586,160
*283 SPECIAL NEEDS
CAP 253,600
TOTAL 253,600
*28<i TEt
CAP
TOTAL
*28$ m
CAP
TOTAL
LECOMMUNIC
138,778
138,77$
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N . SNT INFO
-201,600 0
-201,600 0
TION NETWORK SYS
0
0
NAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
928,575 0
923,575 0
*286 FY1984 UNIFIED
CAP 28,224
other 1,152,34:3
TOTAL 1,100,567
*2*V BUS
CAP
TOTAL
) WORK PROGRAM««<
72.000
9»34.800
976,800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
) SYSTEri>»ft»j<«^^^777>90003»rf0<X)00»K»««»«»««*<«^^««>t«t:{t!*»«HH»»«»»1<
0 0 0 0 52,000
0 0 0 0 52,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
¥4«)tSKK)(S)(X(t
138,778
138,778
X4»»*3tKKKK8K
928,575
928,575
4X8*»ttK8gft»S
100,224
2» 057,143
2,157,367
1 T»JRN AROUND VICINITY 103RD/FOSTERrt^K«a<4if783>90003^«00»X>0«i<«^«<»^«««rt8»»»»»»«««»««<«<«»»«»«*«»K*»K»«^
100,805 -100,800 0 0 0 0 0 0
10-5,8<» -100,800 0 0 0 0 0 0
*283 122ND AND BUR!-
PE 64.000
R/W 1,318,126
CONST 800,000
TOTAL 2.182,124
!3H.€ PARK AND R
0
0
0
0
IDE*<***<<<«78
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
i»K**K4*4«XK8
0
0
0
0
4*»KgKKttttKtf*
64,000
1,318,126
800,000
2.182,126
FA*
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
ANNUAL NT YEAR
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION
UMTA SECTION 9/9A PROJECTS
(CONTINUED)
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED GRANT AWARD BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED ANTICIPATED 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
«289 WESTSIDE PE AND FEIS<UUP)*HK«aas*786*90O03<*00000««Ka«*«<«<««*«*««<**»*^^ N/A
CAP 546,552 370,470 0 0 0 0 0 917,022
TOTAL 546,352 370,470 0 0 0 0 0 917,022
*290 SECTION 9 CAPITAL RESERV£**w*»4<823<0*>000<*00000«aaa**«<d*»3«*a«^ N\A
CAP 0 0 5,038.067 0 0 0 0 5,038,067
TUTAL 0 0 5,038,067 0 0 0 0 5,038,067
5*291 SECTION 9 OPERATING PROGRAM««rt^H«(^^824<9OOO3^«00O00»4^^«^^^><«^«^^^««««»»«»«K««»^««rt«<«*H«<««^««««x«««»« N/A
OPRTG 5,949,528 4-661,082 3,728,866 0 0 0 0 14 339* £ 6
TOTAL 5,949,528 4.661,082 3,728,866 0 0 0 0 14,339,476
TOTAL UMTA SECTION 9/9A PROJECTS
PE 64.000 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^^,000
R/W 1,318,126 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,318],126
CON]ST 5,111,101 2.850,899 0 0 0 1,752,800 0 JJ'714'gS
CAP 4.992.798 7,402,368 11,158,067 0 0 0 0 23,553,233
OPRTG 5,949,528 4.661,032 3,728,866 0 0 0 ^ 0 14,339,476
RFS«V 0 0 0 0 0 0 174,806 174,806
OTHER 1,152.34:3 904.800 0 0 0 26,^)0 ^m 0 2,083'!>43
TOTAL 18,587,896 15,819,149 14,886,933 0 0 1,779,200 174,806 51,247,984
TOTAL URBAN I1ASS TRANSPORTATION A0DMIINISTRATI0N •
 n n^ m
PE 1,557,844 708,493 0 0 0 1,440 0 2,267,777
R/V 5,950,708 685,600 0 0 0 896,000 0 7,532,308
CONST 41,794.502 11,563,695 0 0 0 5,321,700 0 58* 679,897
CAP 75,079,104 27,784.900 20,158,067 0 0 2,756,552 0 125,778,^3
OPRTG 5,949,528 4-661,082 3,728,866 0 0 0 0 14,339,476
RESRV 0 0 12,00*^000 12.000,000 3,173,337 0 9,528,863 36,702,200
OTHER 2,559,524 1,554,378 0 0 0-1,188,349 0 2,9g,553
TOTAL 13^,891,210 4A, 958,148 35,886,933 12-000,000 3,173,337 7,787,343 9,528,863 248,225,834
INTERSTATE AND OTHER PROGRAMS
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1935
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA&
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
*292 I5-SW HOOD TO SW TERWILLIGER PAVEMENT REMOVAL-^»*<««fa^«DOOsl0239^<02053aa»K»»a«»»»«»»*t««»«^<a«»«»K«»«»« FAI5
CONST 173,586 10* 4X4 0 0 0 0 0 184.000
TOTAL 173,586 10.41^ 0 0 0 0 0 184,000
5*293 rS-FREMONT VIADUCT 4 GREELEY AVE CONNECTION-OLAY-^RfiSM^^sOX^lOOO^^^OOOOSsrtasKHSSKKS^M^a^^^tt^RSWWKaSH^ FAI5
CONST 0 9*648,000 0 0 0 0 0 8,648,000
TOTAL 0 8,648,000 0 0 0 0 0 8,648,000
*294 I 2 0 5 - J A I L DEMOLITION/LANDSCAPING/BELL OR NOISE WALL4R<8«««tfS>305«i0260»«02244»»»«»»»»«K««»«^H«»»M«»»»«« FAI205
CONST 0 1/196*000 0 0 0 0 0 1,196,000
TOTAL 0 1/196,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,196,000
*2?> I205-AIRPORT WAY TO SE POWELL-GRADING/PAVING/2 LANES*<»«a<«}»306^10«523«<0<)000«»»»«Ha««««««a«J«H<««H*K««K«» FAI205
CONST. 0 4.784,000 0 0 0 0 0 4/784*000
TOTAL 0 4.784.0-» 0 0 0 0 0 4i784,000
»296 I5-MARQUAM« BRIDGE TO N TIGARD INTCHG-OVERLAY/ILLUMINATION^^«H«H4»«t*3i3Hl02i4««01473»K8»H)t«»»a4»»ifitifH»K»« FAI5
PE 142,755 41,245 0 0 0 0 0 184*000
CONST 0 0 5,342,440 0 0 0 0 5,342,440
TOTAL 142,755 41,245 5,342,440 0 0 0 0 5,526,440
129/ 15-SB CONNECTION TO BANFIELD~UIDEN/ADD LANE-4R«»s<»«8»**314»102028<0147ia«»^«R««aK»»»8«»«HH«««sju««»««K«K««i< FAI5
PE 0 8,28*3 0 0 0 0 0 8,280
CONST 0 184*000 0 0 0 0 0 184,000
TOTAL 0 192.280 0 0 0 0 0 192,280
* 2 9 8 - L O M B A R D STREET TO PORTLAND BLVD-GRADING/PAVING9AVI^-«8»«^«<J»31^102i^»<01480«»»«»««»«»<»»««««^*«*«»K»»«»*8^ FAI5
PE 69,165 0 0 0 0 0 0 69,165
CONST 0 0 0 943,000 0 0 0 943,000
TOTAL 69,165 0 0 943,000 0 0 0 1,012,165
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT ~
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 196? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTlMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1983 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
*299 Ii-IOWA STREET VIADUCT<819/>-DECK RESTORATION^-aR«(»»«H»^}»317«il0218rfx01505«8»««»H«»»»8a»^»»» '^*i<^«»»«««*K<< FAI5
PE 17,480 10,120 0 0 0 0 0 27,600
CONST 0 727,720 0 0 0 0 0 727,720
TOTAL 17,480 737,840 0 0 0 0 0 755,320
>300 15-EASffAR^UAJI INTERCHANGE RAMPS^<«<««*c««319«76011««00597«^<< J^<«rt'<J<*(<8»^«}<»««<«5««8»««»«<<!«^«<<«<{<«««»«HK«««« FAI5
R/W 3.896,306 87,694 0 0 0 0 0 3.984,000
CONST 0 I i# 040,000 0 23,000/000 0 9,200,000 0 43,240,000
TUTAL 3,896,306 11,127,694 0 23,000,000 0 9,200,000 0 47,224,000
»30i rv-JAHTZEN BEAHH TO DELTA PARK INTERCHANGE^a«<»^»3228740108<00598««»«<«»«»»»»»»«»«»««<»«*»1<«»»«K»»*«^ FAI5
PE 1,961,072 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,061,072
R/W 940,950 50 0 0 0 0 0 941,000
CONST 9,865,690 22.334-310 0 0 13,800,000 0 0 46,000,000
TOTAL 11,867,712 22.334.360 0 0 13,800,000 0 0 48,002,072
>302 I5-CCLTA PARK TO MARQUAM BRIDCE-BASE SMOLDER OVERLAY-4R^^«*^^^3?3Hl0213«801472«««HK«»»tsw«Kit<«««»«KK«*«^ FAI5
PE 160,462 69,538 0 0 0 0 0 . 2 3 0 , 0 0 0
CONST 0 0 0 7,367,360 0 0 0 7,367,360
TOTAL 160,462 69,538 0 7,367,360 0 0 0 7,597,360
*3G3 NW NICOLAI/WEST FREMONT INTERCHANGE*4^»«<<32847'?037^a00505^<«is^»»»«»rf»«a»»8»»8«*8»«»<«»»«*«<«»«»x» 1*55
PE 702,078 0 0 0 0 0 0 702,078
R/W 12,985,769 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 2 ' * g ' 7 6 9
CONST 0 0 22,100,00*5 0 0 0 0 22,100,000
TOTAL 13,687,847 0 22,100,000 0 0 0 0 35,787,847
»304 I5-MORRISON BRIDGE RAMPS-DECK RESTORATION/JOINT REPAIR-4R5«««<8«»332al0216aK01483««8«»»8888««a<«««««KttK«8 FAI5
PE 34.50*3 11,500 0 0 0 0 0 3^959
CONST 0 1,656,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,656,000
TOTAL 34,500 1,667,500 0 0 0 0 0 1,702,000
ANNUAL B YEAR
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURFS BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
»305 I5-OVERCROSSING HASSALO/HOLIDAY(8583)-DECK
PE O 26,970 0
CONST 0 641,870 0
TOTAL 0 668,840 0
24,970
641,870
668,840
FAI5
*0C6 I">-NB CONNECTION TO SB I405(8958£)-DECK
PE 18,40*5 18,400 0
CONST 0 0 0
TOTAL 18,400 18,400 0
0
875,840
875,840
36,800
875,840
912,640
FAI5
*307 I5-OVERCROSSING COLUMBIA BLVD/UNION AVE(8882)-DECK RESTORATION-4*«<a»«*«337»10220««0i509*«*«*««««»««««««
PE 17,^3 19,320 0 0 0 0 0 36,800
CONST 0 811,440 0 0 0 0 0 811/440
TOTAL 17,48*5 830,760 0 0 0 0 0 8^,240
FAI5
»308 I5-0VERCR0SSING COLUMBIA SLOUGH(8883)-DECK
PE 19,320 17,40<5 0
CONST 0 1,294.440 0
TOTAL 19,320 1,311,92«5 0
1,294,440
1,331,240
FAI5
*309
CONST
TOTAL
BRIOGt
55*5,033
550,033
1,967
1,967
552,000
552,000
14*55
»310 I5-PAVEMENT OVER AY ON THE MARQUAM BRIDGE AND
PE 48,082 0 0
CONST 2,42*5,775 3,145,225 0
TOTAL 2,468,857 3,145,22]5 0
48,082
5,566,000
5,614,082
FAI5
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1983
metropolitan SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
PORTLAND 'URBANIZED AREA
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
*311 I5-TIGARD INTCHG TO WILLAMETTE RIVER BR-JOINT/PAVEMENT RePAIR-4R*«»«««<»344al0258a«Q2071««<a««<*aaaKaaaHa
PE 64.184 0 0 0 0 0 0 64,184
CONST 1,054,294 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,054,294
TOTAL 1,118,478 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,118,478
FAI5
FAI205
>313 I5-SW 26TH AVE OXING(8?03)-DECK RESTORATION-4Ra«aaaaaa34aJ*84004«<01484Kaaaaaaaaaaaa««a«i«sa««^«){aaaaaaaaa»<
PE 0 9,200 0 0 0 0 0 9,200
CONST 0 180,320 0 0 0 0 0 180,320
TOTAL 0 189,520 0 0 0 0 0 189,520
FAI5
J»31I -OXTNO SW» HOOD AVE(8195)-DECK REST0RATI0N-^«»H^a»^>3^»8^^€««01504«8a««»H»«««««»»»«»«s««^»<s«»MK»«K»«j
PE 0 13,800 0 0 0 0 0 13,800
CONST 0 303,600 0 0 0 0 0 303,600
total 0 317,400 0 0 0 0 0 317,400
FAI5
aSl1* IV-E BANK VIADUCi SO OF BURNSIDE BR-OVERLAY AND J O I N T S - ^ < » « « « « > 3 < J 0 » 8 4 0 0 6 » H 0 1 4 ^ » « « « H » « « « « « « ! « K « « « K » K K « «
PE 0 35,200 0 0 0 0 0 55*200
CONST 0 2,524.480 0 0 0 0 0 2,524,480
TOTAL 0 2,579,680 0 0 0 0 0 2,579,680
FAI5
FAI5
PE 9/878 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,878
CONST 161* M l 0 0 0 0 0 0 161#041
TOTAL 170i?19 0 0 0 0 0 0 170,919
»316 I5-OXING VICTORY BLVD(9316)-DECK RESTORATION ^R»«*nut}Uf<351a84O}75t»i01503«HH«»«»*«»»»«»«<»»»)f«}<x«««»K««K«»«
PE 13.188 612 0 0 0 0 0 13* 800
CONST 0 231*8^0 0 0 0 0 0 231,840
TOTAL 13,188 232.452 0 0 0 0 0 245/640
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1V85
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
&317 I205-GLADSTONE INTERCHANGE SIGNAL-^^<«K«<^352«8^026«^020?6^»^«4S^»^«<«^«««««««rf8«K»«^^^*^»^<<«^»««««««« FAI205
PE 33,200 0 0 0 0 O O 33,200
CONST 0 230.000 0 0 0 0 0 230,000
TOTAL 33,200 230,000 0 0 0 0 0 263,200
*31S 1205 8?ND AVE TO CLACKAMAS HWY-GRADING/PAVING/WIDEN-^<^<t^«^>353ai012la«01455»HH«»««H««»^»^3»^«H»a»HK»H*{ FAI205
CONST 0 440,000 0 0 0 0 0 460,000
TOTAL 0 460*000 0 0 0 0 0 460,000
*319 I205-ROCKY BUTTE TO NE MULTNOMAH SE BIKEWAY^^«^««»«354*tl02^7^«02245«<«:<«««««a5<«»«»«^«««s*<«»«*»^««8««*««ss FA1205
CONST 0 858,000 0 0 0 0 0 858,000
TOTAL 0 858,000 0 0 0 0 0 858,000
»3?0 I5 -SW TERWILLIGER CONNECTION(8i99)-DECK RESTORATION-4R^^^<t<t»^J»355»840i7a»00709«»«»»Hi<»*»<8^»^^«»«»K»»««a FAI5
PE 17,060 0 0 0 0 0 ' . 0 17#060
CONST 0 0 145,780 0 0 0 0 145,780
TOTAL 17,«560 0 145,7m 0 0 0 0 162,840
>3?1 I205-GLADSTONE INTCHG TO PARK PL-GRADING/PAVING/ADD LANE-4Rt««<«<«*t356<10178«80i537«»K«RS»««Mjc<««8«KftKKHrt FAI205
PE 34.996 0 0 0 0 0 0 34*996
COHKT 0 0 1,656,000 0 0 0 0 1,656,000
TOTAL 34.996 0 1,656,000 0 0 0 0 1,690,996
*322 I205-AIRPORT ROAD INTERCHANGE INFORMATION CENTER-4R«H»«*t«H3eJ7^84074«01230»«»»«»«»««»«»«<«^'«»»«*«*»*«« FAI205
PE 70,732 0 0 0 0 0 0 70,732
CONST 0 0 0 736,000 0 0 0 736,000
TOTAL 70,732 0 0 T36,0>}0 0 0 0 806,732
*323 I5-S0 TIGARD INTERCHANGE TO E PORTLAND FWY LANDSCAPING-4R««<^«>3s8J'8404A«»01234««»«H««'<«'<«»<««««KK««Jt« FAI5
PE ' 34.120 0 0 0 0 0 0 34,120
CONST 0 0 0 230,000 0 0 0 230,000
TOTAL 34,12»3 0 0 230,000 0 0 0 264,120
••••— " """ METROPOLITAN SERVICE: district
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 i?88 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
*324 I5-TERWILLIGER OVERCROSSING RAMPS-4R<^<«»H<»360ft8^017«<0i9^5<:«^«»«<«^«»<«^«'<««««H«»»«««<«»rf»'<^»'<*»«««««»«!« FAI5
CONST 0 0 0 2.208,000 0 . 0 0 2,208,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 2>208,000 0 0 0 2,208,000
>32:> I5-AT 184 INTERCHANGE-DECK RESTORATION AND JOINTS-4R^*«d«*<361*84005*^485««»»H*»»tf «««**«*««*«»*»««»»«« FAI5
PE 55,885 0 0 46,000 0 0 0 101,885
CONST 0 0 0 3,266*000 0 0 0 3,266,000
TOTAL 55,885 0 0 3/312,000 0 0 0 3,367,885
>226 184-i-E 117TH TO NE 122ND-GRADING/PAVING/STRUCTURE/INT/SIG*«<<s»4i(*»362«78044a«01225««««{«««s«^«»K«a»«KK«H«a FAI84
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 3,68*^000 0 3,680,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 3,680,000 0 3,680,000
»3^>/ I84-1S1ST INTERCHANGE-GRADING/PAVING/WIDEN STRUCTURE»«^«»»»»36^7C046»rf01'^58«««»«»«8«»<»«<»«^^«H»WKKK»<« FAI8*?
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 9,200,000 0 9,200,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 9,200,000 0 9,200*000
*3?8 12'55-SE- LESTER RD INTERCHANGE-^»44««*<*365»80059«*Q1493<<*^^ FAI205
CONST 0' 0 0 0 0 3,496,000 0 3,496,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 3,496,000 0 3,496,000
*3?9 I5 -MARQUAM INTCHGfl/S8 «MCLOUGHLIN RAMPS-PHASE 2 DEVELOPMENTsa**««»«369484075»»00000«»»»»<»<«a««»»»»«K»»« FAI5
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 19,320,000 0 19,320,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 19,320,000 0 19,320,000
*330 I5-CREELEY RAMP TO N BANFIELD INTERCHANGE-DEVEL0PMENT«<rf^a«XJ»3/0ff84024««01<^«««««««»«*««««»«»<«««««««««« FAI5
PE 0 0 0 0 0 184.000 0 184,000
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 18,216,000 0 18,216,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 18,400,000 0 18,400,000
YEAR
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT '
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
>331 I84-NE 122rfl) TO NE i81ST-DEVEL0PMENT^^<»^«<»3^1»8405^»^0i226^^<^^^^»^H4^»^aK»«8««a»«^«<!<<XH«^«<8it«a»««««8 FAI84
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 11,960,000 0 11,960,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 11,960,000 0 11,960,000
»33? I84-NE ISiST AVE TO SUNDIAL ROAD-DEVELOPMENT<<d*»«*»*372»84023« =fQ07674<4**»Haa»as«s8Ka**H«*«« <*<«»«*»«»«** FAI84
PE 670,328 0 0 0 0 0 0 670,328
R/W 0 0 0 0 0 1,840,000 0 1,840,000
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 25,760,000 0 25,760,000
total 670,328 0 0 0 0 27,600,000 0 28,270,328
J»333 I5/STAFFORD ROAD SIGNALS-4R3<«^8«<<373rtl0235^K00983«<(8<<»««^<<<<^^^<»^^^»«««8««««»«8«8^^«^»««<«<««««««8««< FAI5
PE 28,588 0 0 0 0 0 0 28,588
CONST 172,960 0 0 0 0 0 0 172,960
TOTAL 201,548 0 0 0 0 0 0 201,548
»334 I5/NYBERG ROAD RAMPS-4R»««»**»^37<<i0248rtrf01486»»^»8«»^^»^^<a«^rf»»^a^»»»«»«»»»rt»«»«» FAI5
PE 50,258 41,742 0 0 0 0 0 92/000
CONST 0 0 920,000 0 0 0 0 920,000
TOTAL 50,258 41,742 920,000 0 0 0 0 1,012,000
>33s 15/WILSONVlLLE SIGNALSw.S~4^««««««^s375»10226<«02500»a«»«<a^««<s«<»^»<»^rf<»««^»«88«»8»«<«*«*»««^«<H*» FAI5
PE 33,359 0 0 0 0 0 0 33,359
CONST 0 276,000 0 0 0 0 0 276,000
TOTAL 33,359 276,000 0 0 0 0 0 309,359
>336 1205-FRUf BIKEPATH-SUNNYSIDE RD TO WEST LINN-PH1/UNIT 1+2 4RtM<«»»rf«409»10180«»00614»»»«»aa«'<»«««»»«»»«« FAI205
PE 0 0 46,000 0 0 0 0 46,000
CONST 0 0 552,000 0 0 0 0 552,000
TOTAL 0 0 598,000 0 0 0 0 598,000
AlklUIIIAt
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1986 1987 1988
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
*33/ I5-SIGNING WASHINGTON STATE LINE TO LINN/LANE COUNTY LINE 4R<a*«a*»«436«84063««0i842HH««*«3*«»9«M«HKR«KH*
PE 41,960 0 0 0 0 0 0 41,960
CONST 0 322,000 0 0 0 0 0 322, 000
TOTAL -41.. 960 322,000 0 0 0 0 0 363,960
FATS
»333 184 SIGNING PORTLAND TO IDAHO STATE LINE-4R«J«^»»'<»a437<8^C774«0i843J«»^J<*<a»«««»»'<'<»»^»<<«H«»«»*1<««»»«K*«««
PE 50,721 0 0 0 0 0 0 50,721
CONST 0 0 322,000 0 0 0 0 322,000
TOTAL 50,721 0 322,000 0 0 0 0 372,721
FAI84
*33? ]
PE
CONST
TOTAL
ILLUMINATION SWIFF/UNION INTCHG TO MARQUAM INTCHG~4R3«a««««M57s84088«H02620s*«*««**««««««K^*
10,448 -40 0 0 0 0 0 10,408
0 124.266 0 0 0 0 0 124,266
10; 448 124.226 0 0 0 0 0 134,674
FAT5
1340 14-55 FREEWAY ILLUMINATION-E FREMONT INTCHG TO W MARQUAM INTCHG~4H»^«'««^»458»84088a«00000a««t»^*«»»»H»»4<
PE 8/548 0 0 0 0 0 0 8'?48
CONST 0 101,672 0 0 0 0 0 101,672
TOTAL 8,548 101,672 0 0 0 0 0 110,220
FAI405
>341 I5-INTERSTATE BRIDGE RAILING REPLACEMENT(XrEffr-0OOT/WD0T-4R»^'tarttf<<467»84105'<K02826««8«K«««a^«<«^»««««»«««««'<
PE 0 92.000 0 0 0 0 0 92,000
CONST 0 0 0 1,692.800 0 0 0 1,692,800
TOTAL 0 92,000 0 1,692,000 0 0 0 1,784,800
FAI5
»342 15-GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF PAVEMENT SUBSIDENCE HP287--««^^«t*J'<472»850O8»»0OOO0a}<»»H««ii«<«^H«)t»»K««»»
PE 0 18,400 0 0 0 0 0 18,400
TOTAL 0 18,400 0 0 0 0 0 18,400
FAI5
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
METROPOLlTAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1981> 1986 1987 1988
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
1405-FREMONT BRIDGE DEBRIS CONTROL
PE 0 76,000 0
CONST 0 0 844, 000
TOTAL 0 76,000 844,00*5
76,000
844, 000
920,000
FAI405
>344 I*>-INTERSTATE BRIDGE MS LIFT SPAN
CONST 0 0
TOTAL 0 0
1*033/030
1,033,000
1,033,000
1,033,000
FAI5
3*345 I405-GUIDE SIGN AND CONTROL SIGN
PE
CONST
TOTAL
35,550
516,300
551,850
35,550
516,300
551,850
FAI405
I205-GUIDE SIGN
PE 0
CONST 0
TOTAL 3
CONTROL
0
0
0
29,600
397,800
427,400
29,600
397,800
427i400
FAT205
>347 TUALATIN
PE 25,821
CONST 3
TOTAL 25,821
0
368,0*50
368,030
25,821
368,000
393,821
FAI5
* 3 4 * I5-MARQUAM BRIDGE
PE 61i976
CONST 3
TOTAL 61,976
0 0 0 0 0 0 61*976
460,000 0 0 0 0 0 5^ O>OOO
460,000 0 0 0 0 0 521,976
FAI5
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1
PROJECT
*349 OR
PE
CONST
TOTAL
DESCRIPTION
1 POST 1989
1985
METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE District
IMPROVEMENT
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND
FEDERAL AID
PROGRAM
OTHER
INTERSTATE SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
ESTIMATED E>PENDITURFS BY FEDERAL FISCAL. YEAR
OBLIGATED 19'35 1986 1987 1968 1989 POST 1989
PORTLAND UR8ANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
r'CON CITY PARK-AiJD-RIDE«*H«**<a674*00008<a00459«a<«H«*a*aaatf««as^^
30,893
0
30,893
*3~:0 LENTS PARK-AND--
PE
CONST
TOTAL
27, 660
0
27,660
0
0
0
Rir€«««s*ss67548<307H
 o
0
0
S3M COLUMBIA BLVD/SANDY BLVD PARK-AND-R
PE
CONST
TOTAL
3}, 043
419,601
454.644
0
0
0
«3^? LOWER BOONES FERRY ROAD interchange
PE
CONST
TOTAL
28,677
312,838
341,515
0
41,941
41/941
total FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE SYSTEM
PE
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
3/728/317
17,823,025
15,13=5,818
36,682/160
529,767 111,
87,744
62,589/505 32,796,
63,207,016 32,907,
0
0
0
0
0
0
IDE*«
0
0
0
SIGN
0
0
0
150
0
320
470
0
230,000
230,000
0
230/000
230,000
\<x<*i*677*1018
0
0
0
jALS***<tK*Kg681
0
0
0
46,000
0
41,304,160
41/3S0/160
0
0
0
0
0
0
9«<0045^<^^<
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14.675/840
14.675,840
184
1,840
100,832
102,856
0
0
0
0
0
0
8****3
0
0
0
0
0
0
.000
,000
,000
,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
HH8H3K4X4***;*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30,893
230/000
260,893
27/660
230,000
257,660
***KK)ttfKKKK*<
35,043
419,601
454/644
28,677
354/ 779
383/456
4,599,234
19/750/769
267,328,643
291,678,646
FA*
FAI205
FAI205
FAI205
FAU9473
ANNUAL YEAR
".' "'•• METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT '"
TRANSPORTATION improvement PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OTHER
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
estimatEd EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
»3">3 highwAy 217 AND SUNSET.. .FAIX/FAP OFFSET TRANSFER3»»»»<^«»121»79076s«00376a««»»«««H»»»^»«s»<«««««»»»«*««» FAP79
RESRV 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2,000,000 2, W O , 000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,000,00*5 2,000,000
*3">4 OREGON CITY BYPASS...FAIX/FAP OFFSET TRANSFERS««H««»^«125«76007»<01£70'««««««»«aj<»8«»8«<<<<««««»8««H««K««»« FAU0078
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,527,500 1,527,500
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,527,500 1,527,500
*3*v5 HIGHWAY 217 OVERLAY-SUNSET HIGHWAY TO I5«»^«'««<^»3'<:l2«1022^'<0C'S<?9»^:«!«*<rt^»»»»«»a»»»s»H»K4»SH»Q^5<«»«»K«»»«H FAP79
PE 221,760 0 0 0 0 0 0 221,760
CONST 4,926,655 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,926,655
TOTAL 5,148,41^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,148,415
*3**6 SUNSET HWY AT CORNELL RD-WB OFF RAMP SIGNAL-FAP»««««««<3765<84009»«02077«^«««»«a«x««»a«^<«H*t«^«««««««K«« FAP27
CONST 0 88,000 0 0 0 0 0 88,000
TOTAL 0 88,000 0 0 0 0 0 88,000
a3*>7 SUNSET HWY AT VISTA RIDGE, TUNNEL-PAVING>HES««'«»»««377410143^K«X'662H»«JJ«¥»H»»«»»»»»»^H<«»«»»«<««K«««»K«^ FAP27
PE 45,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^5,000
CONST 222,768 2,232 0 0 0 0 0 225,000
TOTAL 267,768 2.232 0 0 0 0 0 270.000
»3*8 US3«M!U HOGE AVE TO NW HARBOR BLVD-SLIDE CORRECTION-FAP^^«<»^^<379<«10094««00525»««««a«««H<»«rfrf«a«KK«»H«« FAP1
R/W 4.74:3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,743
CONST 277,111 0 0 0 0 0 0 277,111
TOTAL 281,854 0 0 0 0 0 0 281,854
«3">9 US308 SANDY BLVD-50TH TO I205-STATE»4*^»<»<381«»10259«*02253rt4K4*i4»<i»)<a<ia»a»K»»«H«*»««»<«)irt«»«»jiH«»a«««»f»« FA5J9526
CONST 0 500,000 0 0 0 0 0 500,000
TOTAL 0 500,000 0 0 0 0 0 500,000
AMMIIAI C
FISCAL YEARS 1986
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER
PROJECT
TO POST 1989
1, 1985
METROPOLITAN
TRANSPORTATION
SERVICE DISTRICT
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1983
J»3£0 99W-PACIFIC H
PE 13,770
CONST 143,962
TOTAL 162,732
J»361 GK?i3 82^D AT
PE 9, '500
R/W 1,980
CONST 54.782
TOTAL 65,762
*36? SUNSET HWY AT
CONST 0
TOTAL 0
*363 US30-SU DOANE
const 0
TOTAL 0
«364 BH
CONST
TOTAL
HWY-CAPITOL
0
0
WY AT 30TH AVE-LT TU
0
0
. 0 .
JOHNSON CREEK BLVD
0
270
68,963
69,238
VISTA RIDGE. TUNNEL
450,000
450,0»
AVE TO SW BALBOA AV
135,000
135,000
HWY TO TERWILLIGER
100,000
100,000
*365 99W-PACIFIC HWY AT SW FISHER ROAD
CONST 0 90,000
TOTAL 0 90,000
J»366 SCHOLLS HWY AT 13VFH AVE-SIGNAL/R
CONST 0 264,000
TOTAL 0 264,00-0
(RM/BEAC
0
0
0
SIGNAL
0
0
0
0
MESSAGE
0
0
0
0
BLVD B
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
UPGRADE~HESa*x
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
«.« ^ ^'OSS** 10137^ <0102
0
0
0
0
0
o
1989
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
S92*»a8
0
0
POST 1989
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
(«**»** *aajf*«
13,770
148,962
162,732
9,000
2,250
123,750
135,000
450,000
450,000
ELIZATIon-HESs«xsjto387<10255«a02107aa««««a»(ai<H«a««^a«»««««««H^
0 0 0 0 135,000
O O O O 135,000
IKEwAY-BIKE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
t^370a80112< *0&W* « »
0
0
93*aa»»
0
0
SHHHHH
0
0
aHKMHH
0
0
»»»»«Ha)(»aa««
0
0
0
0
*KKK*K«KKria»4
0
0
**KXK»!taaKttK
IOOIOOO
S**atfttKKKK**
90^000
264,000
264,000
FAi*
FAU9361
FAiJ97i3
FAP27
FAP1
FA?J9223
FAP9
FAU9234
mrr VCAD
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1985
METROPOLlTAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1?S5 1986 1987 1983
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAi*
*367 SCHOLLS HWY AT SORRENTO ROAD SIGNAL-FAPs^rt^^^a^S^sSOO^^xO&OS/rt^^^s^sasasHsssHHrtsaHHH^ft^Jt^ft^stfHSftasRKXSrt
CONST 0 88. OOO 0 0 0 0 0 88,000
TOTAL 0 88/000 0 0 0 0 0 88*000
FAU9234
*368 SCHOLLS HWY AT NICOL ROAD TURN LANES~FAP^»<^?<<^ff392«1008/r<t<<00^'<:-«»«t«<«^«««»««««»8«a««<»:<<<Jt«*«i«^<<:<«««a»«K«««
CONST 26, OOO 96,000 0 0 0 0 0 132>000
TOTAL 36,000 96/000 0 0 0 0 0 132,000
FAU9234
»369 SE 82ND AT SF CAUSEY ROAD OPTICOM CONTROLLER-FAP<?«H»«»^394<10i87<»018i8«»««»H»«««»««»«««a«<<«^K»««K»HaK«
CONST 0 44,000 0 0 0 0 0 44,000
TOTAL 0 44,000 0 0 0 0 0 44,000
FA5J9653
CONST 0 135*003 0 0 0 0 0 135,000
TOTAL 0 135,000 0 0 0 0 0 135,000
FAP32
Ic-05-WILLAMETTE RIVER BR(W LINN) SLAG WELD INSPECTION-HBS<^'*»4«»396<8<?075»»01221»««««rfrtS»<4«»»»»»«»»»
PE 56,902 0 0 0 0 0 0 56,902
CONST 0 0 280,000 0 0 0 0 280,000
TOTAL 56,902 0 280,000 0 0 0 0 336,902
1205
US76-MT HOOD HWY AT PALMQUIST/ORIENT RDr>-GRADE/PAVE/SIGNAL-FAP«^«<««<«>397«10234««0i470K«ssaK«a«««a«««K«««
PE 28,305 0 0 0 0 0 0 28,305
CONST 0 0 3S2,«3OO 0 0 0 0 352.000
TOTAL 28,305 0 352,000 0 0 0 0 380,305
FAP24
3*3/3 US26-SUNSET HWY AT SVLVAN-<-EB RAMP SIGNAL-FAP^«^»«»««4<>]»t»8'<:1028^^02079^rf^H«y»«Ma«»»WK»'<«^»»»««»rf^««5<«««wx»<
PE 19,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 19,500
CONST 0 0 132.000 0 0 0 0 132,000
TOTAL 19/ 500 0 132,000 0 0 0 0 151,500
FAP27
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
a3/4 US30-BURLINGTON RR TO WILLBRIDGE UNIT l-0VERLAY-FAPKS»4s<4«402<i0i72««00354««»»»«»H»«»;*«'<rf^<««R«»»K»»»»«< FAP1
CONST 0 0 l,5B4,000 0 0 0 0 1,584,000
TOTAL 0 0 1,584,000 0 0 0 0 1,584,000
<*3/5 US3C3-HE 63TH TO NE 82f&-GRADE/PAVE/SIGNALS-FAP«a«**^^ FAU9966
«3/6 US309-NE PORTLAND HWY AT NE 138TH-SIGNAL/CHANNELIZE-FAPs^^^»x^^0^78049»«0209i»»«»««fK=tsrf»t««H»i(«««»KK»HR« FAU9966
PE I9,62«5 0 0 O O O O 19,620
R/W 18,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 Jg'22S
CONST 0 0 138,380 0 0 0 0 138 '3?$
TOTAL 37,620 0 138,300 0 0 0 0 176,000
TOTAL 13,500 0 88,00-5 0 0 0 0 101,500
»3/8 BVTN HILLSDALE HW'Y-SCHOLLS FY RD TO 65TH BIKEWAY-BIKE»^««»»«t406^i0166»«00608»»H»»H8¥»««rf*i»«»a«««»»«»««»>« FAJJ9228
CONST HIGHWAY AT SW 9iST SIGNAL-FAP<a<«<rt^»405>8^036»H02085«^«^rf«<«^»»^^«««»««««^rf«««»«<»»<»««<«««*«««H«< FAP32
PE 13,50*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 i2'5£$
CONST 0 0 88,000 0 0 0 0 .§§'295
CONST 0 0 50,000 0 0 0 0 5O'$$9
TOTAL 0 0 50,000 0 0 0 0 50.000*3 /? 15/TERWILLIGER OVERCROSSING<A8392>-H8R«K**<**M07*84069a^ FAI5CONST 0 0 0 4.000,000 0 0 • 0 4 .000,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 4.0'50/<»0 0 0 0 4,000/000
>3Q<) I205-SUNNYSIDE RD TO WEST LINN BIKEWAY PHASEl-8U*i:»»«aa«»«409tl0180a«00614»««a«»»HH»«K«»rt»«xa«»»»K»»K||a« 1205
CONST 0 • 0 0 350,000 0 0 0 350 '9$0
TOTAL 0 0 0 350,0«30 0 0 0 350,000
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OTHER(CONTINUED)
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA8
* 3 8 i U S ^ - S U N S E T HMY CLIMB LAKE-CANYON RD TO VISTA RIDGE TUNNEL-FAP««)«-<«a»=(«410*840i4««00491<»<H«S5(H)(«»H»««K8«» FAP27
PE 172.712 0 0 0 0 0 0 172,712
CONST 0 0 0 4,400,000 0 0 0 4,400,000
TOTAL 172,71^ 0 0 4.400,000 0 0 0 4.572,712
*3&? US26-SUNSET HWY/CANYON RD TO RAAB RD BIKEWAY-BIKE«»«i»^^41i>84il2»K0i847«»»»»»H«a»»^»«J«'<«»*()i<HH«»8«*K«» FAP27
CONST 0 0 0 50,000 0 0 0 50,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 50,000 0 0 0 50,000
*383 RESERVE FOR SURFACE PRESERVATION-METRO REGION-FAPa««««^«412<O«>50O»«0OOO0aa«««»»8«8H»«a«s»^««<«»»«K«K«»« TBD
RESRV 0 0 0 2,288,000 2> 288,000 0 2,112,00«D 6,688,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 2.288,000 2,288,000 0 2,112,00*) 6,688,000
*384 BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HWY INTERSECTION CHANNELIZATI0N-FAP^*«*t«i»^4i3»840528800762»B8««S88««{«««««88»a8»8Ha» FAP32
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 88,000 0 88,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 88,000 0 88,000
*38^ BEAVERTON/TUALATIN HWY AT SE OAK-SIGNAL/LEFT TURN-HES 48<««8<4t4»84066a800764888«888X8<8«a)(8^x<8««88«a«a8 FAP32
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 135,000 0 135,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 • 0 135,000 0 135,000
*386 US26-SUNSET/HELVETIA ROAD INTERCHAHGE-FAP«<«*«848a416^10C698«!00380rtlJ8«sxa888«88888«88«»4Kna»»Ha488888888«{« FAP27
PE ^ , 9 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 47,953
CONST 3,033,253 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,033,253
TOTAL 3,«>81,206 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,081,206
«387 US26-SUNSET/CORNELIUS PASS ROAD IHTC>«-DEVELOPMENT/TP»«<««^^<422*84038««01556«««88M)f«««««<H«a<8«««««iiii«« FAP27
PE 2«31,981 0 0 0 0 0 0 201,981
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 792,000 0 792,000
TOTAL 201,981 0 0 0 0 792,000 0 993,981
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198? PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OTHER(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 198} 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
*38S US30B-NE COLUMBIA BLVD TO NE LOMBARD ST-DEVELOPMENT^^^^^a^S^^lll^KOOOOOssass^a^s^^^^s^^^^^RS^KSSS^s FAU9966
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 1,936,000 0 1/936,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 1,936,000 0 1,936,000
»389 US?6-SUNSET/JACKSON. RD INTERCHANGE-DEVELOPMENT^^«»»^«425>84040»«00984*«<«»»»««»«»«»««<«i<'trfa^^<*««*«»«»»«< FAP27
PE 94.58*> 0 0 0 0 0 0 94,585
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 4, 400,000 0 4/400,000
TOTAL 94.585 0 0 0 0 4,400,000 0 4.494,585
*3?0 US26-SUNSET/NE 18"^ TH AVE INTERCHANGE-DEVELOPMENT^<»»a«^426>84013«^00847^»a»««««^«»»«»<»«^«^^»»K««««s»« FAP27
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 4,400,000 0 4,400,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 4,400,000 0 4,400,000
»391 US26-CONST/CCRlCLL ROAD INTERCHANGE-DEVELOPMENT«»a8rt><«427^7?'M9»^0\)779««»»«»»«««»K^»<«<««^ FAP27
PE 165,440 0 0 0 0 0 0 165,440
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 4,400,000 0 4# 400,000
TOTAL 165,440 0 0 0 0 4,400,000 0 4,565,440
«392 US30B-NE 8ND AVE TO T7O5~DEVELOPMENT<«^»<«»428«OOO'0O<xOO456>«^^«^«««««*«««»««««««««<«««5**«*<«*«^ FAU9966
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 1,408,000 0 1,408,000
TOTAL . 0 0 0 0 0 1,408,000 0 1,408,000
»393 NW CORNELL RD BRIDGES-AUDUBON SOCIETY BLDG TO TUNNEL #l-H8RR<^»4rf««447484030H»02463»»t»a«««<t«»»»»«*K«»« FAU9022
PE 76,48«3 3,520 0 0 0 0 0 *>'<*>$
CONST 0 1,AOO,000 0 0 0 0 2 J ' S S ' 2 ^
TOTAL 76,480 1,403,520 0 0 0 0 0 1,480,000
»394 HWY212 CLIMBING LAKE-ROCK CREEK JCT TO MP 0-75-FAP DEVELOPMENT<8»»««»x450«84045««00775rt«)t*x««»'<«««»««««H« FAP74
PE 36,141 0 0 0 0 0 $ J&'lSk
CONST 0 0 528,000 0 0 0 0 528,000
TOTAL 36,141 0 528,000 0 0 0 0 564,141
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 19S?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1983
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 193} 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
*395 BROOKWOOD AVE BRIDGE REPLACEMENT OVER R0CKCREEK<-BR«i3043-H8Rj<rt^««5<s«<461«8<1086««02589«?<«»ft5(««^}tx«««»KK8a««( TBD
PE 0 10 ,000 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 , 0 0 0
CONST 0 324. 600 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 , 8 0 0
TOTAL 0 334.800 0 0 0 0 0 334,800
>396 FERN HlLL RD BRIDGE RFPLACEMENT-13256/7/8-H8R^»««»»»s463«10167«x0'5477*t»«««»»H«»«a»«»s^»^^^»<«!«»»«»«»»«*^ FAU9032
PE 27,360 0 0 0 0 0 0 27,360
CONST 0 240,000 0 0 0 0 0 240,000
TOTAL 27,340 240,000 0 0 0 0 0 267,360
a397 SIGNAL-PACIFIC HWY WEST (OR?9W) AT CANTERBURY LANE-HES»x*«<<^<<^4A9^8^006^»02933«a«««a»«8rf*<«^«*rt4««KH««K«a< FAP9
PE 0 7,B&) 0 0 0 0 0 7,800
CONST 0 120,00'} 0 0 0 0 0 120,000
total 0 127,800 0 0 0 0 0 127,800
*398 MCLOUGHLIN BLVD MEDIAN BARRIER-SE OCHOCO TO SE17TH-HE^«4»x»«470<84094«<«02588««»»»»»^^»««»«*»»«*K»K*** FAP26
PE 0 15,000 0 0 0 0 0 15,000
CONST 0 169,050 0 0 0 0 0 J69,000
TOTAL 0 184.000 0 0 0 0 ° 184,000
*399 MCLOUGHLIN BLVD MEDIAN BARRIER-END 1WAY COUPLET TO SE TACOMA HES«<a«^K»«471«85020K»02931*t»H«*nc«««KKR8«K»« FAP26
PE o 50,000 o o o o o 3%>9S8l
CONST 0 760,000 0 0 0 0 0 760,000
TOTAL 0 810,000 0 0 0 0 0 810,000
440-5 TV HIGHWAY RECON STUDY-HILLSBORO TO BEAVERTON-FAPJws^ssasSOKO **0 »a«»»a»««K«»»«»K«««»«»iiHKK»K«a FAP32
PE 0 0 . 0 3«50,0'50 0 0 0 300,000
TOTAL 0 • 0 0 3*)0,<»0 0 0 0 300,000
METROPOLlTAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTO8ER 1 , 1985
FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
OTHER
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAS
«401 CLACKAMAS PARK(PACIFIC EAST) BRIDGE NO. 1618-H8R««««**3*504*85042**0 ««««««««««««««*«*«*«**««««»»»«»*» TBD
CONST 0 0 1,355,200 0 0 0 0 1,355/200
TOTAL 0 0 1,355,200 0 0 0 0 1,355,200
*402 TUALATIN VALLEY HIGHWAY-SE 21ST AVE TO SE OAK ST-FAPs*^4a<*555*79085a«00000»««K*«HKa«s»a»«*«**»s**K««««* FAP32
PE 229,767 0 0 0 0 0 0 229,767
TOTAL 229,767 0 0 0 0 0 0 229,767
1403 SUNSET/MURRAY INTERCHANGE-PHASE I~FAP*<s*«*H*a567*84039**00393daa«***a«s««»«a*H««a*«<***«3«*««*«»»««***«« FAP27
CONST 0 0 0 1,936,000 0 0 0 1,936,000
TOTAL 0 0 0 1,936,000 0 0 0 1,936,000
*404 TV HWY AT MURRAY BLVD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT««»«««^^680>8«)02«)»<00369«»rt«»»»«»»MH»»«»«t»rf4^^^«^as«»K»«K«*» FAP32
PE 43,649 1,351 0 0 0 0 0 45.000
R/W 0 30,000 0 0 0 0 0 30,000
CONST 0 528,000 0 0 0 0 0 528,000
TOTAL 43,649 559,351 0 0 0 0 0 603,000
<405 ROSS ISLAND BRIDGE- OVERLAY««^«a««*682«10'585«<00337««<««a<««<^»^<<»^Mi(««HJi«»««««»««»»<«««<i?<««)<»^«««»»K««»« FAP24
PE 23,455 64,545 0 0 0 0 0 88,000
CONST 0 872.500 0 0 0 0 0 872,500
TOTAL 23,455 937,045 0 0 0 0 0 960,500
« ^ 6 HAWTHORNE BRUCE EMERGENCY REPAIRS-HBRR»^»«»^»««689»85037<«00'50'^^«<»«arf»»«*»»»»«»»»»»»<«««»*«»!««»»«»*«*««( FAU9366
PE 0 160,00*5 0 0 0 0 0 160,000
CONST 0 1,600,000 0 0 0 0 0 1/600,000
TOTAL 0 1,760,000 0 0 0 0 0 1,760,000
TOTAL OTHER
PE 1,546,880 312,216 0 3»50,O)0 0 0 0 2,159,096
R/W 24.723 30,270 0 0 0 0 0 54,993
CONST 8,699,531 8,075,500 4,507,580 10,736,000 0 17,559,000 0 49,577,611
RESRV 0 0 0 2,288i000 2,288,«50»5 0 5,639,500 10,215,500
TOTAL 10,271.134 8.417,9fu ^Jtfy|j()«> ^ | r ^ 4 , 0 0 0 2,288, »)00 17,559,000 5,639,500 62,007/200
FISCAL YEARS 1936 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
OBLIGATED
EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL
1935 1986
YEAR
1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
TOTAL FEDERAL AID INTERSTATE AND OTHER
PE
R/W
CONST
RESRV
TOTA]L
5, 275,
17,847,
23, 830,
46,953,
197
748
349
0
294
70,
71,
841,983
118,014
665,005
0
625,002
3/,
37,
111,
303,
415,
150
0
900
0
050
52.
2.
54.
346,000
0
040,160
2R8,000
674,160
14.
2,
16,
675,
288,
963,
0
0
840
000
840
1,
118,
120,
184,000
840,000
391,000
0
415,000
5,
5,
639,
639,
0
0
0
500
500
6,758,330
19,805,762
316,906,254
10,215,500
353,685,846
FEDERAL-AID URBAN PROGRAM
I A I
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER l, 1935
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
CITY OF PORTLAND FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
*407" FINAL VOUCHERED PROJECTS^<^s«rf«^00'>!)<«^««^^s^^<^^<»^«»^«s<<^<<M<<«^<^<<^««asa«^««»»»«x^«!«^^«<i^«<««»»R»KK«« 0000000 000<
PE 803.934 • - 1 0 0 0 0 0 803, 933
R/W 35,592 0 0 0 0 0 0 35,592
CONST 3,562,911 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,562,911
OPRTG 217,108 0 0 0 0 0 0 217,108
total 5 ,620 ,555 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 ,620 ,553 FINAL
<*~"03 BANFIELD HOV LANES - FAU TO FAUE(S*-E FAP)<4^;<:<^^»s8»00000^<00000«:<»^»ss«rf««»s»«H»»«xrf<*j^)(<«<«<{H»HH«K8«»<< FAP68
CONST 35V, 510 0 0 0 0 0 0 359,510
TOTAL 359,510 0 0 0 0 0 0 359,510
<30? H COLUMBIA BLVD-0.25 Ml W OF TERMINAL RD TO W OSWEGO AVE«»rf^a<{»4«9»750i9^J<00000rf«»»««={^<K^«<«^«aaK«KKjf^ FAU9^?56
PE 191,766 0 0 0 0 0 0 191,766
TOTAL 191,766 0 0 0 0 0 0 191,766
«310 SUNSET TRANSIT STUDY-FAU TO FAUE3a4««<MR*12«i2 *»00030»»-*4!«<<it*».*»4«J<J8*{»»)t»*«*»J*»iiJ»»<«a«i»«i'<4»«»Jii«f»K«< FAP27
PE 115,617 0 0 0 0 0 0 115,617
total 115,617 0 0 0 0 0 0 115,617
5*311 BANFIELD TRANSIT STUDY ~ FAU TO FA<C<^^»»a<«^13H00000»^00000<^^^^4^«^^a*«5<a««<<«a«««»8i«<<]!t«a^*<<!t<«H«a«»««»< FAP68
PE 195,381 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 5 , ^ 1
TOTAL 195,381 0 0 0 0 0 0 195,381
*312 BASIN AVENUE/GOING STREET PROJECT<<t»<Srf«^«18«76088aK00')00a^«<<4^»<»<^J<*t4«<aH»»»»H«»»^«K^a»(<»««M<««»a8K»«»<( FAU9930
PE 325,337 0 0 0 0 0 0 325,337
TOTAL 325.337 0 0 0 0 0 0 325,337
<«313 N INTERSTATE AVE-GREELEY TO RUSSELL«4«<K«as«ii21*76009!<««X*305<<<t4»ax<«rta*i»»rf««a«H««aHH3(<(i<8«)i«tf<i»<Ha«a8«««K« FAU9935
PE 377,936 0 0 0 0 0 0 377,936
TOTAL 377,936 0 0 0 0 0 0 377,936
ANNUAL Ei NT YEAR
<419 BUS PURCHASE - FAU TO UMTA TRANSFER<^^<«^»^9S^00'}00<»00000<<a«»^^^«»*»»^««»a^»*»»»»^<<<*«»<»<<^<»*»Jt«J*tf«rt8 N/A
CAP 131,555 0 0 0 0 0 0 J 3 } ' H |
TOTAL 131,555 0 0 0 0 0 0 131,555
«420 BUS SUBSTATION - FAU TO UMTA TRAN^Ei?««»^«<K«h99<00OOO^<OOO«>^<»»»5<««rtH«s*«»»««»»«»^««R»««»<«««**R«H* N/A
CONST 1,156,'583 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 1 5 6 , ^
TOTAL 1,156,083 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,156,083
*418 CITY OF PORTLAND) CONTINGECY*$*a**<<<44s0000Q^^ N/A
4417 ARTERIAL STREET 3R PROGRAM»*SBa«9**43al0050s«0i^ n I S C
PE 8,10? 0 0 0 0 0 0 8,109
RESRV 0 0 891,353 0 0 0 0 g?£'353
TOTAL 8,109 0 891,353 0 0 0 0 899,462
*414 SE HULCATE BLVD-SE 17TH AVE TO SE 2SrH AVE-BRIDGE AND APPR0ACHES^t<a^'<a«42«76002«x0O0O«5«*<^^<«««»««»««« FAU9793
PE " 147,732 0 0 0 0 0 0 1^ ,732
RYU 407,^06 0 0 0 0 0 0 52^406
TOTAL 555,138 0 0 0 0 0 0 555.138
«4-K GRAND AVE<GR99E>-HARRISON TO CLAY-FAU TO FAUE (SEE FAP) ***««*;M*3'5aO000O*xO0OOOH««aHa9«*«<^*3**»«a«*«s«s« FAP26
CONST 195/40*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 195'?52
TOTAL 195,400 0 0 0 0 0 0 195.400
<415 GRAND AVENUE(0-<99£>~H0:L.ADAY TO BROADWAY^^^^^aZKOOOOO^^OOOOO^^^^^^H^rf^Maftttas^^sa^s^s^^^^^saKSSS*^ FAU9809
CONST 197,734 0 0 0 0 0 0 197,734
TOTAL 197,734 0 0 0 0 0 0 197,734
FISCAL YEARS 1936 Tu POST i?89
EFFECTIVE: OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
CITY OF PORTLAND FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OBLIGATED i?8>
BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
FISCAL YEARS 1936 TO POST 193?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
estimated EXPENDITURES BY
OBLIGATED 1983
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM CITY OF PORTLAND FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
FAU9022
MISC
MISC
VARIOUS
^>1 NW CORNELL RD RETAINING WALLS-NW •29TH/600FT W OF NW 30TH«<»«^<^^103>84i0^^»02702x«»»»»^^'<^:««^^«»«»»»'^
PE~ 17,98? 0 0 0 0 0 0 17,982
-CONST 0 119,093 178,229 0 0 0 0 297,322
TOTAL 17,982 119,093 178,229 0 0 . 0 0 315,304
4422 SW BROADWAY-SW ^TH TO SW 6TH^»»^x<<»200^10092«<«00582a««^*«>^ss»<*«x4safl^a«<*««««»^*«<««^'«<««K«««KiiK*««
CONST " 404.500 0 0 0 0 0 0 J S ' g S
TOTAL 40*?. SCO 0 0 0 0 0 0 404,500
«4-*3 WD» LAMETTE ORFENWAY TRAIL PROGRAM^«^«^<^575«l'X)i3»«0240X»<^^^»»^«»^^^»»^»'»^»«»»<«^^4»»^^*J<^»»«*H«8)t<frt
PE 6ii500 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 - |1 'S2
R/W 0 295,583 0 0 0 0 0 2 f 5 ' S g
CONST 0 54^349 0 0 0 0 0 Sf'fg
TOTAL 61,500 349,937 0 0 0 0 0 411,437
*424 CITYWIDE SIGNAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS^<«4j<i?660>G0042«a00620^^srf^^4.i^«^»«rt»««»«H^«yHHa«<«a^as^^«»«»R««K»8
PE 72,218 0 0 0 0 0 0 72.218
TOTAL 7^218 0 0 0 0 0 0 72,218
TOTAL CITY OF PORTLAND FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PE 2,318,53^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,318,532
R/W 442,998 295,588 0 0 0 0 0 J 3 | ' ^
CONST 6,976,138 173,442 178,229 0 0 5 2 7 '?!? '««
CAP 131,555 0 0 0 0 0 0 i ? | ^ 5
OPRTG 217,108 0 0 0 0 0 0 2J^108
RESRV 0 0 891,353 0 0 0 0 f?VI55
TOTAL 10,086,331 4*9,030 1,069,582 0 0 0 0 11,624,943
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1 , 1935
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
If! FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
MULTNOMAH COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN system
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 193* 1986 1987 1983 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
PE
TOTAL
1426 SE
PE
RYU
TOTAL
FINAL VOUCHERS
•: 91*437
917, 181
1,-X'8,618
STREET-SE STARK• ST TO BULL RUN RCX1ST
224.563
9,201
233,
ND TO HALSEY442/ 233TH AV£
TOTAL MULTNOMAH COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
^ OOOOOOO 00000
0 0 0 91,437
C 0 0 917,181
0 0 0 1,008,618 FINAL
FAU9822
FAU9877
ANNUAL Cl
224,564
9,201
233,765
PE
RYU
CONST
TOTAL
316,001
9/201
917,181
1,242,383
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
316,001
9,201
917,181
1,242,383
NT YEAR
FISCAL YEARS 1936 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE October I, 19B5
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR _
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1983 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA3
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
CLACKAMAS COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
*423 FINAL VOUCHERED PROJECTS^Mft^^^^^^O^^^*****^8*^^*8^*^*^'*4**^48*^*^^*8^^^8*^**8*^***'3^***^*^^*^**^ OOOOOOO 000<
PE 248,064 1 0 0 0 0 0 248,065
R/y 74 366 0 0 0 0 0 0 74,364
CONST 2,449,968 -1 0 0 0 0 0 2,449,967
TOTAL 2,772; 393 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,772,399 FINAL
«429 LOWER BOONES FERRY RD-MADRONA TO SW JEAN5«a«'<'«*tJ»68«8OlO45<<OO677a^<««^«<5<«'<«»«»»«^««««»J<>««'<«3<«<«<^«'«««R«««^< FAU9473
PE 160/699 0 0 0 0 0 0 160.699
CONST 562,171 0 709,310 0 0 0 0 1,271,481
TOTAL 722.870 0 709,310 0 0 0 0 1,432,180
0*4CJ0 SUNNYSIDE ROAD-STEVENS ROAD TO 122f© UNIT I »^««»«<> I»«77477147««}0127«<«»»»»»«««»»»«»K»<«<»«»^K<»<«HHHKK»K«<« FAU9718
PE 73,616 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 2 ' 6 1 6
TOTAL 73,616 0 ° ° ° ° ° 73,616
^4.^1 HARMONY ROAD-LAkE ROAD TO 32ND DRIVE^««^<^<79«77148^«0>X^8<»^<<<«<{»<i<»s*<a*<»»««««««»»<«*»^«««««1««JI««K«««*< FA'J9702
PE ' 36,992 0 0 0 0 0 9 2f 2K
TOTAL 36,992 0 0 0 0 0 0 36,992
TOTAL CLACKAMAS COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PE 519,371 1 0 0 0 0 0 519,372
R/W 74.366 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^ 7 4 , 3 6 6
CONST 3,012,139 - I 709,310 0 0 0 0 3,721,448
TOTAL 3,6«55,876 0 709,310 0 0 0 0 4,315,186
«4V ROAD-HIGHWAY 217 TO SW 84TH-PHASE I«««y»»iirfrf95a77070<«00469»^»a«»«»»»8a»»»rf»rfs*i»5t4a«i««»HK«8»«« FAU9326
PE 205,773 0 0 0 0 0 0 205,773
TOTAL 205,773 0 0 0 0 0 0 205/773
*438 SWJENKINS/158TH-MURRAY BLVD TO SUNSET HIGHWAYrt««<««a«<9/«7704A«<00850^«aa»««a«««»«»a»««««a<«1<««««K««««* FAU9030
PE 110,742 0 0 0 0 0 0 110,742
TOTAL ,7^2 0 0 0 0 0 0 110,742
«434 SW NYBERG ROAD-SW 89TH AVE TO I5-UNIT »2^»^«^»«H>84K77i39<«»00000^«sj(S«5{»«a«««»»<««»«»»<H^<«««<«««»«H«««< FAU9282
PE 224.305 0 0 0 0 0 0 224,305
TOTAL 224.305 0 0 0 0 0 0 224,305
* W NW l^TH-WALKER ROAD TO SUNSET HIGHWAY-PHA3E lK»rtrfH4a»492«77076«<{01695^H^H«rf«»8»H»«H»«H»««j«8<K«K»»«»8«« FAU9043
PE 95,3*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 95'360
TOTAL 95,36) 0 0 0 0 0 0 95,360
<4^6 ALIEN BLVD RECONSTRUCTION-MURRAY BLVD TO HWY2i78<«8rt4a<^93a0')085<»003068««a««»»»»8K«««<rt«K»«»««««««««x«< FAU9088
PE " 207*327 0 0 0 0 0 0 207,527
TOTAL 207,527 0 0 0 0 0 0 207,527
*4^2 FINAL VOUCHERED PR0JECTS»^««<^«*0000<»«<*»^«<»<rt^^»^3^^«^^^<^^^^<«»»««^«»»«»««*^«^4«<^^s^rf«^^s«KfiR8SS 0000000 00000
PE '" 128>907 0 0 0 0 0 0 128,907
CONST 975,404 0 0 0 0 0 0 ?S'2?f FINAL
TOTAL 1.104-311 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*104,311 FINAL
***3 SW b'JTH/NYBERG RD-I5 TO SAGERT RD-UNIT **l-CONSTRUCTI0N^»{K«rfXH^83^77020»«00000»««?t)J8^«««a«^<«»<»aK«««rt< FAU9556
PE 66,063 0 0 0 0 0 0 66,063
R/W 186,878 0 0 0 0 0 0 i f ^ ' K ?
TOTAL 252.941 0 0 0 0 0 0 252,941
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
WASHINGTON COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OBLIGATED 1935
BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 198? AUTHORIZED FA*
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
FISCAL YEARS 1*86 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1935
METROPOLITAN SERVICE district
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL "DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
WASHINGTON COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
(CONTINUED)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FAi*
TOTAL WASHINGTON COUNTY FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PE
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
l i033,677
186,873
975,404
1
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,038,678
186,878
975,404
2,200,959
ANNUAL ELEMENT YEAR
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS i?&s TO POST I?S?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER1, 1985
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS :
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
TRI-MET FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
*4?9 FINAL VOUCHERED PROJECTSH*3*«*000Qaa<««<<a*a*K**»****<*a«***<<****^^ 0000000 0000C
TOTAL 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 FINAL
<*--0 BUS PURCHASE - FAU TO UMTA TRANSFER^^^^<s«^98400000<«00000^«^^^<<»«'*^»^»«^«?<»*«««»«:*^:(1<«»^5(<«;iSM*tHfi8HSS;$ N/A
CAP " 124/395 0 0 0 0 0 0 }26,395
TOTAL 124,395 0 0 0 0 0 0 126,395
*441 BUS SUBSTATION - FAU TO UMTA TRANSFER<4^^^^99^00000<«OOOOOa<«^a^^<<<««^«»»«»»»««»«:*<<«^««)t«i<48»««K«K«»« M/A
CONST 1.110,747 0 0 0 0 0 0 } ' }JS^U
TOTAL M10.747 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,110,747
<442 "TRI-MET RIDESHARE PRQGRAMa««**4**102»S0033«00000»as**a*H««<***sa*^^ N/A
OPRTG ' 681,184 0 13>,021 0 0 0 0 § } f ? < g
total 681,184 0 135,021 0 0 0 0 816,205
TOTAL TRI-MET FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM CONST 1,110,747 0 0 0 0 0 0 l ' } i ? ' 7 4 7
CAP 126,39-j 0 0 0 0 0 0 i?fS5
OPRTG 681,184 0 135,021 0 0 0 0 816,205
TOTAL 1,918/326 0 135,021 0 0 0 0 2,053,347
METROPOLITAN SERVICE district
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 1989 PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1935
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM .
HIGHWAY .DIVISION FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM PROJECT DESCRIPTION
EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL. YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 POST 198? AUTHORIZED FA#
*44^ FINAL VOUCHERED PROJECTSsaaas^^OQOO******^**^ i««<<«8«»«<«<««ji«s»88»««««w«if«<<««iJ»R«Jf« OOOOOOO 00000
PE 103.47V -1 0 0 0 0 0 103,478
R/W 94.226 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 94>226
CONST ESTIMATED 812-^90 0 0 0 0 0 0 812,390
TOTAL 1.010,09*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,010,095 FINAL
4444 OSWEGO ORFEK BRIDGE (OR43)-BRIDGE REPLACEMENT AND NEW BIKEWAY»«»^^^«103»76085«»00000:««<«s»^»:«^<«»»««««H}?<« FAU9565
PE 123,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 123,999
TOTAL 123,999 0 0 0 0 0 0 123,999
TOTAL HIGHWAY DIVISION FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM PE 227,478 -1 0 0 0 0 0 227,477
R/W 94-226 0 0 0 0 0 0 94,226
CONST 812,390 0 . 0 . 0 0 0 0 812^ 390
TOTAL 1,134094 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,134*094
FISCAL YEARS 1986 TO POST 198?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1/ 1935
METROPOLITAN- SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
CITY OF FOREST GROVE FEDERAL AID URBAN STREET
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1985 1986 1987
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
1988 1989 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA*
<AA5 FOREST GROVE FEDERAL AID URBAN RESERVE<«rt»^<*570<0000')<<00'>>0^^¥4^a^«4t««s««j(s^ft»«^^x»a4^5<^«»RHKR«»H< MISC
CONST 307,855 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 £ ' g 5 5
RESRV 0 223 ,2 i 4 52*753- 0 0 0 0 275,967
TOTAL 307,855 223.214 52,753 0 0 0 0 583,822
TOTAL CITY OF FOREST GROVE FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
CONST 307,855 0 0 0 0 0 0 307,855
RESRV 0 223,214 52,753 0 0 0 0 275,967
TOTAL 307,855 223/214 52i753 0 0 0 0 583,822
FiOCAL YEARS 19S6 To
EFFECTIVE October 1 ,
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
POST 198?
1985
METRO
METROPOLITAN SE
TRANSPORTATION I t
ervice DISTRICI
mPRoVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
FEDERAL AID
REGIONAL RESERVE
estimated expenditures BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED
«44A FINAL VOUCHERS)
PE
R/W
CONST
TOTAL
164.478
318;169
706,165
1,183,305
*4*7 BONFIELD HOV LA
CONST
TOTAL
441,490
441,490
1935
PROJECTS
0
0
0
0
1986
0
0
0
0
!£S - FAU TO FAUE(SF£ FA!
0
0
0
0
1987
0
0
0
0
3)s**«iUtfHa«8<C0<!
0
0
« W SUNSET TRANSIT SlL^Y-FAU TO F f t y E * « < * » i « U 2 « 1 2 saOOO'X
PE
TOTAL
111,083
111,083
0
0
«*449 BANFfFLD TRANSIT study - FAU
PE
TOTAL
187,719
18 / , 719
0
0
0
0
TO FAUE
0
0
1450 REGIONAL FAU AND FAU REPLACEMENT CONTINI
RE^RV
TOTAL
0
0
TOTAL METRO REGIONAL
PE
R/W
CONST
RFSRV
TOTAL
463,280
318,162
1,147,655
0
1,929,09/
10,769
10,769
667,748
667,743
0
0
ma <ft^  14n00000*^1"
0
0
GENCY*a«»****114«
0
0
RESERVE FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
0
0
0
10,769
10,769
0
0
0
667,7 AQ
667,748
0
0
0
0
0
URBAN SYSTEM
FEDERAL AID URBAN
198S
0
0
n
X>0« < 00000 ^ *<=<^^^»3^
0
t l
0
0
ww><*************
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
SYSTEM
1989
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
POST 1989
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
AUTHORIZED
164,478
318,162
706,165
1,188,805
441,490
441,490
111,083
111,083
187,719
187,719
678,517
678,517
463,280
318,162
I,147i655
678,517
2,607,614
FA*
0000000 00000
FINAL
FAP68
FAP27
FAP68
N/A
FISCAL YEARS I?B6 TO POST 19S?
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1, 1985
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IN FEDERAL DOLLARS
PORTLAND URBANIZED AREA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR
OBLIGATED 1935 1936 1987 1988 1939 POST 1989 AUTHORIZED FA#
TOTAL FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM
PE
R/W
CONST
CAP
OPRTG
RESRV
TOTAL
4/883,339 1 0 0 0 0 0 4,883,340
1,125,831 295,588 0 0 0 0 0 1,421,419
1'5,259,50? 173,441 887,539 0 0 0 0 16,320,489
257,950 0 0 0 0 0 0 257,950
898,292 0 135,021 0 0 0 0 1,033,313
0 233,983 1,611,854 0 0 0 0 1*845,837
22-424.921 703,013 2,634,414 0 0 0 0 25,762,348
STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
CONSIDERATION OF REVIEW OF ODOT SIX-YEAR PROGRAM
UPDATE PROCESS AND ACCEPTANCE OF PRELIMINARY
EXPRESSION OF REGIONAL PRIORITIES FOR FUNDING
Date: September 4, 1985 Presented by: Andrew Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
PROPOSED ACTION
1. Review and accept a proposed process and schedule for
regional input to the ODOT Six-Year Program Update.
2. Review and acknowledge ODOT will make a technical selection
of projects within the following categories: 1) Interstate
Completion, 2) Interstate-4R - Preservation, 3) Other State
Highway Preservation, 4) Safety, and 5) Bridge Replacement.
3. Review and accept preliminary regional priorities based
upon local jurisdiction expression of priorities for fund-
ing of new projects within the following categories:
1) Interstate-4R - Capacity Increases, 2) Other State
Highway Modernization, and 3) Non-State Highway Economic
Development Improvements.
The TIP Subcommittee and TPAC have reviewed this process and
recommend approval of the staff report.
BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
A. Proposed Process - Every two years, ODOT updates the
Six-Year Highway Improvement Program, adding an additional two
years of funding and projects to the program. In addition,
this update will include consideration of projects using $200
million provided by a recently adopted If6 state gas tax
increase. In general, ODOT's process for development and
adoption of the Six-Year Program is as follows:
May 1, 1985 Deadline for submission of candidate projects
by local jurisdictions.
Sept. 1985 OTC adoption of criteria for allocation of the
$200 million Modernization funds.
Nov. 1985 Release of Draft Program by ODOT staff to OTC.
March 1986 Release of Draft Program by OTC for public
comment.
April 1986 Public hearings.
June 1986 OTC Adoption.
Recommendation - Input from TPAC, JPACT and the Metro Council
is recommended as follows:
Sept. 1985 Accept "Preliminary" priorities based upon
local jurisdiction expression of priorities.
Nov. 1985 Accept "Preliminary" priorities based upon
application of criteria adopted by OTC.
March 1986 Adoption of "Final" priorities for presentation
to OTC public hearings.
In general, this process involves three steps to the region's
highest priority projects. However, depending upon the
criteria adopted by the Oregon Transportation Commission, it
may be necessary to substitute projects accepted in September
for the November submittal to better address the criteria. In
addition, it is important to maintain flexibility to address
changing conditions between September and March if necessary.
B. Technical Project Selection - A variety of projects
suggested to ODOT fall into categories that will involve a
technical decision on the part of ODOT staff as to which pro-
jects will be funded. The lists of these projects are included
as Attachments A and B primarily for informational purposes in
recognition of the fact that this technical selection will be
taking place. The categories are attached as follows:
Interstate Completion (Attachment A) : It is anticipated that
Congress will authorize sufficient funds within the time period
of this Six-Year Program to fully complete the currently
approved Interstate system. As such, all projects on the
Interstate Cost Estimate are recommended for inclusion in the
Six-Year Program.
Interstate-4R - Preservation (Attachment A ) : Within the
Interstate-4R funding category, ODOT will be considering a
variety of projects involving resurfacing, rehabilitation or
operational improvements to the Interstate system.
Other State Highway Preservation (Attachment A) : The OTC has
adopted a policy that 70 percent of its available funds will be
used for maintenance and preservation purposes. Within these
funds, ODOT will be considering a variety of resurfacing,
rehabilitation and operational improvements.
Safety and Bridge Replacement (Attachment B): In accordance
with federal policy, Safety and Bridge Replacement funds are
allocated to locations on the basis of rigorous technical
criteria dealing with the severity of the safety problem or the
deficiency of the bridge. These projects will be selected on
the basis of these critera.
Recommendation - Acknowledge ODOT will be selecting projects
from Attachments A and B based upon technical considerations.
C. "Preliminary" Priorities - Within the portion of funds
available for "modernization" of the highway system, it is
essential that the region provide input to ODOT regarding the
relative priority of projects in this region. The demand for
modernization projects is enormous and far exceeds the level of
funding that can reasonably be expected to be available at both
the regional and state level. Based upon the categories of
funding available, "preliminary" priorities consist of the
projects identified in Attachments C, D, and E plus a
reaffirmation of projects currently identified in the Six-Year
Plan. In addition, when the draft is released, it may be
necessary to comment on project schedules at a later date.
Interstate-4R - Capacity Increases (Attachment C): Within the
Interstate-4R funding category, ODOT will consider improvements
that involve capacity increases to the Interstate system,
including additional lanes and new or improved interchanges.
At this time, it is unclear what level of funding will be avail-
able since "Preservation" type projects will also be funded out
of the Interstate-4R category. Until more information is avail-
able on the overall level of funding, none of the projects at
this time are recommended to be eliminated from consideration.
Rather, a delineation of high/medium/low priority is included
for all the projects.
Other State Highway Capacity Increases (Attachment D): Funding
will be provided for this category from Federal-Aid Primary and
Secondary sources and the $200 million Modernization Program.
The preliminary regional priorities consist of $69 million of
projects for consideration by ODOT. These priorities are based
upon the expression of local priorities by the various
jurisdictions. The list of projects identified on Attachment E
represents a considerable reduction from the number of projects
originally submitted but likely will have to be prioritized
further.
One of the items initially submitted by Washington County as a
high priority for funding in the Six-Year Program was a Recon-
naissance Engineering Study of the proposed Western Bypass (1-5
to the Sunset Highway). The Southwest Corridor Study is cur-
rently addressing issues associated with travel patterns and is
evaluating alternative transportation systems (with and without
a bypass) to meet the projected travel demand. The study is
not, however, addressing questions related to engineering feasi-
bility and specific alignment alternatives. At this time, it
is not appropriate to include a Reconnaissance Study in the
Six-Year Program because this represents a project commitment
by ODOT. It would, however, be appropriate to address many of
the engineering feasibility questions as an expansion of the
Southwest Corridor Study so as to provide better cost informa-
tion for a potential bypass.
Non-State Highway Economic Development Improvements
(Attachment E): HB 2266 provided that a portion of the $200
million provided by the ljzf gas tax increase could be spent on
projects of state significance off the state highway system.
The specific criteria for selection of these projects has not
yet been adopted by the OTC. The preliminary regional priori-
ties for this category consist of $44.5 million of projects for
consideration by ODOT. A project description for each project
is also attached. Again, these priorities are based upon the
expression of local priorities and represent a considerable
reduction from the number of projects originally submitted.
RECOMMENDATION
Accept Attachments C, D and E as preliminary regional priorities
based upon the expression of local priorities by the local
jurisdictions.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
AC/gl
4146C/405-5
09/04/85
ATTACHMENT A
Projects Required to Complete the Interstate System
Based Upon the 1984 Interstate Cost Estimate
I-5/Marquam Ramps to McLoughlin Boulevard
I-84/122nd to 181st (six lanes)
I-84/181st to Sundial (considering four or six lanes)
1-205 Transitway
$ 21.0 million
17.0
44.3
28.0
$110.3 million
Interstate 4R Projects Required for Preservation of the System
1-84 Bridge @ Arata Road
I-5/Interstate Bridge Painting (NB/SB)
I-5/Interstate Bridge Cameras and Gates
I-5/Elliott School Viaduct
1-405 Overlay
I-405/Fremont Bridge Deck Restoration/Joint Repair
I-405/6th Avenue Off-Ramp
I-205/Willamette River Bridge Ice Detection
I-205/Foster to 1-5 South Overlay
Freeway System Variable Message Signs
Non-Interstate - State Highway System Preservation
Powell Boulevard/92nd to Ava - Overlay
Columbia Boulevard/Graham Road to Kibling - Rehab.
McLoughlin Boulevard/Union-Grand to Holgate - Repave
Upper Boones Ferry/Durham Road to Tualatin River - Recon
99W/Highway 217 to 1-5 - Overlay
T.V. Highway/21st to Murray - Overlay
Various Traffic Loop Repair
$ 1.3
9.5
.17
.5
7.2
8.7
.08
.14
11.4
4.0
million
$42.99 million
$1.
•
•
1.
•
2.
*
1 million
34
43
25
53
2
5
$6.35 million
4146C/405-4
09/04/85
ATTACHMENT B
Highway Bridge Replacement Funds
Multnomah County
N.W. 2nd Street Drainage Ditch
(near N.W. 107th Avenue) - Replace
N. Lombard Street @ UPRR - Replace
N. Lombard Street @ N. Terminal Road - Replace
N. Portland Road @ UPRR - Replace
St. Johns Bridge - Deck Restoration
St. Johns Bridge - Cable Replacement
99E @ Columbia Slough - Deck Restoration
99E @ Crystal Springs - Replace
99E @ Bybee - Replace
99E @ SPRR/Division - Replace
99W @ Arthur Street - Deck Restoration
Clackamas County
Washington Street @ Abernathy Creek
Park Place Bridge @ Clackamas River
Childs Road Bridge over Lake Oswego Canal
.43
1.275
.883
1.064
1.9
.28
.49
.09
1.16
8.0
.28
Washington County
Durham Road @ Fanno Creek (near 74th)
Hall Boulevard @ Ash Creek (near Locust)
Scholls Highway @ Fanno Creek (near Allen Boulevard)
Scholls Highway @ Summer Creek (W. of 135th)
Farmington @ Tualatin River
Highway Safety Funds
Multnomah County
S.W. Taylors Ferry @ Terwilliger
S.W. Boones Ferry @ Stephenson
S.E. 82nd @ Division
N. Lombard - N. Reno to N. Catlin
S.W. Shattuck @ Martha
S.E. Foster/162nd/Jenne
Washington County
Boones Ferry @ Sagert
Boones Ferry @ Alsea/Blake
Boones Ferry @ Avery
Scholls Highway @ Denney
T.V. Highway - 10th to Main (Hillsboro)
million
$15,852 million
$1.9 million
.73
.65
$3.28 million
$ .24 million
.08
.09
.1
1.53
$2.04 million
.055 million
.083
.023
.25
.096
1.285
$1
$
.792
.095
.085
. 1
.14
.98
million
million
$1.4 million
3. Clackamas County
Washington Street and Abernethy Road
(bridge work under HBR)
Linwood, Harmony and Railroad
362nd and U.S. 26 (intersection)
Hwy. 211 and Dubarko Road
SP Line and Singer Hill (rubber crossing)
King and Linwood
Glen Echo/PT/Abernethy
Thiessen and Topaz
Country Club Road, Boones Ferry to 10th
left turn lane
Intersection of Boones Ferry,
Country Club and Kerr
Laurel Street/Hwy. 43 intersection
Country Club and Iron Mountain intersection
Iron Mountain/Lakeview/Upper Drive intersection
$ .2 million
.25
.1
.06
.04
.1
.05
.05
.4
.2
.1
.2
.075
$1,825 million
4146C/405-4
09/04/85
ATTACHMENT C
Preliminary Regional Pr ior i t i es for Capacity
Improvements to the Inters ta te System - FAI-4R Funded
1. Multnomah County
I-5/I-84 to Greeley
I-205/Airport Way
WB to SB Ramp
SB Auxiliary Lane
EB to SB Ramp
I-5/Capitol Highway Interchange
I-5/Terwilliger Curves
I-84/223rd Interchange
Clackamas County
I-205/Sunnyside Interchange
Phase 1 - Off-Ramps
Phase 2 - Reconstruct
1-205 Bikepath - Sunnyside to Main
I-5/I-205 Auxiliary Lanes
I-5/Kruse Way Interchange
(including Bangy Road)
I-5/Boeckman Interchange
I-5/Wilsonville Interchange
Washington County
I-5/Stafford Interchange
I-5/Highway 217 Interchange
1-5 Auxiliary Lanes N. of 1-205
$20.0 million
7.0
.7
.5
4.5
12.45
13.0
$58.15 million
$ .5
7.4
.65
1.5
7.0
6.0
4.0
million
$27.05 million
$4.5-10.8 million
6.0
5.3
$15.8-22.1 million
AC/gl
4146C/236-4
08/22/85
ATTACHMENT D
Preliminary Regional Priorities on the State Highway System
Based Upon Expression of Local Priorities
Multnomah County
Marine Drive Railroad Overpass
N.E. Portland Highway - @ 60th
- 82nd to 1-205
Sunset Highway - Zoo On-Ramp
257th Extension to 1-84
Sandy Boulevard - 181st to 238th
Clackamas County
State Street - Lake Oswego
Highway 224/212 Reconnaissance Survey
Leading to Completion of a Draft EIS
Initial Construction Funding Toward 224/212
Improvement Program
Highway 213 - Spangler Hill
Washington County*
Sunset @ Jackson (overpass)
Cornelius Pass
185th
Cornell
Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway - Laurelwood-Lombard
Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway @ Scholls/Oleson
T.V. Highway @ Cedar Hills
Scholls Ferry - Murray - 217
Beaverton-Tualatin Highway - Nyberg-Avery
Highway 217 @ Greenburg
99W @ Greenburg
Farmington - 185th to Murray
Highway 217 Ramp Metering
T.V. Highway Recon.
217 (§ 99W
217 - Beaverton-Hillsdale to Allen -
Auxiliary Lanes
GRAND TOTAL
$ 7.0 million
2.2
1.9
3.0
1.7
5.1
$20.9
$ .75
0.5
5.0
2.3
$8.55
$ 2.0
9.6
5.0
5.3
0.1
0.7
0.4
3.8
1.0
0.2
0.4
4.6
0.4
0.3
4.6
1.1
million
million
million
million
$39.5 million
$68.95 million
*In addition, Washington County requests that ODOT provide funds and
staff support to increase the scope of the Southwest Corridor Study to
include reconnaissance engineering of the Western Bypass; this does not
represent a project commitment by ODOT.
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ATTACHMENT E
Preliminary Regional Priorities for
Economic Development Projects
Based Upon Expression of Local Priorities
Multnomah County
Marine Drive - Portland Boulevard to Slough
S.E. 9th/Division/Railroad Crossing
N.E. 181st/Airport Way
Unit 1
Unit 2
South Shore Arterials
Station "L" Access
Harbor Drive
Merritt-Fazio
S.W. Sherman - Front to 1-5 Ramp
223rd - Halsey to Stark
Glisan - 203rd to 223rd
Palmquist - U.S. 26 to 242nd
Clackamas County
37th Avenue
Beavercreek/Warner-Milne
Boeckman Road
Johnson Creek Boulevard Extension
Mather/122nd
Gladstone Bridge to 1-205
$ 2.3 million
.15
.62
3.88
2.26
.95
3.06
1.4
.23
2.13
1.8
1.29
$20.07 million
$
3
1
.68 million
. 4
. 4 5
. 8 5
. 7
. 3
$7.38 million
Washington County
Cornelius Pass Road (Rock Creek to Cornell)
Shute Road
Tualatin-Sherwood Road/Edy
Baseline Road
TOTAL
$ 1.7 million
1.75
8.6
5.0
$17.05 million
$44.5 million
See attached project descriptions for details.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
MULTNOMAH COUNTY
NORTH MARINE DRIVE (TERMINAL 6 ROAD TO NORTH PORTLAND ROAD)
This 12,000- to 16,000-foot section of North Marine Drive within
Rivergate serves Marine Terminals 4, 5, and 6, as well as South and
North Rivergate, connecting the area with 1-5 via Swift Highway, which
is a state road. The length of the section depends on the alternative
selected for the Marine Drive project east of Rivergate. The northern
32 feet of the road have been built by the Port, with a curb and
streetlights on the north side. Utilities are in, including a storm
sewer. Cross-sections of the finished street are shown on the
attached sheet. Estimated cost to complete the street is $2.3 million.
Rivergate is an integral part of the Columbia Corridor, which is zoned
industrial, has all utilities built, and has excellent rail service
with close connection to a mainline track.
The Rivergate area, including the marine terminals, has about 2,900
employees. In 1984, from Terminal 4 and Terminal 6, 306,000 Japanese
vehicles were processed and distributed to 27 states. With the car
import quota lifted, this number of vehicles is projected to increase
to 500,000 per year. Terminal 6 is Oregonfs busiest marine terminal,
with 35 vessels calling per month, and is its largest container
terminal, with 1.3 million tons of cargo in 1984. Annually, more than
$420 million of cargo are exported to Pacific Rim countries,
80 percent of which originate within the Northwest, with more than
$42 million returned to the local economy from annual operations. A
$35 million expansion of Terminal 6, from three berths and one auto
dock to six or eight berths and two auto docks, is planned.
Presently, there are 800 truck trips/day in and out of Terminal 6 when
ships call.
Burlington Northern Railroad recently purchased 70 acres near
Terminal 6, on which further auto processing and distribution are
planned. The Rivergate industrial area has averaged 50 acres sold or
leased per year over the past eight years, with 350 vacant, filled
acres remaining; additional acreage can be created by filling. The
Free Trade Zone is also located by Terminal 6, which is used by NIKE,
Floating Point, and General Foods. A bridge crossing the slough was
opened in 1984, which connects South Rivergate and Terminals 4 and 5
to Marine Drive as an alternate route from Columbia Boulevard.
Terminal 5 is a grain and coal terminal. The $35 million coal
terminal is emerging from litigation and is expected to be sold and
begin operation in the near future.
From all these activities, the Port projects a traffic increase by
1995 of 11,000 vehicles per day. The existing traffic is 5,100
vehicles per day.
The Port will be concentrating its capital expenditures on terminal
construction and purchase of major marine terminal equipment for the
container terminal expansion. The Port feels that the road expansion
is an excellent economic development project, to be funded with State
funds which will augment the capital funds being put into this marine
terminal by the Port and private business.

Railroad Crossing along SE Ninth Avenue and Division Place
0
 Proposal: The Improvements include active warning signals and automatic
gates at Ninth and Division Place operated by a single controller. Street
improvements to reduce the accident potential and to eliminate the need for
a traffic signal include converting Ninth Avenue to a one-way street
southbound between Division and Division Place, and converting Division
Place to one-way flow eastbound between Ninth and Division. A dedicated
lane would be provided on Division for traffic entering Ninth and for
traffic entering Division from Division Place. New curbs, signing,
striping, and the installation of the control devices are the major work
items.
o Jurisdiction: City of Portland
0
 Estimated Cost: $150,000 Total City Share
o Economic Development Impact: The Ninth Avenue crossing is a necessary
improvement, because without the street and intersection improvements,
access to several local businesses would be lost and they would move out of
the area. A secondary need is the additional access across the main line of
the Southern Pacific railroad to connect to streets with vacant sites for
development including the 30 acre, Portland General Electric, Station L
property. There are no other funding sources available from the State to
improve this rail crossing. Because of the lack of funds the PUC has
ordered the crossing to be closed. The City has requested a public hearing
to contest the decision, and is seeking alternative funding sources.
o Commitment by Private Industry: Northwest Natural Gas has proposed
renovation of the Service Center at Ninth and Division Place including
removal of the gas storage towers to create additional space for development
of a regional service center and warehouse space. Portland General Electric
has also proposed a longer range development proposal at the Station L site
on the Willamette River. Division Place would serve as an eastbound exit
for auto traffic with destinations to the east from the proposed light
industrial office center. PGE has estimated that the development of that
site could develop 5 to 6,000 additional jobs.
o Support from Other State Agencies: The Public Utility Commissioner's staff
is proposing to fund the remaining 125,000 cost of the improvements for
signals and automatic gates at Ninth and Division Place. The PUC and the
Highway Safety Account will also be funding an adjacent crossing at SE 8th
and Division at an estimated cost of $225,000 dollars to improve circulation
for the entire industrial area and to promote additional development.
o Financial Support: The PUC would fund the remaining 125,000 dollar cost of
the Ninth and Division improvements from the Grade Crossing Protection
Account.
o Strong Local Support: The Central Eastside Industrial Council representing
area businesses and industries. Strong support has been voiced by PGE,
Northwest Natural Gas, Lone Star Concrete, Darigold, Irwin Hodson,
Concentrates Inc. and other area businesses.

Extension of NE 181st Between Sandy and the 1-84 Interchange - I/A /'A '
o Proposal: The proposed project extends NE 181st 1,500 feet from Sandy to
the proposed improved interchange with 1-84. The project would consist of 4
travel lanes, a median two-way turn lane, 5-foot bike paths, and 6-foot
sidewalks with landscaped planting strips. Approximately 92 feet of
right-of-way is required excluding slope easements. Access points would be
provided at intervals of 300 feet.
0
 Jurisdiction: City of Portland,
o Estimated Cost: $620,000 Total.
o Economic Development Impact: This project would connect current
improvements programmed for 1-84 with plans to extend Airport Way to N.E.
181st and Sandy Blvd. The project would provide a direct network link
between the Columbia South Shore and both 1-84 and 1-205, thereby increasing
accessibility of the area to assist in industrial growth of the area.
The Columbia South Shore demonstrates considerable potential for a variety
of industrial and support uses (i.e. light, medium and heavy industrial,
warehousing and planned industrial development). Between 1,300 and 1,900
acres of land will ultimately. Recent economic studies have rated the area
as the most likely to see significant additional development prior to 1995.
o Commitment from Private Industry: As many as 21,000 net new jobs could
result to the region through development of the Columbia South Shore area.
The area immediately adjacent to this project includes zoned industrial
acreage in excess of 100 acre single parcel size. Due to the fact that
large parcels exist in the area, a unique potential exists for a long-term,
higher quality development.
o Support from Other Agencies: Portland Development Commission is assisting
in the development and marketing of these sites.
ODOT's ramp improvements to NE 181st Avenue have been programmed for 1988 as
a part of the upgrading plans for 1-84. Currently, plans for this
intersection provide for relocation of the Union Pacific tracks, north of
1-84, and reconstruction of the westbound 1-84 access ramps plus the
addition of a new 1-84 to NE 181st Avenue off-bound ramp. Both of these
improvements will increase the accessibility of traffic to and from the
interstate system and the Columbia South Shore area.
o Financial Support: Airport Way is proposed for construction using FAIX
funds with 15 percent in local match provided by Portland. The money
programmed for Airport Way did not include funding for the extension of NE
181st. If Economic Development funds are allocated to this project the
city's commitment to use FAIX funds on Airport Way would continue to apply.
o Strong Local Support: Area businessmen have formed an Association on
Airport Way to respond to public service improvements and development
opportunities. The Association strongly supports the project.

Project Description - This proposal is an extension of the current FAI-I-84-
project from end of the intersection of I-84/NE 181st Avenue north approximately
4,000 feet. While this project is currently a part of the Airport Way FAIX
study, it can also be considered an extension of the 1-84 project in that it
provides direct access for major regional developments proposed for the Columbia
South Shore area.
The typical section planned for the area includes 4-12' travel lanes, a 14*
central turn lane, a 51 bikeway and 61 sidewalk on both sides of the travel
way. The 84' roadway is currently planned to be buffered by a continuous 4'
planted area outside the pedestrian areas. Total proposed cross section is 92',
with a reduced section on structure section.
This section includes a grade separation of the Union Pacific Railroad Company
Trenton Branch line which services the entire Columbia South Shore area.
Currently there are more than 10-15 train moments/day on the line; the
anticipated 2005 AADT for this portion of Airport Way is 19200. Within the
section, the alignment of Airport Wav is planned to continue on a structure over
the Columbia Slough, The total structure
length is 450'.
Economic Development - The Columbia Corridor land absorption potential for the
period 1985 to 2005 can be expressed in a range of about 480 to 1070 acres of
industrial land. The low range is based on assumptions of slowly progressing
basin improvements, the high range, and much more aggressive and integrated
improvement and promotion program. Ultimately, between 1,300 and 1,900 acres of
land might be available for industrial development in this area. An excess of
21,000 (net additions) to the work force are projected for the area by 2005.
Technical Description - The project completes the gap that exists between the
pending Interstate funded improvements to 1-84, including ramp improvements at
N.E. 181st Avenue, and the Cities of Gresham and Portland's FAIX Airport Way
Project. The five-lane section is warranted given projected traffic demands
within the Columbia South Shore.
Economic Justification - Airport Way is funded through FAIX • The project has
been designed to be compatible with Federal, State and City standards and has
exceeded the original projected cost.
PR03ECT DESCRIPTION

Columbia South Shore Area/Arterials Improvement Projects
o Proposal: Sandy Blvd. (N.E. 122nd to N.E. 181st) is a two to three lane State
Highway which connects the existing north-south street system with access points
to 1-84. Widening the roadway to a four (4) to five (5) lane urban arterial would
improve internal circulation in the South Shore area and improve access between
Gresham and Portland. The project would require approximately 3.9 miles of
improvements, adequate R.O.W. exits to the south of the present roadway.
In addition to improvements (widening) to Sandy Blvd., this proposal includes
widening of the north-south roads servicing the Columbia South Shore area.
Arterial improvements would be made to N.E. 138th (Slough crossing), and 148th and
158th Avenues between Airport Way and Sandy Blvd. These two lane County roads
would be improved to a standard three-lane roadway with provision for sidewalks
and bike paths as warranted.
Approximately 16,000 feet of Sandy Blvd. would be widened from a two-lane arterial
to a full five-lane typical section. Pedestrian paths would be provided along
both sides of the arterial with bus pull outs at major north-south streets.
Approximately 1,500 feet of N.E. 122nd Avenue (Airport Way - Whitaker Way) would
be widened and curbs and sidewalks added to those existing north and south of this
location. N.E. 138th Avenue would require the addition of sidewalks along its
length (1,900 ft.) and a structure to replace the wooden bridge over the Columbia
Slough. Full improvements would be required along N.E. 148th and 158th from
Airport Way to Sandy Blvd.
0
 Jurisdiction: City of Portland
0
 Estimated Cost: $2,060,000 Total
o Economic Development Impact: The newly annexed Columbia South Shore will
constitute a major employment center for the City into the 21st Century.
Improvements to the existing north-south street system, and the supporting
east-west connector will aid in realizing the full potential of the area.
The Columbia Corridor land absorption potential for the period 1985 to 2005 can be
expressed in a range of about 480 to 1070 acres of industrial land. An excess of
21,000 (net additions) to the work force are projected for the area by 2005.
o Commitment by Private Industry: The announcement of the $150 million dollar
Portland International Center is the largest proposal. Other development projects
proposed or committed include the 15 million dollar Beta West facility now under
construction, expansion of the Pac Trust Pacific Business Park, a 64 acre site by
Western International Properties and the MK, 1-205 Industrial park proposal.
o Support from Other Agencies: The Portland Development Commission has prepared a
feasibility report for the area on an Urban Renewal District which would act as a
source for local match funds.
o Financial Support: The proposed Urban Renewal District would provide a financial
support base for improvements in the area. A local improvement district has been
proposed as an alternative to the renewal district.
o Strong Local Support: The Columbia Landowners Association and local businesses
have expressed strong support for the project. The City has made a major
investment of its FAIX resources to the area.
COLUMBIA SOUTH SHORE AREA/IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
New Access Streets to the P6E Station I Property
o Proposal: Station "L" is a 30 acre parcel of property on the east side of
the Willamette River, south of the Hawthorne Bridge, owned by Portland
General Electric. It is being developed by P6E as an employment center.
Phase One requires 4 travel lanes on Water Avenue with a bike path and
sidewalks. Traffic ADT would increase from the existing 250 ADT to 8,550
ADT by 1989. The roadway would extend Water Avenue from Clay Street into
the site. Phase two of the project is the construction of a new street and
intersection at the southeast corner of the property. The street would be a
4 lane roadway with bicycle paths and sidewalks; the 1989 estimated traffic
would be 2,850 ADT.
0
 Jurisdiction: City of Portland,
o Estimated Cost: $996,380 Total.
o Economic Development Impact: Nearby neighborhoods would be the benefactors
of an enhanced river front, complete with greenway and public access to the
Willamette River. The City of Portland would see the impact of between
5,000 and 6,000 permanent jobs when development is complete on this
central-city site. The Central Eastside Industrial community would see a
vacant property put to high-intensity use, encouraging commerce in the
district.
o Commitment by Private Industry: Portland General Electric has been
exploring opportunities with several development proposals with private
industry.
o Support by Other Agencies: Portland Development Commission is supportive.
o Financial Support: This project is an extension of the improvements on
Water Avenue as a part of the East Marquam Local Streets Project. PGE is
expected to participate in the cost of the street improvements within and
outside the street.
o Strong Local Support: The Portland Development Commission and the Central
Eastside Industrial Council have strongly supported the proposed
development.

South Waterfront Street Connections to the 1-5 Ramp
t Or.)
o Proposal: Poor freeway access to 1-5 and the arterial streets; Front Avenue
and Macadam. The existing freeway ramp places high speed traffic at the
entrance to the development conflicting with the access to the site.
Because of the high speeds transit stops and pedestrian crossings are unsafe
and difficult to design. This project would shorten and realign the 1-5 off
ramps, add a traffic signaj, and provide access roads into the South
Waterfront site. The access roads would link to the south with Macadam
Avenue and to the north and west with Harbor Drive/Front Avenue.
0
 Jurisdiction: City of Portland
o Estimated Cost: $3,064,600 Total (460,000 Local Match, 2,204,600 State)
o Economic Development Impact: South Waterfront is a redevelopment site in
lower Downtown just north of the Marquam Bridge. This area has 16.4 acres
of commercial office space with construction underway on Phase I, and an
interest has been expressed to construct the second phase by Cornerstone
Development. The site would accommodate 750,000 gross square feet of
offices. Employment levels with full development are 3000 employees.
o Support from Other Agencies: Assistance with reconstruction of the exit
ramp from 1-5 to Harbor Drive is expected from ODOT. This is a top priority
for Portland Development Commission.
o Financial Support: City of Portland, Portland Development Commission would
provide a 15 percent local match.
o Strong Local Support: The Portland City Council has approved the Master
Plan design requiring the modifications to Harbor Drive and the extension of
local streets. Local streets provided by developer.

Merritt Fazio Project (NE 13th and Gertz Rd.)
o Proposal: The "long cutoff road" proposed for development would begin at
intersection of NW Vancouver Way and Gertz Rd. and proceed approximately 800
feet to the east in the existing NE Gertz Rd. right-of-way. The cut-off
road would then veer to the southeast and run diagonally across the Fazio
property (see map) about 2,200 feet before curving south to connect with the
existing NE 13th Ave. right-of-way. The cut-off road would be constructed
as a 40-foot wide asphalt concrete paved roadway with curbs in a 60-foot
right-of-way. Two fourteen foot vehicle lanes and two six-foot bicycle
lanes would comprise the curb-to-curb distance.
Gertz Rd. would be reconstructed approximately 1700 feet west of 13th Avenue
to form a T-shaped intersection with the long cut-off road. Gertz Rd. would
be improved to a 40-foot wide asphalt concrete paved roadway with curbs for
a distance of 200 feet and then tapered to match existing pavement. The
selected intersection design option would allow only local truck access to
Gertz Rd.
o Jurisdiction: City of Portland
o Estimated Cost: $1,200,000 Total. (200,000 Local Match, 1,000,000 by
State).
o Economic Development Benefit: The project will provide industrial roadway
access for 160 acres of industrially zoned land. The site, which is located
between the Portland International Airport and 1-5.
Fifty acres will be immediately developed by the Merritt Corporation for
distribution/warehousing. This development will generate approximately 350
employees by 1986.
The larger of the two tracts, served by the roadway, is 110 acres and a
prime industrial development opportunity. There are few sites of 50 acres
or greater in the Portland area, especially in single ownership with no
development constraints. Therefore, this site is a logical one for short
term development in the next 2 - 5 years. This tract would be expected to
generate 770 jobs if fully developed.
o Commitment to Private Industry: The project was a result of a zone change
application by the Merritts, and the Fazios to industrial. The Merritts
have already committed to pay $200,000 in local match, and the Fazios are
donating the right-of-way. The Merritts have committed to a 50 acre
warehouse-distribution development at the site.
o Support by Other Agencies: The Portland Development Commission has assisted
the applicants/owners in the development and marketing of the site.
o Financial Support: The City of Portland has developed the Environmental
Assessment, and it is being reviewed by ODOT. The property owners have
agreed to donate the right of way, and to provide the local match payment.
o Strong Local Support: The adjoining neighborhood and businesses have
supported the project, and the development of the site. The neighborhood
benefits from the project by being buffered from the commercial truck
traffic.
ALTERNATIVES ALIGNMENTS
Extension of SW Sherman from Front Avenue to the I-5/Kelly Street Ramp
A site between the South Auditorium urban renewal area in Downtown and the
South Downtown Waterfront Project is available for redevelopment. The site
contains 20 acres, but is limited by poor access. There are no direct
connections to downtown, and access from three sides of the site are very
limited. Redevelopment of the site would be feasible up to a density of 3,000
new employees, in service and office fields
The project would extend SW Sherman west to Front Avenue. The roadway would
consist of two travel lanes in each direction, without bicycle paths.
However, the roadway would have curbs and sidewalks. The new intersection at
Sherman and Front Avenue would require signalization. The project is
estimated to cost 231,000 dollars. Little or no right of way is involved.
This roadway and intersection project requires the closure and modification of
the Kelly Street exit ramp from 1-5, and would follow the proposed project to
construct a new freeway ramp and access roads from Kelly Street.
There is a need for this redevelopment project to complete the urban renewal
of this area adjacent to 1-405 and the South Auditorium renewal project. This
is the last area in the Downtown that remains undeveloped and under utilized
because of poor access.
223RD AVENUE (Halsey - Stark)
Problem/Proposed Solution
223rd is designated an arterial in Multnomah County's functional classification
plan. The street is primarily a three lane facility from Halsey to Stark (3 travel
lanes; one is considered "a climbing" lane). Properties to the west of 223rd are
designated industrial. The development of these properties is anticipated over
the next three years. The current roadway configuration and intersections will
not adequately accommodate the anticipated growth.
The proposed project will upgrade 223rd Avenue from Stark to Halsey to four
lanes with a continuous left turn lane. The new configuration will match the existing
roadway south of Stark Street.
Jurisdiction
A Multnomah County maintained road within the Cities of Fairview, Gresham and
Wood Village.
Estimated Cost
$2,130,000 (A percentage to be paid by abutting property owners).
Economic Development Benefits
This street provides north/south access to the majority of industrial zoned
land in East Multnomah County. The industrial parcels abutting the roadway represent
some 300+ acres of vacant land. The Heritage Corporation, BenjFran and Tektronix
are the major landowners to the west. Multnomah Kennel Club and McGill represent
the major landowners to the east. The 223rd improvement will directly benefit these
industrial properties and indirectly benefit the Fujitsu Microelectronics development
on Glisan between (203rd and 223rd). The improvement will facilitate trips from
downtown Gresham to industrial areas north and to the State highway system.
Commitment by Private Industry
BenjFran Development has recently indicated a commitment to participate in
the 223rd project as part of their retail development. Heritage Corporation has
submitted a letter of intent to participate in funding 50% of their front footage
of the project.
Multnomah County Kennel Club has also indicated strong support for the project,
with an intent to participate.
Local Government Support
The East Multnomah County Transportation Committee endorsed this project as
one of three top priority projects for the area.
Multnomah County will provide design engineering and construction inspection
for the project. The County will coordinate the funding.

GLISAN (203rd - 223rd)
Problem/Proposed Solution
Glisan Street is designated a major arterial in the County's functional classifi-
cation plan. The street is a two lane facility from 203rd east. The scheduled
development by the microelectronics firm, Fujitsu, in 1986 will bring 500+ new jobs
into the area. The existing facility will not support the volumes and turning move-
ments associated with anticipated development.
The proposed project will upgrade Glisan Street between 203rd-223rd to four
lanes with a continuous turn lane, bike lanes and sidewalks. Consideration for
signals will be given to each intersection.
Jurisdiction
A Multnomah County maintained road within the Cities of Fairview and Gresham.
Estimated Cost:
$1,785,000 (A percentage to be paid by abutting property owners)
Economic Development Benefits
This street bisects three of the largest singly owned parcels of industrial
land in East Multnomah County. Fujitsu Microelectronics on the south side of the
project will begin construction of their facility in 1986, providing 500+ new jobs
the first year. The parcels to the north of the project are owned by Riedel Inter-
national and Tektronix. Development of these 206 acres of industrial land is antici-
pated in two years. On the three sites 500 new jobs are scheduled for 1986, and
over 5000 jobs are projected in the next 5 years.
Commitment by Private Industry
Fujitsu Microelectronics has committed to funding 50% of the total project
costs for their front footage.
Riedel and Tektronix will be asked to participate at the same rate when their
development occurs.
Local Government Support
The East Multnomah County Transportation Committee, made up of elected officials
from the County and East County cities, has identified the Glisan Street project
as the top priority for the area.
Multnomah County will provide design engineering and construction inspection
for the project. The County will also participate in coordinating the funding for
the project.

PALMQUIST ROAD (242nd to US 26)
Problem/Proposed Solution
Palmquist Road is designated as a collector on Multnomah County's functional
classification plan. The street is currently a two lane facility. The anticipated
industrial growth on the adjacent 140 acre site will require upgrading the roadway.
The proposed project will upgrade Palmquist Road to a four lane facility with
sidewalks and an intersection improvement at Palmquist and 242nd.
Jurisdiction
A Multnomah County maintained road within the City of Gresham.
Estimated Cost
$1,290,000 (a percentage to be paid by abutting property owners).
Economic Development Benefits
This project will facilitate development of the 140 acre industrial park abutting
the roadway south. The park is located between 242nd, a major arterial on the west
and US 26 a principal arterial on the east. The improvement of Palmquist will provide
an important function as a collector to those major trafficways. The industrial
park is projected to handle 2800+ new jobs.
Commitment by Private Industry
Graden Technology has submitted a tentative proposal for development in the
industrial park to the City of Gresham. A schedule for development has not been
established. Participation in the upgrade to Palmquist as well as 242nd Avenue
from the developers will be required.
Local Government Support
This project was the third of the top three prioritized projects identified
by the East Multnomah County Transportation Committee.
Multnomah County will provide design engineering and construction management
of the project.
The County will coordinate the funding of the project.
The City of Gresham has received a petition to extend a major trunk sewer line
to this property.

181ST (Airport Way to Sandy Blvd.)
Problem/Proposed Solution
The current limits of the Airport Way project and the 181st Interchange
improvement leaves a gap of approximately 1500 feet of unimproved roadway
on 181st Avenue. The Airport Way project is designed to provide the east/west
access for the Columbia South Shore industrial lands as well as direct
access to 1-84.
181st Avenue in the vicinity of Airport Way to Sandy Blvd. is a two
lane facility. The proposed project will upgrade 181st Avenue to a four
lane facility to match the projects on either end.
Jurisdiction
A Multnomah County road within the City of Gresham.
Economic Development Benefit
This project will provide a continuous improved roadway from Airport
Way Extension to the 181st Interchange. This will provide smooth traffic
flow for the Columbia South Shore industrial area to the Interstate.
Local Government Support
The City of Portland is providing an improvement to the north while
the Oregon Department of Transportation is making a major investment to
the south at the 181st Interchange. This project should be included as
part of the other improvements.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
CLACKAMAS COUNTY
- 1 -
37th AVENUE MILWAUKIE
Proposal: Totally reconstruct 37th Avenue to provide a 3
lane 4 8 foot wide facility with curbs, storm sewer, sidewalks and
bike path approximately 2,100 feet in length. It also appears
necessary to widen the existing on-grade railroad crossing and
install a signal at the intersection of International Way and
37th Avenue.
Jurisdiction: City of Milwaukie
Estimated Cost: $800,000 total ($120,000, local; $680,000, State)
Economic Development Benefits: This project will allow more
intensive utilization of 50 acres of industrial lands centrally
located in the "east urban area" of Clackamas County.
Development of this area would be most efficient in terms of
utilization of existing roads, sewers, utilities, and convenient
to the labor force. It is estimated that as many as 162 0 new
jobs are potentially available in the immediate vicinity if
access is improved.
Commitment by private industry:
Interest has been expressed in 20 to 30 acres of a 70 acre
vacant tract adjacent to 37th Avenue.
OECO is presently involved in the construction of a new
facility that will employ 650 workers now and 1,000 within
four years.
Lincoln Properties is considering 150,000 square feet of
office space.
Support from other state agencies can be expected from the State
Economic Development Division.
Financial support is available in the form of a 15% local match
provided by the City of Milwaukie or an LID.
Strong local support has been epressed by OECO, Southern Pacific
and other major employers that would benefit from the proposed
improvements. The property to be served by improvements to 37th
Avenue is zoned Light Manufacturing. The need to improve
transportation facilities in the Milwaukie Expressway corridor
specifically is evidenced by the formation of a Special Issues
Task Force composed of major employers in the Clackamas/Milwaukie
industrial area. They are committed to seek major improvements
in transportation.

BEAVERCREEK ROAD/WARNER MILNE ROAD
Proposal: There are actually three phases which include:
1) Realignment and extension of Beavercreek Road through the
County's Red Soils complex; (this project is funded).
2) Improve Beavercreek Road from Oregon City Bypass to Highway
213; (not funded).
3) Improve Warner Milne Road and realign and signalize the Linn
Ave./Warner Milne Road intersection. (not funded).
While the proposal vary all would involve the provision of a
roadway of 3 to 5 lanes and would include curbs, sidewalk, storm
sewer, and bike paths. Additional traffic controls would also be
considered. The primary reason for consideration of proposed
improvements is to improve access to the Oregon City Bypass from
existing development and 77 acres of industrial land owned by
Clackamas County. Depending upon the option selected, most of
the required R/W is available or is acguireable as in the Red
Soils phase.
Jurisdiction: Includes City of Oregon City and Clackamas County.
Estimated Cost: $4,000,000 Total ($600,000, local; $3,400,000
State)
Economic Development Benefits: In addition to relieving
congestion in the heart of Oregon City's main commercial area,
created by trough traffic this project will provide a critical
access to open up the 77 acre MRed Soils Industrial Park" that is
for sale. This is a joint effort by Clackamas County and the
City of Oregon City to diversify the employment base of the
Oregon City area. It will add from 1,000 to 1,500 new high tech
jobs directly to the local economy.
Commitment by private industry to support improved access to the
Oregon City Bypass, Highway 213 and Warner Milne Road is well
documented and includes commercial establishments in the vicinity
of Beavercreek Road and Highway 212. These include South Ridge
Development, and Danielson's Thriftway. Also, the County is
negotiating with a private company for the Red Soils (77 acre)
Industrial Area.
Support from other state agencies: Upgrading and extension of
Beavercreek Road will improve operation and access to/from the
Oregon City Bypass. The County will seek both ODOT and State
Economic Development Division support.
Financial participation has thus far taken the form of
Environmental Assessment work to evaluate the options. This work
is financed in part by state funds and includes local match. The
County would be willing to provide 15% of the project cost.
Strong local support is evidenced by the selection of this
project as a high priority project by the City/County
Transportation Committee. Additionally, numerous meetings have
been held with businesses in the vicinity.
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BOECKMAN ROAD
Proposal: Widen the existing portion of Boeckman inside the
City of Wilsonville by 8 feet on each side (1200 feet long).
Construct a new road as an extension of Boeckman 12 00 feet long.
The new road and improved road will be a three lane facility
constructed within a 60 foot R/W from 1-5 to 110th Street/Tooze
Road. Curb to curb width will be 48 feet. Other improvements
will include bike path's next to curb, storm sewer and sidewalk.
There may be a need for additional easements for utilities. Most
of R/W has been acquired or agreements have been made to provide
rights of way in the future as needed. Structures will be
setback far enough (3 0 feet) to accomplish improvements.
Jurisdiction: Jointly maintained by Clackamas County
(incorporated portion) and City of Wilsonville (City portion).
Estimated Cost: $600,000 Total ($150,000, local; $450,000, State)
Economic Development Benefits: It is estimated that at "build
out" an additional 1,500 to 2,000 new jobs would be created
according to the amount of acres of industrial land available and
more accessible as a result of this proposal.
Commitment by private industry is evident in this growing
industrial area that is dependent on efficient access to 1-5.
The immediate area includes a 4 00 acre area recently annexed into
the City that has already experienced growth:
West Bank Steel Tanks - 2 acres - 10 jobs
Mountomah Truck Leasing - 5 acres - 100 jobs
Leaseway Transportation - 3 acres - 25 jobs
Nike has successfully sought an annexation and zone change
creating 200 acres of additional industrial land and has
received design review approval for new facilities. 350 jobs
Data processing, Inc. - 2 acres - 10 jobs
All of these businesses are dependent upon improvements to
Boeckman Road access to 1-5 as well as new businesses considering
Wilsonville.
Support from other state agencies has been demonstrated with the
approval of the recent annexations by the Portland Metropolitan
Boundary Commission in recognition of the need for expansion and
the ability of the City to provide required services.
Financial support by both private and public sectors has occurred
in the form of LID's, the setting aside of R/W needed for
Boeckman Road by private owners and commitment of local govern-
ment to support 25% of project cost through system development
fees. Additionally long standing storm water and drainage prob-
lems in the area will be solved through improvements to Seally
ditch financed by a system development fund.
Strong local support has been exhibited by the ability of the
City to consider annexation and extension of City services and in
the City's ability to be creative in financing needed
improvements.
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JOHNSON CREEK BOULEVARD EXTENSION (82nd AVENUE TO LESTER INTERCHANGE)
Proposal: Construct a 5 lane facility between the Lester
interchange improvement to 82nd Avenue. Construction would ocur
within an 82 foot right of way and would include curbs, storm
sewer, sidewalks and bike path. The traffic signal at 92nd and
Johnson Creek Boulevard would have to be modified. The time
frame for construction would follow that of the Lester
Interchange.
Jurisdiction: Clackamas County
Estimated Cost: $1,000,000 Total ($150,000, local; $850,000
State)
Economic Development Impacts: The Johnson Creek Industrial Area,
although mostly already developed, is, and will continue to be an
important employment center for Clackamas County. The employment
intensity of the area has been limited, however, by the area's
poor transportation connectivity. The 82nd Avenue commercial
area has been blighted by many factors, including poor access to
a major market area. This project will serve to improve the
ability of both these areas to provide jobs and services to
north-central Clackamas County. It is estimated that 44 0 new
jobs could be created with full development and improved access.
There are currently 44 acres of vacant industrial land in the
Johnson Creek area with 10 ownerships totally vacant and another
13 partially vacant.
Commitment by private industry: The new Lester interchange
and extension of Johnson Creek Boulevard has already resulted in
an application or the conversion of the 82nd Drive-In Theatre to
commercial. Althouth no specific new development proposals exist
that are dependent upon this project, there are 49 acres of
vacant buildable industrial land that would have direct access to
1-2 05. There are also 167 gross acres of developed land with
businesses desirous of improved access that may consider
relocating due to poor access. This is a priority of the Special
Issues Task Force because it affects all existing businesses
wishing to expand in the Highway 212/224 Industrial Area.
Support from other state agencies is possible (i.e., Economic
Development Commission). ODOT is interested in relieving
consgestion on 82nd Avenue and at the I-205/Sunnyside Inter-
change. Ted Spence of ODOT originally suggested the County
submit this as an economic development project.
Financial support: Draft EIS documentation for the proposed
Lester Interchange includes the extension of Johnson Creek
Boulevard. A local match of 15% would be provided.
Stong local support: The County and ODOT received testimony in
favor of the project at a public hearing. The project is
endorsed by the Special Issues Task Force.
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[ATHER ROAD (SUNNYSIDE ROAD AREA)
Proposal: Reconstruct a portion of Mather Road and
construct a new road between S. E. 122nd Avenue and Lawnfield
Road. The improved road would have suitable grades, vertical and
horizontal alignment, improved width and structural capabilities
of handling industrial traffic. It would be constructed to 3
lanes to permit turns and channelization. The proposed
improvement would include curbs, storm sewer and sidewalks and
accommodate pedestrian/bike traffic to reduce traffic conflicts.
Additional traffic controls will be considered.
Economic Development Benefits: This project is crucial to the
development of the Clackamas Bluffs Campus Industrial Park area,
which will provide 6,500 jobs. Transportation studies have shown
that traffic congestion will reach unacceptable levels on the
other outlets to this area if this project is not constructed.
Furthermore, the project opens up several large, critical
parcels, and provides an additional access to 1-205. Clackamas
Bluffs is one of four relatively small areas Clackamas County has
available for "high technology" industrial development, the
industrial sector that's expected to account for 44% of
industrial employment growth to the year 2000.
Jurisdiction: Clackamas County
Estimated Cost: $2,000,000 Total ($300,000, local; $1,700,000,
State)
Commitment by private industry is evident in the support received
for a recently county initiated zone change to Campus Industrial
consisting of approximately 4 00 acres. The private sector also
supported other road improvements including an LID on 12 2nd/Davis
and agreed to finance installation of a multi-phase traffic
signal at Sunnyside and 122nd.
Support from other state agencies is expected such as the
Economic Development Commission.
Financial support in the form of a 15% local match is assured.
Strong local support has been demonstrated by the approval of the
4 00 acre plus Campus Industrial zone change.
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GLADSTONE BRIDGE REPLACEMENT
Proposal; Replace an existing closed bridge with a new
facility capable of handling truck, auto and pedestrian traffic:
that will be utilizing the I-205/Park Place interchange. The
existing bridge before closure some 8 years ago carried 10,000
vehicles per pay. The new facility would be a 2 to 3 lane
structure (48 wide curb to curb) with sidewalks and bike path.
It will be better aligned with the currrent street systems on
either side. Opening of the bridge will reduce local traffic on
1-205. Most if not all of the R/W has been aquired.
Jurisdiction; City of Gladstone
Estimated Cost; The requested $300,000 will satisfy the 10%
local match requirement. The remaining $2.7 million dollars of
$3 million project will be sought through HBR bridge replacement
funds (80%) and ODOT match (10%).
Economic Development Benefits; The connection will encourage
development on both sides of the river; an estimated 150
industrial jobs on the Oregon City side, and 500 commercial jobs
in Gladstone. In addition, the improvement will benefit the SDA
light industrial site in Gladstone, which will provide
1,000-1,500 jobs when developed.
Commitment by private industry; The bridge in the past served
one of Gladstone's major commercial areas. When the bridge was
closed, the commercial area stopped growing - currently a number
of half-finished commercial structures exist. Private industry
has already made a commitment to this area and the bridge would
further support this commitment.
Support from state agencies would occur with the approval of
Bridge Replacement financing (HBR funds). The Department of
Motor Vehicles office would also have better access to 1-205.
Financial Participation has been weak in the past due to the in-
ability of Gladstone to provide required local match because of
its financial structure. However through a combination of HBR
money and local match provided by modernization money the
facility could be replaced.
Strong local support is evidenced by the amount of pedestrian and
bicycle traffic the MclosedM facility currently supports and the
10,000 plus vehicles per day that utilized the bridge before clo-
sure several years ago. The bridge replacement will be even aore
important as an extension of the Oregon City bypass by more dir-
ectly connecting commercial areas of Gladstone and Oregon City.
WS; sb
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
WASHINGTON COUNTY
CORNELIUS PASS ROAD - ROCK CREEK BOULEVARD TO CORNELL ROAD T R E C E 1 V E Q AUS \ 9 1985
Proposal:
Reconstruct Cornelius Pass Road to provide a 5 lane, 72 foot wide facility
with curbs, storm sewer, sidewalks and bike paths. The length of the proposed
improvement is approximately 6,400 feet.
Jurisdiction:
City of Hillsboro and Washington County.
Estimated Cost:
$1,700,000 (PE - $145,000 R/W - $300,000, Construction - $1,225,000)
Significance to State Highway System:
Cornelius Pass Road is a major north-south route that provides access to 500
acres of vacant industrial land in the West Union area as well as to Fujitsu,
NEC, Tanasbourne Commerce Center (Epson Computers), and the PAC/Trust
development. In 1984, there were 14,000 trips a day along Cornelius Pass Road
and this is expected to increase to 26,000 by year 2000.
Functional Classification and State Highway Support:
Cornelius Pass Road is a minor arterial on the Washington County
Transportation Plan. Cornelius Pass Road connects to Sunset Highway at the
Cornelius Pass Interchange and via 216/219th Avenue to Tualatin Valley Highway.
Committed Facilities by Private Industry:
Fujitsu, Tanasbourne Commerce Center, Tanasbourne PUD, and TEchnology One
Center (PAC/TRUST) are projects either in the development or construction
stage along Cornelius Pass Road. Currently there are 400 jobs in the area,
600 new jobs are committed in the next two years, and there is an additional
potential of 20,000 at full build out.
Support from State Agencies:
Support can be expected from the State Department of Economic Development,
ODOT, and LCDC. ODOT is currently doing preliminary engineering and preparing
the Environmental Assessment for the reconstruction of the Cornelius Pass
INterchange with the Sunset Highway.
Financial Commitments by Public or Private Industry:
An LID has been formed by Western International Properties and Riviera Motors
in the West Union area that will reconstruct that of this project between Rock
Creek Boulevard and Sunset Highway. The total cost of this LID is 2.6 million
dollars.
Standard Insurance has widened Cornelius Pass Road and installed a signal at
the intersection of Cornelius Pass and Evergreen Road. Evergreen Road was
constructed by Standard Insurance at a cost of $408,000 to serve the
Tanasbourne area. Sewer and domestic water supplies, funded by Unified
Sewerage Agency, the City of Hillsboro, and the developers has been installed
and is available to all sites.
Local Support:
Strong local support has been expressed by the City of Hillsboro, Washington
County, Sunset Corridor Association, Tualatin Valley Economic Development
Corporation, NEC, Fujitsu, and other major employers in the area.

TUALATIN/SHERWOOD ROAD - NYBERG ROAD TO HIGHWAY 99W
Proposal:
Construct a five lane 72 foot wide facility with curbs, storm sewer,
sidewalks, and bikepath on Tualatin-Sherwood Road from Nyberg Road to Avery
Road and on Edy Road from Tualatin-Sherwood Road to Highway 99W. The length
of this project is approximately 25,000 feet.
Jurisdiction:
City of Tualatin, City of Sherwood, and Washington County.
Estimated Cost:
$8,600,000 (PE - $260,000, R/W - $1,000,000, Construction - $7,340,000)
Significance to the State Highway System:
Tualatin-Sherwood Road provides one of the few direct links between three
state highways, 1-5, Boones Ferry Road, and Highway 99W in the southern
portion of Washington County. In 1984 ADT for Tualatin-Sherwood Road was
11,750. ADT for Year 2000 is expected to be 22,000.
Functional Classification and State Highway Support:
Tualatin-Sherwood Road is a major arterial according to the Washington County
transportation Plan. Tualatin-Sherwood Road connects directly to 1-5 at the
Nyberg Road connects directly to 1-5 at the Nyberg Road Interchange,
intersects Boones Ferry Road, and connects to 99W.
Committed Facilities by Private Industry:
Portland Chain Saw is building a new plant and Stanton Furniture is expanding
its existing plant in the area. At full buildout there is a potential for
15,300 new jobs in the area.
Support from State Agencies:
Support can be expected from the State Department of Economic Development.
Financial Commitment by Public or Private Industry:
As development occurs, Tualatin will seek participation for improvements on
Tualatin-Sherwood Road.
Local Support:
Support has been expressed by the City of Sherwood, the City of Tualatin,
Washington County, the 1-5 Corridor Association, and the Tualatin Valley
Economic Development Corporation.
HILL
TOWNSHIP 2 SOUTH
SHUTE ROAD - SUNSET HIGHWAY TO EVERGREEN ROAD
Proposal:
Reconstruct Shute Road to provide a 5 lane, 62 foot wide facility with curbs,
storm sewer, and sidewalks. The length of the project is approximately 4,600
feet.
Jurisdiction:
City of Hillsboro and Washington County.
Estimated Cost: '
$1,750,000 (PE, 90% of which is complete - $110,000, R/W - $350,000
Construction - $1,290,000)
Significance to State Highway System:
Shute Road provides a direct link between Sunset Highway via a major
interchange and NEC and INTEL, Soloflex, Metheus, etc. in Hawthorne Farms
Development Park and other industrial areas. In 1984, 4,000 cars a day used
Shute Road. By year 2000, 27,000 cars a day are expected to use the road.
Functional Classification and State Highway Support:
Shute Road is adjacent to the NEC, America site. NEC is currently building a
120,000 square foot manufacturing facility that will employ 300 people by
1987, and 2,500 people by the end of the decade. INTEL, Metheus, and Soloflex
have already constructed facilities in Hawthorne Farms Industrial Park. In
1985 there were 4,300 jobs in the area. At full build out there is a
potential of 20,000 jobs.
Support from State Agencies:
Support can be expected by the Governor's office, which played and important
role in the sitting of NEC, and the State Department of Economic Development.
ODOT has done the Environmental Assessment on the Helvetia Road Interchange
with Sunset Highway and is currently constructing a grade-separated
interchange.
Financial Commitment by Public or Private Industry:
Sewer and domestic water supplies, funded by Unified Sewerage Agency, the City
of Hillsboro, and the developer's are installed and are available to all sites
south of Evergreen Road. The Brookwood Extension, just south of the project
area, is being planned by the City of Hillsboro, the Port of Portland, and NEC
is expected to be built in 1986. ODOT is currently constructing a
grade-separated interchange at the Helvetia Road Interchange on Sunset Highway.
Local Support:
Strong local support can be expected from Washington County, the City of
Hillsboro, the Port of Portland, Sunset Corridor Association, Tualatin Valley
Economic Development Corporation, Hillsboro Chamber of Commerce, NEC, INTEL,
and Hawthorne Farms.

BASELINE/JENKINS ROAD- MURRAY BLVD. TO 219TH AVENUE
Proposal:
Construct Baseline/Jenkins Road as a five lane, 72 foot wide facility with
curbs, storm sewer, sidewalks, and bikepath. The approximate length of this
project is 1,950 feet.
Jurisdiction:
Washington County.
Estimated Cost:
$4,225,000 (PE - $225,000, R/W - $1,000,000, Construction - $3,000,000)
Significance to State Highway System:
Baseline/Jenkins Road is an east-west road that parallels both the Sunset
Highway and Tualatin Valley Highway. It is linked to the Sunset Highway by
Murray Blvd., 158th Avenue, and 185th Avenue. ADT for 1984 was 6,000, ADT for
year 2000 is expected to be 21,000.
Functional Classification and State Highway Support:
Baseline/Jenkins Road is classified as a minor arterial in the Washington
County Transportation Plan. Because this facility parallels both Sunset
Highway and Tualatin Valley Highway, it is expected to relieve some of the
traffic on both facilities.
Committed Facilities by Private Industry:
Nike World Headquarters, Windolph Farms, Costco, Tektronix Expansion, and
Koll-Woodside have all been built, are being built, or are being planned along
this corridor. Currently, there are 1,500 jobs in the project area. 1,300
more jobs are committed in the next two years, and there is a potential for
5,000 more jobs at full build out.
Support from State Agencies:
Support can be expected from the State Department of Economic Development and
LCDC. ODOT has expressed support for the project because it would help
relieve traffic on Tualatin Valley Highway.
Financial Commitments by Public or Private Industry:
Costco is currently constructing a half street improvement on Jenkins Road
along their frontage. They have also installed a traffic signal at 158th
Avenue and Jenkins Road. The estimated cost of these improvements is $400,000,
Local Support:
Strong local support has been expressed by Washington County, the City of
Beaverton, the City of Hillsboro, the Sunset Corridor Association, the
Tualatin Valley Economic Development Commission, Nike World Headquarters,
Costco, and other major employers in the area.

STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 85-594 FOR THE
PURPOSE OF ADOPTING A McLOUGHLIN BOULEVARD
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND ALLOCATING INTERSTATE
TRANSFER FUNDS ACCORDINGLY
Date: September 4, 1985 Presented by: Andrew Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Proposed Action
Adopt the attached resolution dealing with the following items:
1. Approval of a specific McLoughlin Boulevard highway
improvement, including a particular design concept for an
interchange at McLoughlin Boulevard at Tacoma and
establishment of a staging plan.
2. Amendment of the Regional Transportation Plan to include
LRT in the corridor from downtown Portland to Milwaukie.
3. Commitment to a study of east-west traffic problems,
particularly along Johnson Creek Boulevard and across the
Willamette River south of the Sellwood Bridge.
4. Allocation of Interstate Transfer funds.
TPAC has reviewed the McLoughlin Boulevard Improvement Program
and recommends release of the proposed program for consideration by
the local jurisdictions.
Historical Review and Past Actions
1. Metro Resolution No. 79-111 approved a McLoughlin
Boulevard highway improvement as a key element in the
improvement program for the McLoughlin Corridor and
allocated $20.6 million to ODOT toward this improvement.
ODOT initiated preliminary engineering and began
preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) based upon this directive.
2. Metro Resolution No. 80-185 adopted the balance of the
improvement program and allocated funds for supportive
improvements including transit stations and neighborhood
traffic control devices.
3. In March 1982, ODOT conducted a public hearing on its
highway alternatives and Draft EIS. As a result of this
process, the preferred alternative that was recommended
included a six-lane improvement to McLoughlin Boulevard
with an overpass at Tacoma Boulevard.
4. Upon consideration for adoption by the local jurisdictions,
questions were raised on the following:
whether or not LRT as an alternative to the highway
had been given adequate analysis;
concerns over the high cost of the Tacoma overpass;
and
concerns over the impact of traffic on Johnson Creek
Boulevard.
5. Based upon these concerns and resolutions adopted by the
Portland and Milwaukie City Councils, Metro adopted
Resolution No. 83-382 calling for the following:
Funding was authorized for an improvement at Tacoma
subject to consideration by ODOT and the local juris-
dictions of lower cost alternatives.
- The balance of the funding was "reserved" pending
further consideration of LRT as an alternative to the
balance of the highway improvement.
6. In January, May and August 1984, using input from a
Multnomah County consultant study, ODOT published a series
of reports evaluating "at-grade" and "flyover" alterna-
tives to an overpass.
7. In September 1984, using design and traffic input from
ODOT and Metro, Portland published a report evaluating
traffic impacts on Johnson Creek Boulevard and alterna-
tives to mitigate the impact.
8. In September 1984, Metro published a report evaluating the
short- and long-range feasibility of LRT including the
effect on the need and timing of highway improvements to
McLoughlin Boulevard.
Analysis and Recommendation
The attachment to the resolution adopts a position on four
major issues associated with the McLoughlin Corridor
Improvement Program: I. Highway Project; II. Transit
Improvement; III. Johnson Creek Boulevard, and IV. Funding
Allocation.
I. McLoughlin Boulevard Highway Project
The attached resolution adopts a particular design
concept for the McLoughlin Boulevard improvement and
Tacoma overpass. The overpass is recommended over the
alternatives because of its ability to handle existing
traffic, projected traffic and traffic diverted out of
the Sellwood neighborhood, and elimination of the rail-
road crossing. The alignment east of McLoughlin
Boulevard is recommended to be compatible with the full
range of Johnson Creek alternatives. The recommended
staging is based upon when traffic growth will require
various elements of construction taking into account
transit expansion. Funding is allocated for Phases I, II
and IIIA only. Phases IIIB and IV are deferred to be
funded at a future date.
II. McLoughlin Corridor Transit Improvement
Various elements of transit improvement are identified
including inclusion of LRT in the RTP for future
consideration.
III. Johnson Creek Boulevard
Traffic problems on Johnson Creek Boulevard are addressed
in this resolution because volumes will be increased on
this residential street due to the McLoughlin Boulevard
highway improvement. It is not possible, however, to
adopt a specific action and/or project to reduce traffic
on Johnson Creek Boulevard because the traffic problem is
not solely due to the highway improvement and because
there is not a consensus among the affected neighborhoods
on the solution. Alternatives examined include construc-
tion of a bypass along the Johnson Creek basin to remove
traffic from the segment of Johnson Creek Boulevard
between McLoughlin and S. E. 45th and a series of
improvements to Johnson Creek Boulevard itself to make it
safer to accommodate the traffic increase.
In lieu of a specific Johnson Creek Boulevard improve-
ment, this resolution includes a policy intent to
discourage through traffic and commits to a study to
address the traffic problem. The study is intended to
deal with both the direct impact of traffic due to the
McLoughlin Boulevard improvement as well as the broader
impact of traffic patterns and growth throughout the
corridor. In addition, the study will be coordinated
with an assessment of improvements to upgrade Highway 224
and will address the adequacy of traffic capacity across
the Willamette River.
IV. Interstate Transfer Funding Allocation
$20.8 million of the $25 million set aside for the
corridor is allocated to the McLoughlin Boulevard highway
improvement. The balance is reserved for other suppor-
tive improvements in the corridor and for the LRT
engineering/environmental stduies if LRT proceeds.
Process
This action is scheduled to "release" the proposed improvement
program to the local jurisdictions for adoption after which
Metro will consider adoption of this resolution. TPAC
recommended release of the resolution.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
The Executive Officer recommends release of the resolution for
adoption by the local jurisdictions.
AC/gl
4254C/405-2
09/04/85
BEFORE THE COUNCIL
OF THE METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING ) RESOLUTION NO. 85-594
A McLOUGHLIN BOULEVARD IMPROVEMENT )
PROGRAM AND ALLOCATING INTERSTATE ) Introduced by the Joint
TRANSFER FUNDS ACCORDINGLY ) Policy Advisory Committee on
) Transportation
WHEREAS, Metro Resolution No. 79-111 approved a McLoughlin
Boulevard highway improvement and allocated Interstate Transfer
funding; and
WHEREAS, Metro Resolution No. 80-185 approved an overall
improvement strategy and allocated Interstate Transfer funding for
supportive elements; and
WHEREAS, ODOT, Metro and the local jurisdictions have
completed preliminary engineering and environmental studies for
McLoughlin Boulevard including associated issues regarding
McLoughlin/Tacoma alternatives, Johnson Creek Boulevard traffic and
LRT feasibility; and
WHEREAS, Metro Resolution No. 83-382 "reserves" funding
previously allocated to the highway improvement Phases II, III and
IV pending completion of the evaluation of LRT feasibility; now,
therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
That the Metro Council adopts the McLoughlin Boulevard
Improvement Program as described in Attachment "A."
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District
this day of , 1985.
Ernie Bonner, Presiding Officer
AC/gl/4254C/405-2
09/04/85
DRAFT
McLoughlin Corridor Improvement Program
I. McLoughlin Boulevard Highway Project
A. All jurisdictions endorse the construction of the full
McLoughlin Boulevard highway improvement to be implemented
as follows (see Map A ) :
Phase I - Tacoma overpass (Alternative , see
Map B) and signal intertie including realignment of
River Road to Harrison (the jughandle) — proceed as
soon as possible.
Phase II - Tacoma to Highway 224 — proceed as soon as
possible.
Phase IIIA - Connection from the Union/Grand viaduct
to the proposed 1-5 Marquam ramps — proceed con-
current with Interstate funded Marquam ramp project.
Phase III B and IV - Ross Island Bridge to Tacoma —
proceed when warranted (approximately 1995).
B. All jurisdictions recognize that construction of Phase II
will not be authorized to proceed until a detailed work
program has been approved and budgeted to address out-
standing east/west traffic problems, including those on
Johnson Creek Boulevard. Metro will initiate the study in
cooperation with affected jurisdictions upon completion of
the Southwest Corridor Study (anticipated to begin in
early FY 1987). Final engineering and right-of-way
acquisition for Phase II, however, will proceed as soon as
possible.
C. All jurisdictions endorse the allocation of Interstate
Transfer funds from the McLoughlin Corridor Reserve as
follows:
Preliminary Engineering $ 1,032,565
Phase I - Right-of-Way and Construction 9,700,000
Phase II - Right-of-Way and Construction 7,400,000
Phase IIIA - Right-of-Way and Construction 1,700,000
Contingency 5 percent 967,435
$20,800,000
II. McLoughlin Corridor Transit Improvement
A. All jurisdictions endorse implementing bus service and
capital improvements as part of a comprehensive transpor-
tation improvement strategy for the corridor including:
Improved McLoughlin trunk service;
Improved bus service between Milwaukie and the
Clackamas Town Center via King/Harrison;
Consideration of improvements to King/Harrison to
facilitate transit operation with Section 3 funds
allocated to the corridor; and
While recognizing that the current Milwaukie transit
station and park-and-ride lot are satisfactory for
current operations, consideration will be given for
establishment of a permanent transfer station and
park-and-ride lot in Milwaukie with Section 3 funds
allocated to the corridor.
B. All jurisdictions endorse inclusion of LRT in the Regional
Transportation Plan from downtown Portland to Milwaukie;
alignments to be identified will be along McLoughlin
Boulevard and the Portland Traction right-of-way (see
Map C ) .
C. All jurisdictions endorse reserving $1 million of
Interstate Transfer funds to allow future consideration of
proceeding with an LRT Alternative Analysis/Environmental
Impact Statement for the corridor. A decision on whether
to proceed will be based upon an assessment of whether to
proceed on any additional corridors in the region and a
comparison of this corridor to others.
D. All jurisdictions endorse protecting identified LRT routes
through inclusion of right-of-way needs in planned highway
projects.
III. Johnson Creek Boulevard
A. All jurisdictions endorse a policy intent to discourage
through traffic on Johnson Creek Boulevard between
McLoughlin Boulevard and S.E. 45th Avenue.
B. All jurisdictions endorse identification of east-west
traffic problems in this area as an outstanding issue in
the Regional Transportation Plan and agree to participat-
ing with Metro on an intergovernmental effort to resolve
these issues. The study will recommend methods to address
traffic circulation needs and bus routing in the area
between Holgate, Highway 224, Macadam and 1-205 and will
specifically address methods to reduce traffic on Johnson
Creek Boulevard including consideration of a Johnson Creek
Bypass and will evaluate the adequacy of traffic capacity
crossing the Willamette River including consideration of a
new Willamette River Bridge south of the Sellwood Bridge.
Projects that accomplish these objectives will be eligible
for consideration for reserve funds allocated to the
corridor.
C. All jurisdictions endorse allocation of Interstate
Transfer funding toward this study from the corridor
reserve.
IV. Interstate Transfer Funding Allocation
A. Allocation
Highway Improvement $20,800,000
AA/DEIS Reserve 1,000,000
Reserve (to include sufficient funding 3,281,110
for the study described in section III)
$25,081,110
B. All jurisdictions endorse allocation of the Reserve to
other improvements in the corridor that are consistent
with the McLoughlin Corridor Improvement Program or result
from the study described in section III (must also be
identified in the Interstate Transfer Concept Plan).
AC/gl
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Mr. Andrew Cotugno
Transportation Director
Metropolitan Service Dis t r ic t
B.127
RE: TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Dear Mr. Cotugno:
I understand that at the June 28 meeting of TPAC the committee, in considering an
amendment to the FY1985 Transportation Improvement Program, added language
encouraging Tri-Met to complete an update of the Transit Development Plan (TDP).
Tri-Met is prepared to commit to completion of the TDP.
F i r s t , I would l ike to provide some background related to development of a new TDP
document by this agency. The f i r s t step in developing a revised TDP is a review of
the mission statement and goals of the agency. The Board of Directors began such a
review early in 1984 and continued the review through June 1984, at which time a
decision was made to so l i c i t additional outside review. The result of this decision
was the creation of the Special Task Force on Transit Policy. As you are aware, the
task force is actively working towards a September completion date for a review and
recommendations concerning the appropriate role and financing of t rans i t in the
region. Upon completion of their work, the task force w i l l present their con-
clusions to the Tri-Met Board of Directors.
After receipt of the task force's work, the Tri-Met Board of Directors w i l l resume
the process of working towards adoption of a new set of goals and a mission state-
ment for the agency. Once a new set of goals are adopted, a new TDP would be
developed within four to eight months. A more refined estimate of the time required
to produce a TDP is not possible unt i l i t is known whether or not new t rans i t net-
works must be developed and run through the Metro modeling process. We w i l l attempt
to provide a more refined schedule by mid-October.
James E. Cowen
General Manager
rm
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON MASS TRANSIT POLICY
Sunmary
Meeting #8
July 9, 1985
1. Presentation: Ray Shea, Marketing Director, Tri-Met
° Shea presented an overview of Tri-Met's market, prepared for the
Committee. A copy of his report was distributed. Shea highlighted
current and historical information, including:
Tri-Met's Market Share
Average number of monthly trips
Trip purpose
Rider profiles
Attitudes toward Tri-Met service, funding sources
° Shea said the agency collects quantitative information from the
general public and/or riders regularly about twice a year. A major
origin and destination study based on 7,000 interviews with the
general public is in the last work stages, and will soon be available
to the Committee, he said.
° Asked why riders say they stop riding Tri-Met, Shea said key factors
were job change, residence change or lack of service; rider obtained
a car; family car demands; system too complex. The last point, he
said, was somewhat unusual and has shown as a "rather high" factor in
surveys over the past three years.
° Sources of opinions for those surveyed tend to be newspapers, TV and
word of mouth.
2. Dick Feeney, Tri-Met public affairs director, presented results of
Tri-Met's efforts at the 1985 Legislature. Tri-Met will receive added
funding from the State, primarily for capital or other designated (instead
of general fund) purposes. These sources include:
° Cigarette tax will produce about $1.6 million annually for elderly
and handicapped transit to improve door-to-door service and provide
match for new lift buses.
Meeting #8 Summary
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° State lottery proceeds will produce dollars earmarked annually for
transit projects with economic development benefits. Tri-Met will
build a $3.9 million transit center in Beaverton with initial
proceeds.
° A floor was established on the amount of the state in lieu of tax
payment.
° Restructuring of agency debt was made possible through provisions
making Tri-Met's bonding authority more flexible.
Doug Capps, Tri-Met's personnel manager, reported that talks between man-
agement and union negotiators at Tri-Met continued, with efforts to reach
agreement on several millions of dollars in costs savings still underway.
3. Jerry Mounce, committee member, and Lee Hames, Tri-Met staff, reported the
results of two recent meetings with neighborhood representatives in
Portland and east Multnomah County, respectively. The results are sum-
marized in the attached memo written by Hames.
4. Presentation: Don Barney, Community Needs Assessment, Business Community
Survey.
Barney presented a summary of his firm's study, which was distributed.
5. Presentation: Griggs-Anderson, Focus Group Results.
These consultants reviewed the results of focus groups of representative
citizens in the tri-county area which were assembled to participate in
research on transit and Tri-Met issues. A summary videotape was shown and
a summary of major findings of the research effort was distributed (copy
attached).
6. Committee business.
Hardy Myers, committee chair, described the results of the selection pro-
cess and startup plans for the consultant, Price Waterhouse, which will
conduct an administrative audit of Tri-Met organization and programs over
the next 60 days.
A brief progress report was made on the work of the two subcommittees of
the full committee.
At the next meeting of the full committee, July 23, reports from the two
subcommittees will be presented.
I DB:pjr
7/10/85
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Meeting #9
July 23, 1985
1. Tri-Met Update.
Dick Feeney, Tri-Met staff, reported that the Transit Workers Union had
rejected Tri-Met management's "final offer" for a new labor contract, and
had authorized a strike vote.
Feeney said also that the Tri-Met Board would consider a proposed fare
increase at its July 29 meeting, along with other proposals to increase
revenues of the agency.
2. Community Needs Assessment.
A summary of community needs assessment surveys conducted for the commit-
tee was distributed and reviewed by Don Barney.
3. Subcommittee Report: Future Role of Tri-Met.
Bill Robertson, subcommittee chair, distributed the subcommittee's report
and reviewed it. Several changes for clarity were suggested by committee
chair, Hardy Myers, and others. (These changes were made and are included
in the revised edition sent to all committee members on July 25.)
Several questions of substance were raised by members of the full
committee:
Q: Do goal statements go far enough to ensure an adequate citizen
involvement process at Tri-Met? An explicit goal statement, beyond
the implication of such process in the subcommittee's goals #5, 6 and
7, may be needed. (Strachan) The chair indicated the need for a
possible amendment to achieve this aim.
Q: Polani raised the broad question of whether the priority mission
assignment to moving mass groups of people, as proposed, poses the
danger of narrowing Tri-Met's mission unreasonably.
Summary/Meeting #9
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4. Committee Business.
° A matrix was distributed for information depicting the anticipated
actions and events involving the committee, the administrative audit
and the Tri-Met Board between mid-July and the completion of the
committee's work in late September.
° A progress report on the administrative audit was given, including
discussion of the committee's direction — developed in a memo from
the audit subcommittee — to the consultant, Price Waterhouse.
° A public hearing on the two subcommittee products was set for the
evening of August 6 at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium, Portland
Building.
5. Subcommittee Report: Future Financing of Tri-Met.
Don Clark, subcommittee chair, distributed the subcommittee's report and -
reviewed it. Changes for clarity were suggested (and made in the revised
edition sent to all committee members on July 25).
In response to questions from the committee, Clark made these points about
the subcommittee recommendations:
° A fare increase is proposed primarily to ensure some contribution
from riders in the balanced approach to increasing revenues. Clark
reported a debate between a 5<t and 10<£ increase in the subcommittee,
before the 5<fc hike gained majority approval.
° Timelines of "short-term", "intermediate" and "long-term" are
flexible if circumstances dictate changes in timing.
° The recommendation for fare reductions at the intermediate stage,
refers to reducing rates selectively as employer incentives to pro-
mote increased employee ridership.
° The subcommittee's short-term recommendations are not intended as a
message to the Tri-Met Board, which is considering its own set of
short-term revenue increases.
July 23, 1985
MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
Citizens Advisory Committee on Mass Transit Policy
Roles Subcommittee:
RE:
Bill Robertson, Chair
Jane Baker
Earl Blumenauer
Tony Bryant
Chuck Heinrich
TRI-MET MISSION AND GOALS
Jerry Mounce
Robert Schumacher
Bob Stacey
Phil Thompson
Charlie Williamson
We have completed our assignment, and have prepared an alternative mission and
goals statement for Tri-Met.
We believe the new mission and goals represent a significant departure from
both current practice and the mission and goals proposed last year by Tri-Met,
and a sharpening of focus for public transit. Highlights of these changes:
° Tri-Met's top priority should be moving large groups of people to work,
school and other destinations.
° Tri-Met needs to keep its primary service competitive with the transpor-
tation alternatives. If riders do not save time and money, few will con-
tinue to choose transit.
° Tri-Met should assure at least a minimum level of daily mobility to per-
sons lacking alternatives — particularly the elderly, handicapped, and
poor. These services should be provided by Tri-Met in cooperation with
other existing and potential service providers.
° Tri-Met should see itself as the coordinator of transit— not necessarily
the operator. All service options and modes should be considered, and
employed wherever appropriate, including those run by other agencies and
private business.
° Tri-Met must allocate resources to gain a better understanding of its market
and its customers, and provide service that becomes more responsive to
customer needs.
Memo to Blue Ribbon Committee
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° Tri-Met needs to work more vigorously to gain community understanding and
support for transit. Real, quantifiable benefits must be shown to riders
and non-riders.
° Transit should not strive to play the leading role in saving energy,
improving air quality, or enhancing neighborhood livability or land use —
although these are benefits of an effective transit system. Tri-Met in
its operations should be mindful of these community benefits, but not set
them as goals of the agency.
Subcommittee members look forward to presenting the mission and goals at the
blue ribbon committee's July 23 meeting. We anticipate the meeting will begin
the process of blending the finance subcommittee's recommendations to achieve
fiscal stability with our mission and goals.
Enclosures :
u~
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON MASS TRANSIT POLICY
ROLES COMMITTEE
TRI-MET MISSION
Tri-Met's primary mission is to facilitate mass movement of groups of people
having similar needs for transportation to work, school and other destinations.
Tri-Met should also assure, in cooperation with other service providers, at
least a basic level of public transportation for other citizens in the region
who depend upon transit as their primary means of mobility.
TRI-MET GOALS
1. Design and manage a system which moves large numbers of people rapidly,
efficiently, safely, comfortably, and at a reasonable cost.
2. For movement of large groups of riders, provide service that attracts
riders by offering savings in dollars and time spent on transportation.
3. In providing a basic level of transportation service, ensure that all
citizens in the region ~ particularly the elderly, handicapped or p o o r —
have access to at least a minimum level of reliable, dally mobility.
4. Act as the coordinator of transit — not necessarily the operator.
Consider all service options and modes, employing alternatives when
appropriate, including those run by other agencies and private business.
5. Provide service that is responsive to customer needs, after examining the
specific transportation needs of individual ridership segments.
6. Produce and demonstrate quantifiable benefits for riders and non-riders
by:
- Providing a cost-effective alternative to major highway construction
- Saving time and money for riders, and reducing traffic congestion
- Supporting economic growth for the region
7. Promote community understanding of transit service and transit's role in
the regional transportation system, achieving broad-based community sup-
port for transit.
8. Improve productivity through prudent capital investments and through sound
and innovative management.
9. Be mindful of the community benefits of an effective transit system, such
as saving energy, improving air quality, or enhancing neighborhood livabil-
ity or land use, but not set them as goals of the agency.
Memo to Citizens Advisory Committee
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To meet this end, we recommend that Tri-Met: :
° Make the community an integral part of future decisions on :
transit service and funding.
° Convince the public of Tri-Met's efficiency by
pursuing cost savings before seeking new monies. :
° Adopt equitable finance methods that ensure all ~: -._ -
beneficiaries help pay for transit. -
° Integrate transit and highway funding over the long term,
gaining greater flexibility to invest in transit when- -
ever it offers the most cost-effective transportation
option.
If Tri-Met provides a needed service, does so efficiently, and convinces the
public that transit benefits all citizens in the region, then funding will
follow.
Encl.
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON MASS TRANSIT POLICY
July 23, 1985
TO: Committee Members
FROM: Finance Subcommittee:
Don Clark, Chair Bill Naito
Linore Allison Judie Neil son
Larry Cole Ray Polani
Carl Halvorson Margaret Strachan
Dan Kinney Dave Yaden
Wayne Kuni
RE: SUBCOMMITTEE FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS :.i
The Finance Subcommittee has completed the work assigned by committee chairman
Hardy Myers in early June. - - •
Our task was to review Tri-Met's financial status and recommend feasible-
opttons enabling Tri-Met to achieve fiscal stability. The attached material
outlines the subcommittee's findings and recommendations. -
The subcommittee's overriding conclusion is that developing a strong, well
informed public constituency for transit is a critical first step in obtaining
the resources necessary for Tri-Met to carry out its future role.
This undertaking will require a renewed sense of teamwork which first per-
meates every level of Tri-Met ~ board, management, and employees. This posi-
tive feeling must then be carried to Tri-Met's "partners" in the community:
to Tri-Met riders; to citizens of the region who benefit from transit but do
not ride; to employers who foot much of the bill for transit; and to others.
Forging-this partnership may require a significant change in the way Tri-Met
does business.
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON MASS TRANSIT POLICY
FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE
Subcommittee Findings
The Finance Subcommittee finds that:
° A majority of citizens in the region do not ride transit, and are largely
unaware of the broad benefits they receive from transit. The success
of regional policies for improving air quality, enhancing neighborhood
livability, containing sprawl, and maintaining a strong downtown are all
contingent on Tri-Met continuing to play a major role in the region.
^ A significant percentage of those who pay for transit believe that Tri-Met
could accomplish its mission more efficiently.
a
 Under the present funding arrangements, some transit beneficiaries do not
participate in supporting transit, while some others pay a share that may
be perceived as too large or too small in proportion to the benefits they
receive.
a
 A major benefit of transit is providing a cost-effective alternative to
costly highway construction. However, funding mechanisms do not integrate
transit and highway funding, and may thus inhibit investments in transit
when it is the most cost-effective option. :
° Tri-Met is the only major transit system in the U.S. lacking a traditional
broad-based tax source, such as a sales, income, or property tax. Tri-Met1s
payroll tax is unusual — one of only three such taxes in the nation
(Cincinnati, Eugene).
° The subcommittee finds there is a direct relationship between Tri-Met
fares and ridership.
° The three most important criteria in selecting appropriate revenues for
Tri-Met are public acceptability, equity, and incentives to promote
ridership. Other factors to be considered include adequacy and
effect on economic growth.
° The Finance Subcommittee is not able to determine the appropriate level of
funding for transit in the region. However, Tri-Met appears to be facing
/ a serious, imminent financial threat. As a result, to achieve fiscal sta-
bility, any plan of action must incorporate both immediate and long-term
options.
° Public support for Tri-Met funding ultimately rests on whether Tri-Met -
provides what the public wants, how efficiently it does so, and whether
the public feels that the benefits and costs are shared fairly.
Subcommittee Recommendations
The Finance Subcommittee recommends that Tri-Met:
•1. Provide for an active community role in decisionmaking on transit service
and funding, taking necessary steps to achieve public acceptability.
2. Pursue any and all worthwhile avenues for cost savings and efficiencies,
and communicate these to the public before seeking new monies.
3. Fashion a more equitable financing structure for transit which ensures
that all transit beneficiaries pay a share that the community believes is
fair.
4. Implement the following short-term funding options to stabilize Tri-Met's
fiscal condition:
a. Fuel Tax: Impose a gross receipts tax on businesses j2mjac[ed in whole-
sale distribution of petroleum.
b. Union Support: Gain management flexibility from the transit workers'
union, through work rule changes and contract services which improve
system efficiency.
c. Fares: Expand the share of transit costs paid by riders, by raising
cash fares gradually (5<fc in 1985-86) and by increasing ridership.
d. Payroll Tax: Obtain any new revenues from other sources, thereby
reducing the payroll tax share of transit support.
5. Develop and pursue the following intermediate funding options:
a. Schools: Recognizing that transit serves a vital functimi^ in
transporting students, seek in-kind contributions or cash support
from school districts and colleges to offset some of the costs of
providing this service.
b. Payroll Tax: Expand the payroll tax to all employers^ within
Tri-Met's service area not presently covered, includfngTocaT govern-
ments (cities, counties, school districts), non-profit agencies* and
other exempt employers (insurance companies based outside Oregon,
HMOs, others).
- c. Employer Incentives: Provide incentives to employers to encourage
high transit ridership among their workers.
d. Marketing: Employ innovative marketing techniques, Including selec-
tively reduced fares and other methods, to improve Tri-Met's finan-
cial condition by building ridership.
e. Parking Tax: Introduce transit funding mechanisms which provide
financial incentives for riders (or disincentives for drivers),
including a tax on parking spaces.
Recommendations
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6. Prepare and implement a long-term strategy to ensure fiscal stability:
a. Integrated Funding: Integrate transit and highway funding in the
region, gaining greater flexibility to invest in transit wherever it
offers the most cost-effective transportation option.
b. State Funding: Seek greater state participation in transit funding.
c. Special Benefits Tax: Seek authority to levy taxes on areas gaining
special transit benefits in recognition that certain geographic areas
derive greater benefits from transit.
Note:
Short-term describes options which are possible to implement during
the 1985-86 fiscal year.
Intermediate describes options possible by end of 1987 Legislature.
Long-term describes options for implementation beyond the 1987 Legislature
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